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ABSTRACT 

The concept of Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs), using moving vehicles as 

nodes to produce a mobile network, creates unique opportunities, requirements and 

challenges for vehicular transport systems. If vehicles are enabled to communicate with 

each other (Vehicle-to-Vehicle, i.e. V2V) and with roadside infrastructure (Vehicle-to-

Infrastructure, i.e. V2I), a new paradigm for vehicle safety and efficiency applications 

can be formed. Meanwhile, both economic and technical requirements are generated. 

The objective of this research is to develop a conceptual and theoretical framework to 

analyse driver interactions and compatibility with the new driving support systems. As 

opposed to preceding studies mainly focused on specific technological research topics, 

this study seeks to explore individual driver desires and perceptions relevant to system 

design. 

Discrete choice modelling has expanded significantly with the development of flexible 

models that allow for progressively more realistic representations of complex and 

dynamic choice behaviour, especially in transport research. In this study, latent class 

modelling, incorporating individual psychometric data, is motivated particularly by the 

high technology V2V system where decision makers’ behaviour is critically influenced 

by perceptions and attitudes. Several advantages of this modelling approach are: first, it 

can capture underlying, unobservable discrete segmentation across the population; 

second, it jointly estimates both the parameters of the class membership model (linking 

observable information features with the likelihood of being in a particular class) and 

the class specific behaviour; third, it estimates the magnitude of each segment. 

The framework considers, at individual level, the effects of the three forces on the 

choice process: decision pattern, general attitudes, and degree of stated preference 

survey engagement. The approach makes it possible to characterise individuals’ 

attitudes, intentions, perceptions and preferences when modelling behaviour with 

respect to an innovative V2V product.      

This approach to estimating choices is used in the context of three empirical examples. 

These case studies are organised in multiple stages: pre-trip strategic decisions (Chapter 

4), tactical en-route decisions (Chapter 5) and a specific focus on vehicle operating 

decisions which demonstrates the potential of this approach to characterise the customer 
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segments and preferences for a hypothetical vehicle-to-vehicle driving support product 

(Chapter 6).  

The case studies clearly demonstrate that product characteristics, including the content 

of information provided, the manner of system integration, the system reliability, the 

price, the market penetration and the auto-control mechanism, are critical decision 

variables that drive customer’s decisions in the context of a V2V system. As an 

evolving market, there will be inevitably a mix of vehicles with different degrees of 

supportive or automatic control features. In this study one group of drivers are identified 

as being reluctant to accept technologies that can take vehicle control away from them 

whereas the others exhibit strong preferences for alternatives that offer advanced 

automatic functions.  A comparison displays the similarities, differences and 

generalizability of these three types of decisions. The main results can be summarised in 

the following statements. 

There is inertia associated with ‘no change’ and drivers are more reluctant to change 

route than departure time. In a route choice model, the sample displays similar 

aggregated choice distributions when responding to the information provided. However, 

in a departure time model, respondents display quite distinct choice structures. 

Meanwhile, there is a greater tendency to change when drivers receive more detailed 

information, quantitative instead of qualitative, predictive instead of descriptive. The 

type and severity of the delays play a key role in the decision to deviate from the 

intended route. Survey duration is confirmed as a good proxy for survey engagement 

since it captures the personal effort that the respondent dedicates to the task.  

The estimations also identify heterogeneous decision strategies across the population. It 

suggests that novice customers are more likely to display differences in the variance of 

unobserved factors of utility; models that fail to identify such components may under or 

overstate the extent of taste heterogeneity. Choices presented in best-worst form seem to 

be easy for respondents to identify, enabling them to make consistent decisions when 

faced with options. 

While the major part of the thesis focuses on the general population, Chapter 7 expands 

the scope to consider a special group of drivers with certain medical conditions. In 

forming their perceptions or intentions towards a new driving support technology, 

individuals are often influenced by their physical and mental vulnerabilities, 

medications, and even financial conditions. In this study, drivers’ needs for support are 

quantified in relation to the driving difficulties that arise out of weaknesses in specific 
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categories, particularly drivers with rheumatic diseases. A focus group study revealed 

crucial demands on adaptive design for driving support systems in the early stages of 

vehicle-to-vehicle development. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 Opening comment 

The central objective of this research is to develop a greater understanding of the 

relationship between the design of new in-vehicle systems and individual acceptance of 

the technology. If a new in-vehicle technology is to be implemented successfully and 

made compatible with driver needs then the preferences of users, especially early 

adopters, need to be assessed prior to development. This study is a cross-disciplinary 

investigation of the perspectives of users on adopting new technology and on how they 

are likely to adapt to it. Segmentation of individuals by various aspects is used to 

increase the insights into driver behaviour. Additionally, the quantitative case studies 

are used to provide specific evidence on individual interpretations of technological 

evolution. 

 

This research has been partly funded by an Australian government postgraduate 

research scholarship and partly by an Australian Research Council grant. 
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1.2 Technology to support drivers 

The concept of Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs), using moving vehicles as 

nodes to produce a mobile network, creates unique opportunities, requirements and 

challenges (Hartenstein & Laberteaux, 2010). If vehicles are enabled to communicate 

with each other (Vehicle-to-Vehicle, V2V) and with roadside infrastructure (Vehicle-to-

Infrastructure, V2I), as shown in Figure 1.1, a new paradigm for vehicle safety and 

efficiency can be created.  

Both economic and technical requirements are generated. User acceptance, cooperative 

protocols and government regulations are associated with expectations of privacy and 

security. The dynamic vehicular environments pose new challenges to researchers in 

terms of system reliability, accessibility and integration. Thus, design and deployment 

of VANETs is economically and technically challenging.            

One objective of this study is to propose, illustrate and discuss a theoretical and 

methodological framework for analysing users’ interaction and compatibility with 

innovative in-vehicle technologies based on VANETs. This will contribute to in-vehicle 

V2V system design and to the user-oriented of system specifications to the correct 

consumer segments in an evolving market. 

This section introduces basic concepts that are important for understanding vehicular ad 

hoc network applications. According to the reference architecture of the vehicle-to-

vehicle communication system (Car-2-Car, 2007), three major components are: in-

vehicle domain, vehicular ad hoc network, and infrastructure domain (see Figure 1.2).  

The in-vehicle domain comprises an on-board unit (OBU) and a few application units. 

An application unit can be an integral part of a vehicle and permanently connected to an 

on-board unit or a portable device dynamically attached to an on-board unit.   
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The vehicular ad hoc network comprises vehicles equipped with on-board units and 

roadside units (RSUs). If they have wireless connection, on-board units communicate 

directly with each other; otherwise, multi-hop communications are deployed where a 

message is forwarded from one on-board unit to another sequentially, until it reaches the 

destination.  Roadside units, located at fixed positions along roads or at dedicated 

points, can extend the coverage of the ad hoc network by transferring data or executing 

special functions. The roadside unit can be attached also to an infrastructure network as 

a portal, which in turn can be connected to the internet via Wi-Fi hot spots or 3G/4G 

cellular networks.  

Based on short-range wireless communications, the VANET system can provide timely 

spatial information dissemination among vehicles (e.g. Almalag, 2009; Emmelmann et 

al., 2010).  Safety applications, such as pre-crash warning, emergency vehicle warning 

and hazard notification, will benefit from this direct form of inter-vehicle 

communication. Furthermore, by collecting, storing and processing traffic status data 

from a wider platform, traffic network efficiency can be improved.  

(a) Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V)  

 

(b)Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I)  

Figure 1.1: Types of Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) 

 

 

 

RSU RSU 

RSU 

(c) Combine V2V and V2I 
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The concept of VANET has been significantly affected by technological advances since 

the mid-1990s. The allocation of the 75MHz spectrum of the 5.9GHz band to Dedicated 

Short-Range Communication (DSRC) by the US Federal Communication Commission 

(FCC, 1999) is a milestone in government regulation. Arrangements to facilitate the use 

of dedicated short-range communication have been developed in Europe, Australia, 

Japan and many other countries.  

It can be envisioned that in the near future, vehicles equipped with wireless devices will 

be able to communicate with each other and exchange information about their current 

situation. The information exchanged can be of two types:  

1. Periodic exchange of status data among the vehicles in direct communication range, 

and  

2. Messages triggered by a critical event and distributed in a geographical area.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: The reference architecture and three major domains   

   Source: www.car-to-car.org 

 

 

 

Ad-hoc Domain  
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Among the wide range of possible uses, crash prevention is regarded as an important 

future function (Festag et al., 2008). For crash prevention, on-board units and roadside 

units measure the road condition at several positions and communicate their aggregated 

values to an approaching vehicle. If the incoming data is interpreted as a danger, the 

vehicle creates a safety warning and distributes it to all vehicles in a certain 

geographical area (for example within 300 metres), potentially by using multi-hop 

communication, to help each other react appropriately and in a timely way.  

Accurate travel time prediction is important for improving traffic management and for 

enabling better informed traveller decisions. In the future, vehicular ad hoc networks 

will likely provide a supplemental data source at relatively low cost for travel time 

measurement (Bertini & Lovell, 2009).  

The vehicular ad hoc network now represents a rapidly emerging research field and is 

considered essential for ‘co-operative driving’. So far, the development of VANETs has 

been triggered by strong economic interest since vehicle-to-vehicle communications 

allow the sharing of wireless channels for collision avoidance, improved route planning, 

and better control of traffic congestion (Bechler et al., 2003). As a costly and long-term 

prelude to the introduction of new products, VANET system development has been the 

object of intense study by academics and engineers. Hartenstein and Laberteaux (2008) 

provided an overview of interest and progress in the field of vehicular ad hoc networks. 

Zeadally et al. (2010) presented a review of wireless access standards for VANETs, and 

described some of the recent VANET trials and deployments in the US, Japan, and the 

European Union. 

Reviewing the VANET development strategies in recent years, research activities have 

primarily addressed the technical challenges and requirements, focusing on the 

functionality of inter-vehicle communication and working towards reliability, 

accessibility, and system integration. So far, limited work has been done to assess the 

impact of VANETs as a new source of information on driving behaviour. The challenge 

of impact assessment is in modelling the human factors. Progress in understanding 

driver responses has lagged behind the technology advances. This imbalance is likely to 

result in vehicle manufacturers and technology vendors proposing ineffective 

specifications for equipment, failing partially or completely to achieve the goals of 

VANETs.  
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Considering a typical safety case of VANET where the in-vehicle system provides real-

time advice to drivers in order to avoid collisions, the driver’s acceptance of the system 

suggestion is critical to the success of the application (Härri, 2010). Hence, behavioural 

theory is of special interest in this study because the parameters describing VANET 

applications and particularly vehicular mobility modelling are related to human 

behaviour. Failing to correctly model the user’s behaviour will significantly impair the 

success of VANET applications.  

Before dealing with acceptance of vehicle-to-vehicle technology in Chapter 6, studies of 

response to pre-trip and on-board information are reported in Chapters 4 and 5. The 

modelling issues are introduced in Section 1.3 which provides a conceptual framework 

for human behaviour with respect to new driving systems. The topic is developed in 

Chapters 2 and 3.  

Research objectives of this study are discussed briefly in Section 1.4. In section 1.5, 

research contributions are summarised. Section 1.6 presents an outline of the thesis. 
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1.3  Driver responses  

The main purpose of many travel behaviour studies has been to design theoretical and 

practical models that mimic the scale and distribution of the travel flows generated by 

individual travellers, in order to forecast the potential changes either through the 

passage of time or caused by a significant alteration in the transport network (Stopher & 

Lee-Gosselin, 1997). The introduction of V2V will bring an era of change in 

transportation systems and therefore it is necessary to develop forecasting models that 

provide a clearer picture of the dynamics of the resulting changes in travel behaviour. 

The vehicular cases of VANETs include safety applications, which aim to significantly 

reduce crashes by providing information to the driver and the vehicle which is 

unavailable through driver perception and sensors alone, efficiency applications, which 

focus on traffic mobility via information sharing and comfort applications, which aim to 

reduce the driver’s workload (Caveney, 2010).  

In general, there are three types of interaction between the application, the vehicle and 

its driver: (1) advisory, (2) semi-automatic and (3) fully automatic control. In an 

evolving market, there will be inevitably a mix of vehicles with different degrees of 

supportive or automatic control features. Drivers’ behaviour changes associated with the 

use of the applications depend on the specific features of the system and on the way to 

mediate different driving tasks.    

1.3.1 Conceptual framework for human driving behaviour in response 

to travel information 

The process of seeking information is a critical element of human behaviour and should 

be a primary focus of driver behaviour research (Adler et al., 1993). Therefore, it is 

necessary to understand the decision-making process of drivers in the presence of real-

time travel information.  

According to Michon (1971), the driving task consists of three hierarchically ordered 

levels: strategic, tactical and operational. In the next generation simulation (NGSIM) 

core algorithm report (Hranac et al. 2004), travel decisions were classified into five 

categories based on the time scale of application: pre-trip, strategic en-route, tactical 
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route execution, operational driving and vehicle control. Furthermore, the strategic plan 

and tactical actions can take place in a dynamic environment where a driver’s 

objectives, trip plans, and external conditions are all subject to change. Several factors 

are responsible for the choices of drivers in line with the information provided (e.g. 

Adler & McNally, 1993; Polydoropoulou & Ben-Akiva, 1998; Mahmassani et al., 2003; 

Khattak et al., 2008):  

1. Situational constraints can be a main reason to cause revision of the plan, such 

as trip purpose;  

2. The driver’s decision might be influenced by past experiences; 

3. Latent inertia also plays an important role; 

4. Driver-specific characteristics, such as driving skill, personality and familiarity 

with the network can have an impact on decisions.  

In essence, the engagement of drivers can be regarded as a decision-making process in 

response to real-time travel information and be broken down into three stages: exposure, 

evaluation and action. In this process, a driver is first exposed to information and then 

has to work out what the information entails. A key aspect of the exposure stage is the 

degree to which the driver believes or perceives the factual information. At the 

evaluation stage, the driver processes the information with respect to the alternative 

actions suggested, either explicitly or implicitly and with respect to the attributes of 

these alternatives, and then judges them on their merits. Having been exposed to and 

then evaluated real-time travel information, the driver chooses an action from the 

alternatives that is believed to maximise his/her satisfaction or utility (McFadden, 

1981).  

In summary, engagement is a complex process involving the driver’s psychophysical 

and value judgments, as well as personal decision rules (Louviere, 1988). The primary 

goal of surveying driver choice under information is to quantify relationships between 

the driving decision and a set of explanatory factors. 
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In this study, a three-level framework of driver behaviour with travel information is 

used (Figure 1.3): 

Pre-trip strategic decisions: The goal of the trip is set and the departure time and the 

original route are determined. 

Tactical en-route decisions: The driver either executes the original plan, or makes 

modifications of route, destination, parking choice, etc. 

Operational decisions: This category deals with driver decisions related to controlling 

the vehicle efficiency and safety performance.  

 

 

 

 Figure 1.3: Framework of driving decision with the provision of information 
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1.3.2 Demand-based design framework  

A demand-based approach leads to a design that notionally maximises the expected 

utility of drivers and can predict a product’s demand as a function of the design options 

(Hazelrigg, 1998; Olewnik & Lewis, 2003; Wassenaar & Chen, 2003). However, an 

aggregated demand approach is not enough to capture the variability among the whole 

population in the market for engineering design decisions. Discrete choice modelling 

uses individual data rather than group averages, thus better capturing the variation of 

individual characteristics and avoiding paradoxes resulting from the aggregation of the 

preferences of many individuals.  

Discrete choice modelling has been used to analyse consumer behaviour with respect to 

choice of a product/service from a set of alternatives in many applications, especially in 

transport studies. In discrete choice modelling, an individual is visualised as selecting a 

choice y which maximises his utility U (McFadden, 1981; Ben-Aliva & Lerman, 1985). 

In each choice setting, a single alternative, e.g. delaying the trip or not, changing route 

or not, inflating tyres or not, is chosen from a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive 

possibilities (Louviere et al. 2000). While discrete choice research and modelling 

techniques have been applied to estimate consumer preferences for technologies, these 

methods often assume homogenous preferences. Among various discrete choice models, 

the Mixed Logit Model and the Latent Class Model are probably the two best candidates 

to improve the Multinomial Logit Model (MNL) in accommodating the preference 

heterogeneity across individuals (Revelt & Train, 1998; Alger et al., 1998; McFadden & 

Train, 2000; Greene & Hensher, 2003). In essence, the mixed logit specifies random 

parameters to follow a continuous joint distribution. The latent class model can be seen 

as a special case of mixed logit where a step function with a finite number of steps is 

used to approximate the continuous curve (McFadden, 1974; Swait, 1994; Gopinath, 

1995; McFadden & Train, 2000; Walker, 2001).  

Heterogeneity and susceptibility with respect to travel information are two important 

issues in the investigation of driver behaviour. Heterogeneity arises from the face that 

drivers respond to the same information differently. Susceptibility is the degree to 

which the driver is influenced by travel information to take appropriate action. These 

issues are important in specifying a system to link attributes with user preferences, as 

well as to market a particular specification of new vehicle technology to the right driver 

segment. For the purpose of modelling the heterogeneity and susceptibility across driver 
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perceptions and preferences with respect to new vehicle-to-vehicle systems, a latent 

structure framework is of particular interest in this study because the latent class 

structure can come up with a set of parameters specific to a group of individuals; it 

divides the full set into a finite number of classes, with the parameter values across 

individuals within a class being statistically homogeneous.  

There is a growing body of evidence suggesting that responses to a sequence of stated 

choice questions tend to violate the standard assumptions regarding independence of 

responses and stability of preferences, which might be caused by heuristics or personal 

factors, in some cases leading to a prediction bias (Caussade et al., 2005; Day & Pinto, 

2010; McNair et al., 2010). This study investigates the segments of respondents 

employing different heuristics and attitudes by developing an augmented latent class 

model integrating prior individual information into the estimation.  

1.3.3 Empirical studies of driver interactions with new driving systems 

Analysis of driver interactions in dynamic driving situations is based on various models 

and methods, such as experiments in the laboratory or on driving simulators, interviews 

or surveys, observation at the site or on board vehicles. The choice of the method in this 

study depends on the research objectives and the theoretical models, as well as the 

human and technical resources and time constraints.     

1.3.3.1 Case study one (in Chapters 4 and 5) 

The impact of information on driver behaviour has been a topic of interest since the 

early days of traffic information systems (e.g. Abdel-Aty et al., 1997; Khattak et al., 

1999). In case study one, the decision situation in response to information is modelled 

as a three-dimensional choice process, with the following choice set for an individual 

driver n. 

 Departure time: Cn = {Depart earlier, No change, Depart later} 
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For route choice and tyre pressure, there is a binary choice. 

 Route change: Cn = {Change route, No change} 

 Inflate tyres: Cn = {Inflate tyres, No action}  

The study seeks to explain the strategies by which drivers manage traffic-related or 

vehicle-related situations during their journeys.  

Stated preference (SP) choice data are capable of predicting the behaviour of 

respondents when faced with hypothetical attributes and conditions (Stopher & Jones, 

2003). To capture user preferences with respect to new technologies, an ASP.net based 

SP simulator is developed in this study. The generation of a choice scenario by the 

simulator is determined by the specific answer to the preceding question, or the set of 

scenarios displayed sequentially on a computer screen is automatically tailor-made for 

each respondent. The specific case of a trip from Scarborough Beach Road to the 

Business School of the University of Western Australia (UWA) in Perth, Western 

Australia (WA) is examined. 

1.3.3.2 Case study two (in Chapter 6) 

The second stage is to take a further step in identifying individuals’ perspectives and 

preferences with respect to a new vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) in-vehicle system, where 

customer heterogeneity has a substantial impact on the specification of the V2V product 

design. A technology acceptance model (Davis, 1989) serves as the basis for 

understanding user acceptance of technology, where perceived usefulness and perceived 

ease of use, as well as intention to use a system are the main predictors of actual system 

use. In designing a new V2V system, researchers should be aware of the behavioural 

adaptation of drivers, which in turn may be in conflict with what designers intend.      

System designers expect answers to the following: 

 Which group of consumers can accept imperfect performance by a new device 

under the limitations of research and development? How can early adopters be 

convinced to purchase V2V equipment when they will hardly find a 

communication partner? 

 What type of application (safety or comfort and convenience) is more attractive 

in the potential market? 
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 Will the new device overload drivers, distract them from the primary driving 

task, or be too complicated for inexperienced users? 

 In view of the limitations on quantifying benefits for money with respect to 

VANETs for on-road safety and efficiency, how price sensitive are the potential 

consumers? 

This part was designed as a best-worst choice experiment combined with an efficient 

experimental design. To elicit extra information per choice set, the survey asks 

participants not only to select the best option in each scenario but also to select the 

worst from the option set. Meanwhile, the individual’s personal profile generated from 

the first case study will be used as prior information for latent segment membership 

identification.  

The standard assumptions when modelling responses to stated choice questions are that 

each question is answered independently and truthfully, so that underlying preferences 

are initially well-formed. However, it has been argued that compared with mature 

markets, novice consumers are likely to express strong individual differences in 

unobserved components of utility. Thus, response behaviour may violate one or more 

standard assumptions when modelling response to a sequence of stated choice questions 

(Louviere et al., 2008). For example, a novice consumer is forced to decide if it is worth 

$4,000 to purchase a vehicle-to-vehicle device that will provide him/her with collision 

and hazardous location warning with system reliability of 95%. He or she would need to 

understand how the vehicle-to-vehicle network works, how the extra degree of safety 

protection can be achieved with the assistance of the system, and how to attach a value 

to the expected outcome. 

This study draws on the analysis of the individual’s attitude to risk with respect to 

various types of travel information in Case study one, the link between the consumer’s 

familiarity with the product and his/her degree of risk aversion. These attitudinal 

proxies are carried over to Case study two as prior information, reflecting the 

individual’s decision rules and risk attitude.   
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The results of both case studies can be applied to specific system design. This approach 

could be used in the design of a Real-Time Tyre Information System, which integrates 

the Tyre Pressure Monitoring System, the Global Positioning System (GPS) or 

Geographic Information System (GIS), the traffic message channel and an on-board 

computer. To further illustrate the potential of the human-oriented design approach, a 

prototype of V2V driving support system for drivers with rheumatic conditions is 

proposed in Chapter 7. 
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1.4 Research Aims  

The development of a technical innovation in the driving context involves numerous 

processes, acceptance by drivers, translation into driving behaviour and consequences 

for the traffic network.  One of the major purposes of this thesis is to take a step in 

showing what engineers can learn from empirical economic research when building 

models of driver behaviour into vehicle-to-vehicle products.  

As indicated in Section 1.3, a number of broad issues have been addressed in this study:  

 When a new technology is introduced, individuals are going to be confronted by 

a new situation for which it is difficult to know in advance which factors will 

actually influence individual behaviour 

 When choice behaviour violates the assumptions of choice models, the results 

obtained from stated preference or revealed preference surveys may not provide 

a statistically satisfactory representation of behaviour 

 When attempting to explore how behavioural responses will change in the 

longer term, the ability to achieve the maximisation objective is inhibited by 

uncertainty, and the various heuristics may not utilise all attribute information. 

In summary, the main aims of this thesis are: 

 To identify the similarities, differences and generalizability of the diverse 

changes in response to travel information at different driving task levels: 

strategic, tactical and operational 

 To develop flexible discrete choice models that allow for realistic 

representations of complex and dynamic choice behaviour by using a prior-

information integrated latent class model to identify the groups of respondents 

employing different heuristics 
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 To develop a framework for analysing driver interactions and compatibility with 

the new V2V driving support system, seeking the identification of product 

characteristics which are critical decision variables influencing customer 

decisions in the context of a V2V system 

 To analyse driving task difficulty for particular driver groups and present the 

prototype of a driving support system with adaptive design; also to identify 

future research priorities for drivers with rheumatic conditions.  

The research also has a number of more specific objectives, and these are presented 

in the appropriate chapters. 
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1.5 Contributions 

This study adds a new dimension to human-centred technology acceptance and design 

research. It demonstrates the importance of the individual’s interpretation of a situation 

of technological change. The aim of the human-oriented approach is to develop models 

which reveal both systematic and random heterogeneity and are capable of identifying 

individuals’ decision making patterns.  

 This study has found that advanced technology for driver support will result in 

unexpected reactions sufficiently often to be of concern to system designers 

(Chapters 4, 5 and 6) 

 Quantification of likely responses has been achieved by presenting realistic but 

hypothetical driving scenarios in a stated choice survey (Chapter 3) 

 Survey respondents were found to fall into three latent classes, the first being 

strongly inclined to act on information provided, the second being generally risk 

averse and inclined to keep to the normal routine, while the third group are 

prepared to act on information in order to reduce delay caused by congestion, 

incidents or roadwork (Chapter 4) 

 The results indicate that drivers presented with pre-trip information are more 

willing to change departure time than route (Chapter 4) 

 A specific recommendation on the action to take is generally less acceptable 

than factual information (Chapter 4) 

 Drivers are more likely to act on information which is quantitative rather than 

qualitative and predictive rather than descriptive (Chapters 4 and 5) 

 As a model for the various types of real-time monitoring systems being installed 

in vehicles, a study of responses to system advice to inflate tyres revealed 

similar latent classes but with the difference that the third and smallest class 

were reluctant to act on the information (Chapter 5) 

 The key finding with respect to vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication is that 

drivers are strongly inclined to accept a system which would take control of the 

vehicle in an emergency (Chapter 6) 
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 Respondents treated market penetration – the level of V2V system adoption – as 

an important factor in determining whether they would adopt it (Chapter 6) 

 There were great differences between latent classes in their willingness to pay 

for V2V installation (Chapter 6) 

 The V2V analysis shows that best-worst scaling substantially improve the 

capacity of the logit model to identify the factors influencing the choices 

(Chapter 6) 

 Survey respondents were observed to be multiperiod rather than single period 

optimisers (Chapters 5 and 6) 

 Although drivers with a disability tend to underestimate their driving capacity, 

they will generally need advanced types or special adaptations of driver support 

systems (Chapter 7).  
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1.6 Thesis Outline 

The remainder of this thesis is organised in the following chapters.  

Chapter 2 is an overview of the state-of-the-art on the econometric issues that are 

essential to understanding travel decisions in response to travel information. It focuses 

on relevant studies, discrete choice modelling theories and human-centred engineering 

design methods.   

Chapter 3 presents the design and implementation of an ASP.net based stated 

preference survey instrument. This chapter starts with a discussion of the major changes 

that have occurred in travel survey methods in recent years. It also provides an 

introduction to the sample generation and the data.  

Chapter 4 deals with the study of the effect of pre-trip and en-route information in 

supporting travel change decisions in a two-stage process: departure time and route 

choice. The generic model structure and modelling methodology are presented in the 

first part. The scope of the research is: first, to address drivers’ needs for a variety of 

specific types of travel information; second, to compare the model estimation results 

with empirical findings available on this topic; last, to develop a base case for an 

evolving understanding of the factors influencing driver decisions in different situations. 

Chapter 5 presents an investigation of driving behaviour with respect to a further level 

of information: vehicle operating information, focusing on the sensitivity and preference 

heterogeneity of individuals in respect of a new real-time tyre pressure information 

system. Estimates for a three-class latent class model are discussed in detail to show the 

potential of this approach to characterise user segments and preferences for an 

innovative vehicle technology. A comparison displays the similarities, differences and 

generalisability among three types of decision, departure time, route selection and 

vehicle operation.  

Chapter 6 reports on a further step in understanding individual perspectives and 

preferences with respect to new vehicle-to-vehicle driving support systems. It provides 

the technical background associated with a vehicular ad hoc network and then describes 

the best-worst scaling methods employed in this study. A new latent structure is based 

on three influences on the choice process at individual level: decision pattern, general 

attitudes, and degree of survey engagement. The approach is applied in two best-worst 
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scaling experiments. The analysis identifies three latent segments that are receptive to 

various product characteristics and market information. 

Chapter 7 expands the scope to a special group of drivers. Functional limitations and 

driving difficulty for drivers with rheumatic conditions are investigated on the basis of a 

review of relevant theories and the dataset from a focus group. It offers a bridge 

between medical studies on physical impairment and driving safety for a specific driver 

group. Instead of expensive vehicle adaptations for drivers with disabilities, a new V2V 

driving support system has the potential to be a reliable and cost-effective way of 

achieving driving safety. Driving support system design for vulnerable drivers raises the 

potential for future research. 

Chapter 8 provides a summary and conclusions.  
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Chapter 2  

Modelling Driver Behaviour in Response to Intelligent 

Transport Systems 

2.1 Introduction 

As stated in Chapter 1, the objective of this research is to develop a conceptual and 

theoretical framework for analysing driver interaction and compatibility with new 

vehicle-to-vehicle systems. As opposed to preceding studies mainly focused on specific 

technological research topics, this research seeks to explore the importance of individual 

desires and perceptions for system design. The first step in the realisation of this 

objective is to review underlying knowledge and relevant studies of choice modelling 

and advanced travel information systems.  

This chapter provides an overview and discussion of the subjects that are important to 

this research. Section 2.2 investigates current literature on the econometric issues 

pertaining to driver behaviour changes in the presence of travel information. Then user 

adaptation to and interaction with the use of new in-vehicle technologies are reviewed 

in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 sets up the research scope and aims for the case studies.  
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2.2 Discrete choice analysis in transport modelling 

Many questions in transport research may be modelled as choices between discrete sets 

of alternatives. Discrete choice theory was introduced into transport modelling with 

applications of the Multinomial Logit Models (MNL) in the 1970s (e.g., Domencich & 

McFadden, 1975), and developed into the use of advanced models, such as Mixed Logit  

(e.g., McFadden & Train, 2000; Greene, 1993) and Latent Class models (e.g., 

McFadden, 1986; Swait, 1994). Over the last 30 years, numerous studies have used 

discrete choice models of transport mode choice, route choice, and willingness-to-pay.   

Utility is a ubiquitous concept in economics as an abstract measurement of the degree of 

satisfaction or goal attainment by a product or service relative to alternatives.  In 

Random Utility Models (RUMs), the utility 
ijU provided to individual i by product j is 

composed of a deterministic component 
ijV , which can be calculated based on observed 

characteristics, and a stochastic error component 
ij , which reflects unobserved 

individual idiosyncrasies of taste, so that  

   ijijij VU                                                                   (2.1) 

A general discrete choice model within the RUM framework for a generic j consists of a 

set of probabilities attached to the alternatives 

 CjxjP ),|(  ,                                                   (2.2) 

where x is a vector of explanatory variables and β is a vector of coefficients. The utility 

maximising alternative is assumed to be chosen   

),(),|( qjUUPxjP qj                                 (2.3) 

The most common specification is called the conditional logit or multinomial logit 

model, where error terms are assumed to be Independently and Identically Distributed 

(IID) following the double exponential (Gumbel Type II extreme value) distribution: 
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jjj xU   '
                                                            (2.4) 

 

The probability of choosing alternative j is  
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Under this assumption, 
ijP  reduces to a simple, explicit, and efficient form. Two 

restrictive assumptions of the model are that utilities are independent and 

homoscedastic, and that β is constant within the segments. 

2.2.1 The mixed logit model 

Various alternative formulations have been suggested to relieve the inherent 

assumptions of MNL models. One of the most significant innovations in terms of its 

flexibility is the mixed logit model (Ben-Akiva & Lerman, 1985; McFadden & Train, 

2000; Bhat & Gossen, 2004). The model formulation is a generalisation of the MNL 

model; for discrete choice among Ji alternatives, by individual i observed in choice 

situation Ti.  

P [choice j by individual i in choice situation t] = 
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      (2.6) 

The mixed logit model allows the coefficients in equation (2.6) to vary in the population 

following specific distributions. The choice of distribution has been discussed and 

compared in many applications (e.g., Hensher, 2001; Train, 2003; Hess et al., 2005). 

The normal and lognormal distributions are commonly used.  

The K model parameters are continuously distributed across individuals with  

iii ββ vz                                                        (2.7) 

where iz  is a vector of individual characteristics which impact the mean of the random 

parameter distribution and   is the associated parameter matrix.  
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2.2.2 The latent class model 

Another successful innovation is the latent class model. Each latent class consists of a 

number of individuals who are assumed to be homogeneous with respect to their 

preferences (e.g. Boxall & Adamowicz, 2002; Ben-Akiva et al., 2002). Individual i’s 

choice among J alternatives in choice situation t, given that they are in class s, is the one 

with maximum utility, where the utility functions are 

jitjitsjitU   x
'

                                                      (2.8) 

Within the class, choice probabilities are assumed to be generated by the MNL model, 

for discrete choice among Ji alternatives, by individual i observed in choice situation Ti. 

   P [choice j by individual i in choice situation t | class s] = 
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   (2.9) 

The class specific probabilities can be stated as 

P[class = s] =  
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                                 (2.10) 

where zi is an optional set of personal, situation invariant characteristics. For a given 

individual i, the model’s estimate of the probability of a specific choice j is the expected 

value of the class specific probabilities 

P [choice j by individual i in choice situation t] = 
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For Ti situations, the choices can be specified as  
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      (2.12) 

Further discussion of the latent class structure and model specification is presented in 

Chapter 4.  

2.2.3 Willingness-to-pay (WTP) 

The measurement of willingness-to-pay (WTP) is one of the major objectives of studies 

making use of discrete choice models. It is of interest to policy makers, as in cost- 

benefit analyses for proposed new infrastructure.   

The most common indicator of WTP is the Value of Travel Time Saving (VTTS). The 

concept of a value of time emerged in the 1960s (Becker, 1965). Most studies have 

considered the value of saving time, exploring the question of why and how travellers 

would like to diminish travel time (e.g. Bates, 1987; Gaudry et al., 1989; Jara-Diaz & 

Guevara, 2003; Hensher, 2004). In discrete choice modelling, the VTTS is measured by 

the ratio of the partial derivatives of the utility function with respect to travel time and 

travel cost (e.g. Algers et al., 1998; Hensher, 2001). Jara-Diaz (2000) provides an in-

depth overview of the development concerning VTTS. Under the assumption that a 

model with errors, which are independent of travel time and cost, the VTTS measure is 

simply computed as:  

C

T

XV

XV
VTTS






/

/
                                               (2.13) 

where V is the systematic part of utility, and TX  and CX representing the travel time 

and cost attributes respectively.  
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With the growing use of the mixed logit model, intensive studies (e.g. Cirillo & 

Axhausen, 2004; Hess et al., 2005; Sillano & de Dios Ortuzar, 2005) have begun to 

exploit the potential of this model to represent a random variation in the marginal utility 

of travel time and cost across respondents. Moreover, recent developments in 

individual-level estimation make it possible to derive willingness-to-pay estimates as 

the ratio of the conditional mean of the attribute parameter for single individuals and the 

conditional mean of the price parameter (e.g. Sonnier et al, 2003; Train, 2003; 

Campbell et al., 2006). However, it has been found that the variance of WTP is often 

larger than reasonable (Train & Weeks, 2005). Hensher et al. (2006b) suggested that 

calculating WTP by ratios of individual-level parameters in contrast to drawing them 

from unconditional population distributions empirically decreases the incidence of 

extreme values.   
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2.3 Driver adaptation 

The impact on driver behaviour has been a matter of concern since the beginning of 

travel information systems. Early use of telephone and radio has evolved to more 

advanced systems, called Advanced Traveller Information Systems (ATISs), which 

provide travellers with real-time information to assist them in trip planning and 

decision-making with regard to mode choice, departure time, route diversion, and 

destination activity decisions. The body of studies on behavioural impacts of travel 

information reflects the need to understand the decision-making processes of travellers 

under real-time information. 

Generally driving behaviour under the impact of travel information is influenced by a 

range of factors. In essence, the engagement of drivers can be regarded as a decision-

making process of individuals in response to the information and can be broken down 

more or less into three stages: exposure, evaluation, and action. Louviere (1988) 

summarised engagement as a complex process involving driver’s psychophysical 

judgements, value judgements and personal decision rules.   

The following sections provide an introductory review of two questions, the first being 

to find which factors contribute to information access and acquisition. The second is to 

identify the elements associated with a higher likelihood of travel change decisions due 

to traffic information.  

2.3.1 Travel information acquisition 

Surveys in the US have shown a gap between information access and use (Khattak et 

al., 2003; Lappin & Peirce, 2003). Not all travellers seek travel information to facilitate 

their journey decisions. Some personal characteristics may influence travel information 

acquisition. Englisher et al. (1996) discovered that gender, trip duration and level of 

traffic congestion are significant factors in information usage.  In the Peirce and Lappin 

(2003) survey in Seattle, information use is closely associated with trip duration and 

distance, internet usage, and experience with traffic congestion. However, the decision 

to seek access to information does not seem to be influenced by socio-demographic 

characteristics, and a majority of the population are still unfamiliar with many local 
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ATIS offerings. Nevertheless, a study by Chorus et al.  (2006b) on ATIS use mainly 

focuses upon socio-economic characteristics of individuals. 

A significant finding is that through social interactions individuals are able to exchange 

information and influence each other’s decisions. For example, Australian users of ATIS 

were found to supplement their own experiences and knowledge by sharing ideas and 

seeking advice from friends, relatives, or colleagues (Karl & Bechervaise, 2003). 

Although the technology to deliver digital data communication between aircrafts and 

the ground is well developed, flight crews have always tended to attach more weight to 

what other pilots in flight share with them about the weather, because they typically 

have superior weather information (Farley et al., 1998) relative to the official weather 

reports from the air traffic control centres.  

2.3.2 Behaviour changes 

Previous studies found multiple factors correlated to travel behaviour changes, and there 

is a significant difference between pre-trip and en-route choices. A comprehensive 

literature study has been conducted by Dingus et al. (1996) as a guide for ATIS 

development. Chorus et al. (2006a) also made a review of the use and effects of ATIS. 

Recent reports in this field have been collected into an edited book (Cacciabue, 2007).   

The Barfield et al. (1993) study of commuters found it possible to group commuters 

with respect to their willingness to respond to the delivery of traffic information. Dingus 

et al. (1996) furthered the Barfield et al. classification into four driver types: pre-trip 

changers, en-route changers, route changers and non-changers. The reliability of travel 

time is regarded as one of the dominant factors affecting the route and departure time 

choices of travellers (Bogers et al., 2008). Travellers’ socioeconomic characteristics are 

not always found significant but, in the cases where they are, the most important ones 

are gender, age, education level and income (e.g. Mahmassani et al., 2003; 

Choocharukul, 2008). In most cases, young professional males with higher income and 

university degrees are more inclined to seek traffic information than others. 
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2.3.2.1 Departure time choice 

Departure time choice modelling is attracting growing interest over the years. There are 

varied studies dealing with departure time choice, including empirical studies of 

departure time characteristics and traveller responses to uncertain travel time, as well as 

analytical studies of the relationship between departure time and travel time distribution.  

With the advent of advanced traveller information systems, travellers have access to 

real-time information about road network conditions, potentially changing the way they 

perceive actual travel time. For example, radio and mobile traffic information service 

have an impact on a trip-maker’s departure scheduling. Some key studies in departure 

time choice are summarised in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: Summary of selected studies in departure time choice 

Author Study Model  Sampling 

Englisher et 

al.,  

1996 

 

A study of users of SmartTraveller; 

30% changed their behaviour 

frequently in response to 

information.  

 

Descriptive 

statistics 

 

Survey in Boston,  

N =1,000 

SmartTraveller users 

and N=2,000 nonusers 

Mahmassani 

& Liu,  

1999  

To investigate departure time and 

route switching decisions made by 

commuters in response to ATIS.  

Older commuters tended to tolerate 

greater schedule delay. 

Female commuters exhibited a 

wider indifference band than males 

for pre-trip departure time. 

 

Simulation 

Probit model 

This survey involved 

actual commuters who 

simultaneously 

interacted with each 

other  

within a simulated 

traffic corridor 

N =45 

Khattak et 

al.,  

1999  

 

The relationship between sample 

selectivity model and respondents’ 

frequency of change. 

Travel time uncertainty and the use 

of electronic media increase the 

propensity to adjust behaviour. 

Compared commuters with non-

commuters.  

Probit models 

with and 

without sample 

selectivity 

 

Survey by computer-

aided 

telephone interview 

in Bay area,  

N =947  

 

(Continued over) 
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Table 2.1 continued 

Author Study Model  Sampling 

Jou,  

2001 

A joint model of route and 

departure time with and without 

information is developed both for 

the systematic and random 

components. 

The relationship between the 

different characteristics and 

commuter choice under two 

scenarios. 

Probit models Home-interview survey 

of commuters in 

Taichung, Taiwan 

N =296 

Lappin & 

Peirce, 

2003, 

Peirce& 

Lappin, 2004  

 

Six factors affecting the decision to 

use traveller information are 

analysed: the broad regional 

context, awareness levels, trip 

characteristics, information quality, 

the presence of delays, and the 

availability of alternatives. But 

information use is not strongly 

influenced by traditional 

demographics. 

Binary-choice 

logistic 

 

Broad-based  travel 

diary survey in Seattle,  

N =3,262 individuals 

from 1,730 households 

 

Fan & 

Khattak, 

2008 

Daily activity space and travel 

distance are both closely related to 

the usage of travel information. 

Respondents who sought 

information at least once per week 

travel 11% more miles, and have 

21% larger activity space than 

respondents who did not seek  

traffic information. 

Untransformed 

ordinary 

least squares 

regression 

and semi-log 

transformed 

regression 

 

Survey 

in Greater Triangle 

area, North Carolina  

N =5,107 households 

 

Farag & 

Lyons,  

2008 

A study of factors influencing the 

pre-trip use of public transport 

information services. Social-

psychological factors seem to be 

important determinants of 

information use. External factors 

affect these determinants. Internet 

dominates as the common default 

travel information source. Phoning 

an inquiries line is unpopular 

across all age groups, but for 

differing reasons. 

Qualitative 

research 

Questionnaire survey 

in the UK,  

N =1,327 
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2.3.2.2 Route decisions 

Many researchers have studied the impact of ATIS on the traveller’s route decision in 

recent years (e.g. Polydoropoulou et al., 1996; Abdel-Aty & Abdalla, 2004; 

Choocharukul, 2008; Ben-Elia et al., 2008). Problems regarding modelling planning 

and decision making under uncertainty have been addressed in different fields, 

including economic analysis, artificial intelligence, and control theory.  

Generally three sources of information are used by travellers to make route decisions: 

1. Experience gained on previous trips;  

2. Current perceptions of the traffic network’s status;  

3. External travel information acquired via ATIS. 

Abdel-Aty et al. (1997) investigated commuters’ route choice behaviour in the presence 

of traffic information. The model used five hypothetical binary choice sets collected in a 

computer-aided telephone interview. The results gave important insights to the 

commuters’ route choice and the trade-offs involved in the choice. Commuters’ 

attitudes toward several trip characteristics also influenced route choice, as well as 

socio-economic factors (e.g. trip distance, traffic safety and gender).    

Koo and Yim (1998) studied how travellers adapt their behaviour to traffic information. 

The study is limited to large incidents giving a delay of more than 30 minutes but not 

completely blocking the motorway. They found that even if travellers are informed 

about the traffic situation, 70% (N =1052) of them still stick to their original plans for 

departure time and route. 

A survey targeting drivers travelling on the Tokyo metropolitan expressway in Japan 

was conducted by Hato et al. (1999); drivers can make use of information from multiple 

media sources when choosing their routes. Information acquisition behaviour was found 

to be influenced by the following factors:  
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1. Driver’s familiarity with the traffic network 

2. Driver’s ability to use traffic information efficiently, which is determined by 

individual's driving experience and individual characteristics  

3. Driver’s aggressiveness towards route choice matters 

4. Driver’s attitude towards warnings concerning traffic conditions.  

Mahmassani et al. (2003) conducted web-based stated preference experiments to 

investigate the impact of ATIS on traveller’s decisions during a shopping trip, both at 

pre-trip and en-route level. Discrete choice models were developed to examine all 

factors that make commuters change to an alternative destination or route. The results 

indicated that familiarity with the area, gender, age, education and income level are not 

statistically significant in explaining either route or destination switching. However, 

provision of information on traffic congestions can make drivers change route. The 

model also accounted for heteroskedasticity and correlation between the decision states 

and trip dimensions. While the data suggested that there is no difference in variances in 

the error terms, with respect to the first choice, correlation existed among the decision 

states and the trip dimensions.  

Abdel-Aty and Abdalla (2004) explored the factors that have impacts on driver 

compliance with a long-term pre-trip advised route and driver usage of en-route short-

term traffic information by using a simulator called OTESP. Different types of 

information provision in a real network with weather conditions and historical 

congestion levels were used.  

Bogers et al. (2005) proposed a conceptual modelling framework for route choice 

behaviour including most major influences on route choice, including risk attitude under 

uncertainty, habit, learning and the impact of ATIS. The models were estimated with 

data from two experiments by an interactive simulator. The results from the laboratory 

experiments indicated that participants perform best under the most elaborate 

information scenario and that habit and inertia together with en-route information play 

an important role in route choice. The way information is presented also has a great 

impact on route decision. 

Jou et al. (2005) conducted a survey to examine route switching behaviour of freeway 

drivers in Taiwan. The estimated model showed that income, age and gender appear to 

be dominant in the decision process due to risk aversion and habit. 
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In Switzerland, a panel survey (Bierlaire et al., 2006) studied drivers’ route and mode 

decisions when traffic information is provided through Variable Message Signs (VMS) 

or radio. The results showed that drivers who are aware of alternative routes are more 

likely to switch.  

Another survey studying the effects of VMS information for freeway drivers was 

conducted in Shanghai metropolitan area (Gan et al., 2008).  Three types of binary 

probit models were estimated. The socioeconomic characteristics of the driver, route 

and VMS message giving travel time appeared to influence the use and effects of VMS 

significantly.  

A stated preference and revealed preference route choice experiment by Bogers et al. 

(2008) showed that the provision of en-route information and ex post facto information 

may change travellers’ perceptions on different routes. Meanwhile the study discussed 

the fact that choice behaviour is contingent on the conditions and the stimulus offered. 

Knoop et al. (2009) found that for major crashes up to 50% of the travellers deviate 

from their normal route if the traffic situation is changed. Furthermore, more travellers 

take an alternative route if the delay on the original route is caused by a crash than if 

they are faced with the same delay on the original route without an incident. These 

findings are important for providing route information or suggestions on alternative 

routes. 

A recent paper (Kattan et al., 2010) presented the results from a survey of 500 Deerfoot 

trail commuters in Canada. The primary finding of this study was that 63.3% of drivers 

alter their trip plans in the light of information provided via VMS. 36.7% of drivers 

show inertia by not altering their route, despite the excessive delays because of route 

blockage. The latent class model showed that driving experience, familiarity with 

alternative routes, trip purpose, trip length, and complementary information sources are 

the most important factors influencing route-switching behaviour in response to VMS. 

In addition, drivers’ attitudes toward VMS were found to have the most significant 

impact on their responses to these systems. 
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2.4 Psychological research in the field of driver interaction 

with in-vehicle technologies 

Transport psychology research aims to identify the internal and external factors that 

affect driver behaviour and to reveal the psychological processes (cognitive, perceptual, 

motivational, etc.) that direct drivers’ activity (e.g. Hale & Glendon, 1987; Ranney, 

1994). Within the scope of driver interaction with in-vehicle systems, the psychological 

research approach focuses on interaction phenomena between the technical and 

organisational components of the system, taking into account drivers’ characteristics.  

Several general models have been developed that describe the various driving tasks, 

such as operational, navigational, situational, and the psychological activities involved 

in driving (e.g. Allen et al., 1971).  Briefly summarised, the driver’s behaviour in a 

particular situation can be regarded as a function of the information available at a given 

moment, of its processing and of the decision making criteria underlying the regulating 

actions he/she takes (Saad, 2011). In terms of research objectives in this study, the 

following sections present some major issues in this field. 

2.4.1 In-vehicle systems 

Emerging in-vehicle technologies provide the chance to increase on-road safety and 

traffic efficiency. The new in-vehicle systems will mediate driver interactions with 

driving environments by creating new sources of information or providing new modes 

of regulating action. A hierarchical scheme can be used to classify these systems into 

four categories (Baldwin, 2009): 

1. Navigation and information 

2. Hazard identification 

3. Vehicular control 

4. Information entertainment (infotainment) 
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For example, the widely used built-in or after-market navigation devices can help 

alleviate the anxiety of some drivers about feeling lost, resulting in great economic 

savings. Collision avoidance warning systems and night vision detection systems are 

designed to assist drivers to detect potential hazards, serving as an extra set of eyes or 

brain in a complicated traffic environment. Intelligent speed adaptation systems and 

lane departure warning systems can assist drivers by decreasing the mental workload in 

maintaining vehicle control. Multimedia entertainment and communications systems 

(infotainment) constitute the last category.  

Among the new in-vehicle technologies, the adaptive cruise control (ACC) system may 

be the most developed, and several studies of driver’s interaction with an ACC system 

have shown the great diversity of interaction modes among drivers (Fancher et al., 

1998; Mizuguchi & Kiyasu, 2003; Rudin-Brown & Parker, 2004). Experiments (Uang 

& Hwang, 2003) have been conducted to investigate driver behaviour with respect to 

the scale of in-vehicle navigation systems.  

2.4.2 Distraction 

As mentioned in Section 2.2, making more information available to the driver will 

certainly change the nature of the driving task and may increase task demand.  There are 

concerns that the technology’s expanding functionality will overload drivers and distract 

them from the driving task. The degree of distraction caused by an in-vehicle device is 

the result of a dynamic interaction between the mental workload and information 

processing demands of the system, the complexity of the driving task and environment, 

as well as the driver’s workload capacity (Baldwin, 2009). Several large scale projects 

involving multiple agencies include CAMP which stands for crash avoidance metrics 

partnership (Angell et al., 2006), and HASTE which stands for human machine 

interface and the safety of traffic in Europe (Carsten & Brookhuis, 2005). FHWA has 

established guidelines for determining the appropriate complexity level of in-vehicle 

displays (Campbell et al., 2004). Researchers (Donmez et al., 2006, 2007) examined 

how providing the driver with feedback regarding his/her performance can improve 

driving and reduce distraction. NHTSA (2012) has published new guidelines for driver 

distraction. 
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Determining driver distraction and the potential for in-vehicle systems to change 

drivers’ attention and performance can be studied in numerous ways. Some important 

theoretical constructs, such as mental workload, are essential to understanding the issues 

of driver distraction.  

Mental workload is often defined as the proportion of mental capacity that is required 

for task performance (O’Donnell & Eggemeier, 1986). In general, methods to measure 

mental workload are classified into three categories: (1) behaviour (e.g. Wickens, 1992; 

Verwey & Veltman, 1996), (2) self-report (e.g.Hart & Staveland, 1988), and (3) 

physiological (e.g. De Waard, 1996).  

Assessment of mental workload is a critical component to ensure that in-vehicle 

technologies do not exceed the driver’s information processing capabilities. In recent 

studies, for example, Nunes and Recarte (2002) examined the cognitive demands of 

mobile phone use while driving; Lansdown et al. (2004) discovered the potential 

distraction with multiple in-vehicle secondary tasks. Figure 2.1 illustrates the driving 

task and in-vehicle system workload relationship. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: The relationship between driving task and in-vehicle systems 

workload  Source: Angell et al., 2006 
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2.4.3 Penetration 

As an evolving market, there will be inevitably a mix of vehicles with different degrees 

of supportive or automatic controlling features. Studies of travel information systems 

penetration include Polydoropoulou (1996), Petrella and Lappin, (2004), Zhang and 

Levinson (2008).The factors that have been proved to affect travel information systems 

penetration significantly are summarised in Table 2.2. Fuller et al. (2008) presented the 

relationship between technology shifts and penetration levels (Figure 2.2). 

With an increase in device availability and decrease in cost, a wider proportion of the 

population will be new users (Figure 2.2). More and more inexperienced users will 

interact with technologically complex systems.  The novice and elder drivers’ behaviour 

is of great interest for traffic psychological research (e.g. Burns, 1999; Baldwin, 2002; 

Charlton et al., 2006; Simoes & Pereira, 2009). However, as far as it is known, few 

studies have examined how a driver shares the control of his/her driving with a new 

driving support system. Meanwhile, most studies have been short-term studies focusing 

on the use of a single support system only (Saad, 2004).  

Table 2.2: Key factors affecting travel information systems penetration 

Category Factors Selected studies 

Individual socio-economic 

characteristics 

gender, employment, 

age  

Peirce & Lappin, 2004;  

Chorus et al., 2006b, 2007;  

 

 

 

 

Trip related characteristics 

trip purpose Emmerink et al., 1996;  

Hato et al., 1999;  

Petrella & Lappin, 2004;  

Peirce & Lappin, 2004;  

Zhang & Levinson, 2008 

traffic conditions  Hato et al., 1999;  

Targa et al., 2003;  

Pecheux & Vandergriff, 2005;  

Tam and Lam, 2005 

Information technologies ownership of cell phone, 

GPS 

communication 

technologies 

Polydoropoulou &Ben-Akiva, 1998;  

Lappin, 2000 

Individuals attitudes and 

perceptions 

risk aversion Farag & Lyons, 2008;  

Choocharukul, 2008 
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Figure 2.2: Implications of technology shifts from assistive to controlling and 

from low penetration of the system to high penetration  

       Source: Fuller et al, 2008 
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2.5 Overview of research 

In summary, various studies on integrating new aids into driving activity and identifying 

behaviour changes bring out some methodological points for assessing the impact of 

new driver support systems:  

 Prior analysis provides a helpful conceptual framework 

 The importance of selecting relevant indicators of likely changes in driver 

behaviour 

 The variability of the road situations and driving environments that drivers may 

encounter during a trip should be taken account 

 Examining not only the impact on the performance of a specific task but also its 

compatibility with the performance of other driving tasks 

 Studying long-term adaptation models of driver behaviour is a necessary step in 

developing integrated tools.    

According to findings in the literature, factors such as socio-economic characteristics, 

attitude to risk, habit, technology characteristics and experience, have been found 

relevant for explaining a consumer’s decision. However, so far these factors have not 

been described in a coherent and unifying way. A demand modelling approach to 

predict consumer demand as a function which integrates three critical roles, system 

interface, user and system designer, is shown in Figure 2.3.   

As mentioned in section 1.3, an objective of this study is to outline a framework for 

analysing drivers’ interaction and compatibility with these new in-vehicle systems based 

on VANETs. Recognising the multi-dimensional nature of the driving behaviour change 

process with an in-vehicle system,  three case studies are described in this thesis, using 

datasets from two stated-preference surveys, collected from an internet-based simulator 

(Chapter 3) and a best-worst questionnaire (Chapter 6) in Perth. The literature review in 

Section 2.2.2 makes it clear that drivers make decisions along multiple choice 

dimensions. While the general approach used with the datasets (choices of departure 

time, route and vehicle operation) is similar, the differences of the scope along the 

various dimensions of choice will be described in detail in the respective chapters.  
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Figure 2.3: Relevant aspects in decision-based design  

       Source: partially based on Wassenaar et al., 2004; Tsirimpa et al., 

2007  

 

Another major aim of this study is the analysis of variations in choice behaviour across 

respondents, in the form of variations in taste preferences and decision rules within 

separate population segments. The latent class modelling approach to do this and the 

model specification are discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3  

Stated Preference Applied to Driver Behaviour 

Changes 

3.1 Introduction  

The purpose of Chapter 2 was to provide an overview of previous studies on issues that 

are essential to the development of an analysis of travel decisions incorporating traffic 

information.   

This chapter covers the design and implementation of an ASP.net based stated 

preference experiment. It is organised as follows: Section 3.2 starts with a brief review 

of changes that have occurred in travel survey methods in the recent years. This section 

also explores a number of emerging challenges, including computer-assisted survey, 

internet-based survey, and automated data production systems. Section 3.3 presents the 

specifications of a stated preference survey instrument. In Section 3.4, sample 

generation and sample characteristics are discussed. The chapter ends with concluding 

remarks on challenges to the accuracy and representativeness of internet-based travel 

surveys.  
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3.2 Emerging changes in travel survey methods  

Technical assistance to data collection methods is a growing factor in transport surveys. 

Researchers are facing increasing difficulties, including low response rate, strict human 

ethics and privacy concerns, and sampling frame limitations. Technology is often seen 

as a solution to mitigate these difficulties. For example, internet-based surveys may 

increase the response rate among certain populations at lower costs, but with self-

selection bias. Vehicle-based surveys help to produce more accurate data for a longer 

travel period, but with extra administrative cost. As Bonnel et al. (2009) commented, 

new technologies are like any other methodological innovation, with risks and benefits 

to be empirically assessed.  

3.2.1 State-of-the-art 

During the last thirty or more years, travel survey methods have experienced a 

significant evolution in recruitment, instrument and sample size. In the 1950s and 

1960s, the principal method of collecting data about the travel activities was an 

interview. Home interviews were done by interviewers going to households and asking 

people to recall their travel on the previous day (e.g. CATS, 1956; Parvataneni et al., 

1982). Roadside interviews were conducted by flagging down a systematic sample of 

vehicles to take a short interview. The information can be combined with traffic flow 

volume determined by counting the number of vehicles passing a point. In the 1970s, 

with a growing interest in public transport systems in Europe, on-board transit surveys 

became popular. In the early stages, on-board transit surveys focused on passengers 

either on board the public transport vehicle, or at a station. It gradually evolved to self-

administered surveys. Due to safety concerns, the home interview began to be replaced 

by telephone interviews, mail-outs and mail-back recruitment in the 1980s.  

Transport panel surveys, for example, the Dutch Mobility Panel in 1984-1989, offer 

great advantages in determining the dynamics of changes in traveller behaviour. 

Another development, the continuous survey, appears to be a promising solution to 

enable a more accurate identification of change and accounting for auto-correlated 

variables (Bonnel et al., 2009). In contrast to a panel survey using the same sample 

members for a few years, in a continuous survey, a fresh sample is drawn each year. For 

example, the Sydney continuous household travel survey has collected data from around 
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five thousands households each year from 1997. The survey provides data based on a 

three-year rolling average.  

Household travel surveys have experienced decreasing response rates over the past 

decades. Regardless of the changing methods, a growing public aversion to surveys has 

caused the declining response rates. It has become a challenge for survey researchers, 

and the trend has continued into the 21 century (e.g. Battelino & Peachman, 2003).   

Another major change that has taken place in household travel surveying is the growing 

awareness of research in other fields on survey methodology and execution, so that 

current travel survey designs have benefited by introducing influences from other fields 

(e.g. Dillman, 1978; Sudman & Bradburn, 1982; Dillman, 2000). 

Many other changes have occurred, and probably accelerated along with new 

technologies. Most of the changes have been considered in edited books, such as 

Stopher & Jones, (2003) and Stopher & Stecher (2006). Among many specific areas 

worth mentioning is the flourishing development in stated choice measurement as a data 

source for travel demand modelling (Louviere et al., 2000). 

3.2.2 Emerging changes 

As Stopher (2010) concluded, accurate and representative are two key words in 

transport survey design and execution.  Any new developments in survey methodology 

should have the aim of improving both accuracy and representativeness.  
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3.2.2.1 Computer-assisted surveys 

The transition from paper and pencil based personal interviews to computer-assisted 

survey is already well under way. Computer-assisted survey is a broad term that denotes 

the use of computers for survey data collection, data preparation, and associated tasks 

(Couper et al., 1998). This approach encompasses computer-assisted telephone 

interviewing (CATI), computer-assisted personal interviewing (CAPI), and computer-

assisted self-interviewing (CASI) (Couper & Nicholls, 1998).  

To a large extent, these methods do not differ greatly with respect to sample 

representativeness, although there may be significant impacts on sample accuracy. 

Computer assisted survey is cost effective when a large number of respondents are 

required, as there is no need to recruit or pay interviewers, and no need to transcribe the 

results into computer form. The main disadvantages are that it is likely to attract only 

respondents with computer skills thus introducing bias in the survey (Sharp et al., 

2002). Additionally, the survey can miss feedback and cannot provide the clarification 

or quality control that a personal interviewer could provide.  

3.2.2.2 Internet-based surveys 

The advantages of internet-based surveys have been extensively discussed: large 

samples, cost-effectiveness, efficiency of data management, and the ability to 

administer intricate graphics (e.g., Couper, 2000; Benfield & Szlemko, 2006).  

Despite the obvious value of the internet-based survey, concerns regarding sample 

representativeness and data quality have increased. Couper (2000) gives an overview of 

the internet-based survey issues and approaches and regards them as a double-edged 

sword. Challenges include errors of non-observation (e.g. Presser et al., 2004), 

strategies to increase response rate (e.g. Crawford et al., 2001), instrument design (e.g. 

Tourangeau et al., 2004) and issues of representation, for example studies indicate that 

responses to online questionnaire invitations are generally biased to younger people 

(Groves et al., 2004).  Olsen (2009) compared mail-back and internet-based surveys on 

six criteria: response rate, protest responses, demographics, choice certainty, 

willingness-to-pay and estimation accuracy, and suggested that choosing internet over 

mail surveys could be accompanied by a survey of mode effect due to differences 

related to some of the criteria. 
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There are several continuing issues for internet-based survey:  

First, it raises a new mixed-mode survey method (e.g. Dillman, 2000; Bonnel, 2003) 

which offers alternative modes to respondents. But mixed-mode does not appear to be 

effective in increasing response rates (Couper & Miller, 2008; Malhotra, 2008).  

Second, the web itself is changing. With the incessant changes in web applications 

(Web 2.0, Semantic Web, mobile Web, etc.) and the growth in social networking sites 

(Blog, Facebook, Twitter, etc.), the powerful interactivity of the internet makes data 

collection less restricted in time and space.  

Then, the ability to do electronic diary data collection and to conduct surveys in 

response to actions taken by a respondent opens an exciting further research area for 

internet-based surveys (Couper & Miller, 2008).      

The detailed discussion on challenges to the accuracy and representativeness of internet-

based travel surveys is presented in Section 3.4.1. 

3.2.2.3 Vehicle-based and person-based surveys 

The rapid development of communication technologies makes it possible to collect 

travel data through in-vehicle or portable devices, especially GPS devices and cell 

phones. So far, communication technologies have not been used as a complete substitute 

for a conventional diary survey, mainly because the technology has not quite advanced 

to the point where it is fully practical, for example, the accuracy of positioning and the 

availability of signals. Wolf et al. (2006) give a comprehensive review of the potential 

roles of mobile technologies in travel surveys. 

As mobile technologies continue to evolve, such as a decline in device sizes, with a 

dramatic increase in power and storage volumes, the trend is towards person-based 

deployments in the near future. 
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3.3 A study of multi-dimensional driver choices in response 

to travel information 

3.3.1 Introduction  

As an integral part of intelligent transport systems, road trip information, such as 

expected delays on roads due to congestion, crashes and/or extreme weather, are 

delivered to drivers either before they depart from travel origins or as they drive a 

vehicle during the course of a trip. The presentation of travel information can be 

through a website on the internet, mobile phone, or in-vehicle information system. 

The main advances in travel information have been driven by technologies which make 

seamless data communication prior to or during a road trip technically possible. On the 

other hand, the engagement of drivers is needed for travel information to achieve an 

efficient and safe road transport system. In other words, whether the intended objectives 

of providing road travel information can be achieved depends on whether or not drivers 

respond to the information and accordingly take appropriate action. 

In essence, this engagement can be regarded as a decision-making process by drivers in 

response to road travel information. Driver heterogeneity and susceptibility to road 

travel information are two important issues that also need to be understood in order to 

advance knowledge in this field. Susceptibility can be considered a composite measure 

of the degree to which the driver is influenced by travel information to take action. 

Heterogeneity represents the fact that there are likely to be segments of drivers who 

respond to the same information differently, in other words, the susceptibility of 

different segments to the information is different. Susceptibility is relevant to the design 

of a travel information system, helping to identify effective characteristics of the 

system. Assessment of heterogeneity provides guidance on which driver segments are 

more likely to use the system and on marketing products with the right specifications for 

particular customers (Mcfadden, 1986).  

3.3.2 Decision situations 

At any time of day, vehicle movements are a collective consequence of decisions made 

individually by road users. Some of the decisions have macroscopic impacts on the 
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performance of the network; these macro related decisions include the choice of 

whether or not to make specific trips, departure times, destinations, travel modes and 

routes. On the other hand, truly micro decisions and their consequences tend to be 

confined to the operating conditions of individual vehicles.  

This study selects three types of decision situations, the first two having macro impacts 

and the third one having micro impacts.  

Before departing from a trip origin, a driver may acquire pre-trip travel information 

through information media. These display the current traffic condition along the travel 

route, including expected minutes of delay due to congestion, extreme weather or 

crashes. Given a business or non-business trip purpose, the driver needs to choose:  

1) depart earlier – advancing the trip to an early time 

2) no change – not changing the planned departure time, or  

3) depart later – postponing the trip to a later time.   

While travelling along a planned route, the driver is prompted by en-route travel 

information through an in-vehicle information system. The information includes 

expected minutes of delay due to congestion on particular road sections, extreme 

weather, crashes or road work at particular locations. The screen of the in-vehicle 

information system displays the planned route with a mark showing the current location 

of the vehicle, and a suggested alternative route to avoid traffic delay. The in-vehicle 

information system may or may not suggest that the driver diverts to the alternative 

route. Given a trip purpose of business or non-business, the driver needs to make a 

choice from:  
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1) Change route – diversion to the alternative route 

2) No change – continue using the current route  

While travelling on either a freeway or a highway, a driver is kept informed about the 

inflation or deflation status of the tyres by an in-vehicle tyre pressure monitoring 

system. When the driver becomes aware of partially flat tyres on his vehicle, he may 

choose to inflate the tyres or to ignore them. Inflating tyres to the right pressures can 

reduce fuel consumption and tyre wear, leading to enhancement of the operating 

efficiency of the vehicle.  

In a case of sub-optimal inflation the driver is prompted to inflate the tyres to ideal 

pressures in order to save fuel, which is measured in terms of litres/100km, dollars/100 

km or a percentage. The information displayed also includes the level of the fuel tank 

(full, half full or nearly empty) and extra minutes of travel that would be incurred 

should the driver choose to inflate the tyres. Given a trip purpose of business or non-

business, the driver needs to decide  

1) To pull off at a petrol station in order to inflate the tyres during the current trip, 

or  

2) Not to inflate tyres during the current trip. 

For each of these situations, for statistical purposes, several scenarios can be constructed 

being combinations of the information items and circumstances. A scenario can be 

generalised to have two components:  

 The first comprises two or three choice alternatives, which are mutually 

exclusive so that the driver can only choose one of them.  

 The second part is a combination of the attributes of each alternative, including 

the device type through which travel information is acquired (website, mobile 

phone, or radio broadcast), minutes of delay, source of delay (congestion, 

crashes, extreme weather, or road work), road type (freeway or highway), trip 

purpose (business or non-business), ways of representing the fuel saving, 

whether or not a suggestion to change is provided by the travel information, and 

so on. Every alternative in each scenario has a combination of attributes. 
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In this study, the decision situations in response to travel information are modelled with 

the following choice sets for an individual driver n. 

 Departure time: Cn depart earlier, no change, depart later

 Travel route: Cn change route, no change

 Inflate tyres: Cn inflate tyres, not inflate tyres

3.3.3 Experiment design  

3.3.3.1 Stated preference data 

With regard to the hypothetical choices, the use of stated preference (SP) techniques has 

become increasingly common practice. The basis of these methods is the observation of 

behavioural choices by confronting respondents with hypothetical situations. SP 

experiments are frequently applied in transportation research (e.g. Hensher, 1994; 

Louviere et al., 2000), and there is an extensive literature on the methodological 

analyses and improvements to this technique (e.g. Ben-Akiva & Lerman, 1985; Stopher 

& Lee-Gosselin, 1997; Caussade et al., 2005; van der Waerden, 2006; Hess & Polak, 

2006). 

The original aim of SP was to construct a utility function representing a rational basis 

for individual decisions. When faced with trade-offs, presented as alternatives between 

two or more transport system states as described by different attributes (such as travel 

time and cost), individuals express their preferences and these are then used to construct 

forecasting models.  

In the last fifteen years, the approach has undergone great changes, which have 

increased and diversified the content and scope of these methods. Recent developments 

putting emphasis on observing changes in daily mobility have enlarged the 

methodology to cover the evaluation of responses to non-marginal situation changes. In 

summary, there are two different approaches to stated choice surveys (e.g. Train & 

Wilson, 2008; van Bladel et al., 2008): 
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 The first approach sticks to the principles of experimental design that the 

individual must choose between a series of pre-defined behavioural responses 

when presented with hypothetical situations that are precisely described in terms 

of influential attributes that take different values.  

 The second way to enhance the realism of stated preference choices is by taking 

revealed preference situations as the starting point for the stated choice 

experiments, although more complex models are then sometimes required . 

In this study, when respondents are confronted by a new situation with the introduction 

of a new system, it is difficult to know beforehand which factors will actually influence 

an individual’s behaviour. Furthermore, if an attempt is made to understand the 

mechanisms underlying behaviour changes in the longer term more needs to be involved 

than a change in the weighting of each variable.  

Recent developments of stated adaptation surveys customise alternatives according to a 

respondent's circumstances and initial choices. In the transport field, there are reasons 

for the emergence of interactive methods that are geared towards understanding 

individual choice processes. Stated adaptation experiments are reported by Faivre 

D’Arcier (2000), Arentze et al. (2004), and Nijland et al. (2006). A sequential 

adaptation method is used in this study. 

3.3.3.2 Instrument development 

The internet-based stated choice experiment used in this case study investigates the 

engagement of drivers in travel information. The internet survey facilities customise 

interviewing in a superior way to mail-out SP surveys because the presentation of a 

subsequent choice scenario in the survey is determined by the specific answer to the 

preceding question, or the set of scenarios displayed sequentially on a computer screen 

is automatically tailor-made for each respondent. The internet-based SP questionnaire 

was developed and finalised through face-to-face interaction with members of focus 

groups. 
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The D-optimal experiment design (Design-Expert, 2007) has been selected to generate 

decision scenarios with respect to choice alternatives in conjunction with attributes. The 

optimality criterion results in minimising the generalised variance of the parameter 

estimates for a pre-specified model.  

A trip from Scarborough Beach Road to the Business School of the University of 

Western Australia (UWA) in Perth is examined. Although there are many alternative 

routes between these two locations, the shortest driving time route is chosen as the 

normal route. The shortest driving time route is the 12.7 km freeway journey, as shown 

in Figure 3.2. However, locally preferred alternative routes are non-freeway trips. The 

generation of a subsequent choice scenario by the simulator is determined by the 

specific answer to the preceding question. This simulator presents a package of three 

sequential trip choices via a user-friendly interface through the internet. Each stage has 

several scenarios, in which the respondent is required to make decisions on whether to 

change the departure time, route and vehicle operation in response to travel information. 

Figures 3.1 to 3.3 show examples of the decision scenarios displayed. 

Figure 3.1: Screenshot of the introduction page 
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Figure 3.2: Map of the experimental region with the shortest route highlighted 

Figure 3.3: Screenshot of scenario sample 

 

The introduction page as shown in Figure 3.1 has a brief summary of the purpose of the 

study, procedures, confidentiality, and human research ethics information. A button 

captioned ‘Click after reading carefully’ at the bottom of this page links the subject to 

the next page. To make sure that respondents read the introduction carefully, a pause of 

five seconds is set as the shortest browsing time before the button can be activated. Pre-

trip information (Figure 3.3) is presented inside the simulator with different 

combinations of attributes including information media and expressions, sources of 

delay, expected delay in minutes, information strategies, and trip purpose. The back-end 
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management system developed in the simulator makes it very convenient to manage the 

front-end factors.  

As demonstrated in Figure 3.3, respondents receive updated real-time travel information 

about their current trip while en-route. The information consists of the source of any 

delay, expected delay in minutes, and information strategies. Meanwhile the 

information, travel time and the alternative route are provided by a graphic user 

interface. When a particular choice is made by the respondent the simulator dynamically 

generates scenarios that are relevant to the choice. In the choice scenario of whether or 

not to pull out to a petrol station to inflate tyres, the driver is prompted by a display of 

the fuel saving that would result from inflating tyres to the right pressure. 

This simulator is programmed using ASP.net (www.asp.net) based on three-layer 

architecture: (1) presentation layer, (2) business logic layer and (3) data layer. ASP.net 

has the power to generate various hypothetical scenarios in real-time. C# 3.0 

(msdn.microsoft.com/vcsharp) is used to code the applications, benefiting from the 

language programming efficiency and inheritance, as well as type safety. Combined 

with the .NET framework, C# enables the creation of windows applications, web 

services, database tools, components, controls, and more. Network data, respondent 

choices, as well as choice response time, defined as the elapsed time between the 

scenario appearing and the respondent pressing the button, are collected and managed 

by a Microsoft SQL Server 2005 database. Response time becomes a valuable input to 

the analytical models. 

Further samples of survey screenshots are shown in Appendix 3.2. 
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3.3.4 Pilot survey   

Two pilot surveys were designed and implemented. The information gathered in the 

initial exploratory pilot survey was collected at a time when the final form of the 

simulation platform was not developed, but it had an important impact on shaping the 

alternatives and attributes. Meanwhile, it gained preliminary data and response rates.  

The first pilot survey was conducted from November to December 2008. Twenty-five 

questionnaires were distributed to a convenience sample of colleagues and friends; a 

total of sixteen completed questionnaires were collected for an overall response rate of 

64%. The second stage pilot survey was designed to test the feasibility of collecting 

behavioural data and the effectiveness of the internet-based questionnaire design. Eight 

participants in Perth responded during March to April 2009 in Perth.  
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3.4 Sample generation 

Ethical approval for the research and data collection was received from the UWA 

human research ethics committee in early 2009. Respondents were recruited through an 

information brochure distributed in the UWA, vehicle tyre and wheel workshops and 

municipal councils within the boundary of the proposed trip. In addition, the Western 

Australian government agencies, Main Roads and Department of Planning and 

Infrastructure also helped advertise the survey through their Intranets. Only people with 

access to the website (www.itsuwa.org)
1 

were able to participate in the survey. (1
For 

ethical reasons the website server is not accessible after the survey.) 

3.4.1 Sample representativeness  

The final survey was conducted in two suburbs (Nedlands and Vincent) in Perth in May 

2009. A total of 282 effective responses were collected from a variety of sources. As 

noted in section 3.2, generally the respondents to an internet-based survey are self-

selected and highly motivated to participate in the online survey, which may lead to 

particular groups being over-represented. However, there is a growing body of evidence 

that internet-based survey has considerable promise with respect to data quality.  

Couper and Bosnjak (2010) concluded that 'Issues of validity and representation in 

internet-based surveys should always be discussed in light of the selection, recruitment, 

and contact modes employed, and in the light of instrument design and measurement 

options chosen’. This section briefly reviews the emerging evidence of mode effects in 

survey methodology, with particular emphasis on representativeness.  

Kaplowitz et al. (2004) examined the response rates of different survey modes based on 

a campus wide survey at Michigan State University. They found that an internet-based 

survey application achieved a comparable response rate to a mail questionnaire when 

both were preceded by an advance mail notification.  
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In Kiernan et al.’s (2005) experimental study, three key measures of survey 

effectiveness were compared between a mail survey and an internet-based survey: 

response time, completion of question, and freedom from evaluative bias. The result 

showed that the internet survey had a higher response rate (70%) than the mail mode 

(61%). It also suggested that a web-based survey appears to be as effective as a mail 

survey in question completion which is important for the measurement of attitudes, 

knowledge, behaviour, and intentions. 

Denscombe (2006) presented an evaluation based on completion rates and data contents 

of near-identical questionnaires delivered in different modes among students aged 15 

and 16 in England. The internet-based survey obtained a higher completion rate and 

fewer missing items. 

Fleming and Bowden (2009) conducted a travel cost questionnaire of visitors to Fraser 

Island in Australia to compare two alternate survey modes: conventional mail and 

internet-based survey. They found that the response rate and socio-economic 

characteristics distribution of respondents to the alternate survey modes were not 

statistically different.  

The Lorenc (2010) study drew on about 14,500 residents in Stockholm who were 

contacted through either mail or web. The responses indicated that there is no 

significant difference in item completion rates. 

Stephenson and Crête (2008) considered survey instrument effects and sample 

representativeness by examining the differences and similarities between internet-based 

and telephone political surveys conducted in Quebec, Canada in 2007. The comparisons 

indicated that few inferential differences would occur if conclusions were draw from the 

analysis of one dataset or the other. The authors concluded that a survey conducted via 

internet should not be regarded as a perfect substitute but should be considered a viable 

alternative.  
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An overview and comparison of survey modes by Lindhjem and Navrud (2011) 

reviewed the emerging evidence of mode effects in survey and stated preference 

practice. They discovered that studies comparing internet with other modes generally do 

not find a substantial difference. Moreover, there is no clear evidence of substantially 

lower quality or validity of internet responses. 

Another recent study (Shin et al., 2011) of survey mode effects on data quality did a 

comprehensive comparison of internet-based and mail modes in a US national panel 

survey. Findings indicated that the internet-based survey elicits higher quality data in 

terms of item responses to both closed and open-ended questions. 

In this case study, considering the research objectives of this study, the respondents 

recruited via a variety of approaches, fit the profile of early adopters of innovative 

technological devices. Therefore, they are representative of those more likely to adopt 

new driving support systems. The sample, though not representative of the general 

population, is suitable for the purpose of this study. A comparable case can be found in 

the internet-based experiments to examine behaviour responses of non-commuters 

during shopping trips in Austin (Mahmassani et al., 2003).  

3.4.2 Descriptive statistics 

Although the sample over-represents early adopters and the sample size is insufficient to 

make inferences at the population level, it is worthwhile to compare the data with 

population statistics at the regional level. The Estimated Resident Population (ERP) is 

the official measure of the population of local government areas in Australia, based on 

population census information collected by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS). A 

comparison of the ABS data with the sample data for the variables of age and gender for 

the suburbs of Nedlands and Vincent is shown in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: Comparison of the ABS data (2008) and the sample data  

Data 

source 

Survey 

type 

Collection 

date 

Sample 

size 

Age 
 Gender (Female = 1, 

Male = 0) 

Mean F statistic 
 

Mean F statistic 

ABS Census 08/2008 36,932 35.32 

0.955 

 
0.49 

0.071 
SP 

Simulator 

Online 

survey 
05/2009 282 35.11 

 
0.47 

 

 

Based on the mean and the sample size, the analysis of variance (ANOVA) gives 

calculated F-statistics: Fgender = 0.955 and Fage = 0.071, which are both less than the 

critical value (Fcritical = 3.842) at a significance level of 1% (with the degree of freedom 

(df) for numerator of 1 and the df for denominator of 37,213). As shown in Table 3.1, 

the survey has a somewhat greater proportion of males than the actual population. In 

terms of age, the survey sample has slightly more of the younger age groups compared 

to the local population. The sample socio-economic characteristics are displayed in 

Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2:  Selected socio-economic attributes of respondents 

Age %  Education %  Drive frequency % 

<18  1.06  High school and others 17.67  More than once per day  50.88 

18-27 30.39  TAFE 12.37  Once per day 9.89 

28-37 34.98  Under 

graduate degree 

42.40  More than once per 

week 

18.73 

38-47 16.61  Postgraduate degree 27.56  Once per week 4.24 

48-57 11.66     Less than once per 

week 

16.25 

>57 5.30       

Gender %       

Male 53.36       

Female 46.64       
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3.4.3 Survey response duration 

Cognitive psychologists have long relied on response times to grasp cognitive 

processes. However, only recently has response time data received attention from 

survey researchers. Most of the previous literature has treated survey response time 

either as a proxy measure or predictor for some other variables. As concluded by Yan 

and Tourangeau (2008), inferences from response time in the survey context fall into 

one of three categories:  

1. Testing of theories 

2. Pretesting and diagnosis of response problems  

3. Investigation of web-based methodologies.  

Following on Fazio’s model (1990a), a paper examining response times in a survey 

context was published by Bassili and Fletcher (1991). Then, a model applied to an 

internet-based survey showed that both lack of knowledge and unstable attitudes tend to 

generate longer response times (Heerwegh, 2003). Another way of using response times 

in surveys is to identify problems in survey design (e.g. Draisma & Dijkstra, 2004), 

where response time may be an indicator of response error. A further approach focuses 

on internet-based survey design. Server-side and user-side paradata generated 

automatically by the software can provide rich objective information to examine the 

effects of different questions, logical orders or formats (e.g. Tourangeau et al., 2004).  

3.4.3.1 Survey engagement 

The increasing reliance on online surveys raises the question whether respondents are 

willing or capable to engage carefully with each of the scenarios they face in a survey.  

As opposed to a focus on the impact of complexity on choice behaviour, where 

complexity is assumed to depend on how choice information is displayed, an alternative 

view looks at the personal features or abilities of respondents (e.g. Garbarino & Edell, 

1997). In line with these insights, survey engagement was found to be associated with 

increased effort to make better choices. Meanwhile, disengagement is associated with 

decreased effort or the use of simplified choice principles (Bonsall et al., 2007). 
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The concerns about survey engagement have led to a growing popularity in many 

surveys of collecting responses to questions about survey understanding, complexity 

and realism (Hess & Stathopoulos, 2011). Similarly, computer-based and online surveys 

often automatically record data on the response time. 

Some authors have argued that survey response time is a proper indicator of 

engagement because it captures the effort that an individual dedicates to the choice set. 

Der and Deary (2006) concluded that the survey duration can be used as an attitudinal 

indicator, because it is a measurement of the amount of willingness, commitment, and 

psychological and physiological capability of individuals to participate in the survey.  

3.4.3.2 Analysis of response duration data 

In this study, survey response duration is defined as the elapsed time between a 

respondent pressing the start button and completing the last question in the survey (Guo 

& Qiu, 2009). 

As shown in Figure 3.4, the survey duration data of 282 respondents fits a log-logistic 

distribution. The goodness-of-fit measure, the 2
 statistic is 17.119 with the 

corresponding p-value of 0.446, which leads to not rejecting the null hypothesis that the 

distribution is a log-logistic distribution at a significance level of 5%. The 

corresponding probability density function is  
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Figure 3.4: Histogram of the survey duration and fitted log-logistic distribution 

 

In order to have a good understanding of what can be revealed by survey duration, an 

ANOVA is carried out on the duration variable with respect to the demographic 

variables, age and gender. The whole sample is separated into five groups:  

1. survey duration less than 6 minutes,  

2. survey duration between 6 and 8 minutes,  

3. survey duration between 8 and 10 minutes,  

4. survey duration between 10 and 15 minutes,  

5. survey duration more than 15 minutes.  

The F-statistic for the independent variable of gender is 0.739 with the corresponding 

p-value being 0.566, which leads to the conclusion that there is no significant difference 

across these five survey duration groups. However, the F-statistic for the independent 

variable of age is 10.809 with the corresponding p-value being 0.000, which leads to the 

conclusion that average ages in these five survey duration groups are not all the same. 

The corresponding post-hoc multiple comparisons based on Scheffe’s criterion are made 

to locate where the significant differences lie, as shown in Table 3.3. 
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The result (Figure 3.5) shows that the average age of Group 2 is significantly different 

from the other groups. Respondents in the other four groups can be regarded as 

homogeneous with respect to age, because there is no statistical difference between 

them at a significance level of 5%. Considering the numbers of respondents in Group 1 

and 3, 57% of participants are impatient (survey duration less than 6 min), whereas 43% 

of respondents (survey duration between 8 and 10 min) appear to have quite considered 

responses. Furthermore, the two youngest Groups 4 and 5 show more interest in the 

survey. It could mean that they were highly motivated to respond to a computer-based 

survey, innovative transport technologies, and any new elements in their lives.  

It is also noted that the pattern of clusters of observations from the SP survey in the 

space of age and survey response duration is different from research results in 

psychology, which depict reaction times to individual survey questions monotonically 

increasing with age of participants (Der & Deary, 2006).  In the SP survey, the survey 

duration is the sum of reaction times to individual questions which decreases with age, 

the extreme case being Group 2, in which the survey duration is between 6 and 8 min 

and the average age is 41.66 years. This does indicate that in addition to the 

psychological and physiological capability of respondents, other factors including 

attitudinal factors affect the survey duration.  

 

Figure 3.5: Survey respondents grouped by age and response duration (RD) 
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Table 3.3: Scheffe’s post-hoc multiple comparisons of average ages between five 

survey duration groups 

Group  

I 

Group 

J 

Difference 

between mean  

(I-J) 

Standard 

error 

p-value  Group  

I 

Group 

J 

Difference 

between mean  

(I-J) 

Standard 

error 

p-

value 

1 

Size = 63 

Mean = 34.03 

Variance = 10.97 

2 -7.63* 1.925 0.00  4 

Size = 65 

Mean = 30.62 

Variance = 8.71 

1 -3.42 1.967 0.56 

3 0.03 2.131 1.00  2 -11.05* 1.910 0.00 

4 3.42 1.967 0.56  3 -3.39 2.117 0.64 

5 3.73 2.249 0.60 

 

 

 5 0.32 2.235 1.00 

2 

Size = 71 

Mean = 41.66 

Variance = 11.27 

1 7.63* 1.925 0.00  5 

Size = 35 

Mean = 30.30 

Variance = 14.43 

1 -3.73 2.249 0.60 

3 7.66* 2.079 0.01  2 -11.36* 2.199 0.00 

4 11.05* 1.910 0.00  3 -3.70 2.382 0.66 

5 11.36* 2.199 0.00  4 -0.32 2.235 1.00 

3 

Size = 48 

Mean = 34.00 

Variance = 10.88 

1 -0.03 2.131 1.00       

2 -7.66* 2.079 0.01      

4 3.39 2.117 0.64      

5 3.70 2.382 0.66      

* Group means are significantly different from each other at a significance level of 5%. 
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3.5 Discussion 

The use of internet-based stated choice surveys has grown rapidly over the past decade, 

raising concerns about data quality, instrument design and sample representativeness. 

However, there is only limited literature addressing the following question: do 

respondents who complete the internet-based surveys more quickly also produce lower 

quality data? This chapter has provided some initial consideration of this question, 

leaving further discussion to the following chapters.       

Understanding the relationship between survey response time and data quality has 

important implications for designers and users of internet-based surveys. Based on 

existing studies, a structure to address the question is shown in Figure 3.6. A clear case 

can be made for variation across individuals in the quality of their response as a result of 

differing degree of engagement in the survey, or as a result of both respondent socio-

economic characteristics (gender, age, familiarity with internet-based questionnaires) 

and item characteristics (choice realism, questionnaire design).    

 

 

Figure 3.6: Suggested relationship between response time and data quality 
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The next chapter provides the model structure and specifications, followed by 

estimation results from departure time and route choice models. Pre-trip and en-route 

information are discussed as they pertain to driver behaviour. Chapter 4 also deals with 

the latent class modelling approach, which integrates the survey response time as a 

proxy for survey engagement. Further discussion of the relationship between data 

quality in the internet-based stated choice surveys and survey response times is 

presented. 
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Chapter 4  

The Role of Information in Supporting Decisions to 

Change Car Travel Departure Time or Route Choice 

4.1 Introduction 

Although the existing body of empirical studies concerning drivers‟ use of pre-trip and 

en-route travel information has presented important results, there are some gaps 

regarding the following issues.  

Firstly, there is a need to capture unobserved attributes associated with multi-

dimensional choices, both to improve goodness-of-fit and to achieve more realistic 

policy evaluations of transportation control measures (Bhat, 1998). Failure to 

accommodate latent factors can lead to inappropriate conclusions, consequently 

misinformed policy actions.  

Secondly, instead of targeting currently available types of travel information, drivers‟ 

needs for more advanced real-time information need to be discussed. This will 

contribute to an evolving understanding of innovative in-vehicle driving support 

systems based on vehicle-to-vehicle communication.       

As discussed in earlier chapters, discrete choice modelling has expanded significantly 

with the development of more flexible models that allow for progressively more 

realistic representations of complex and dynamic choice behaviour, especially in 

transport research. Chapter 3 introduced a stated preference internet-based survey to 

study drivers‟ decisions through a series of stages of choice with the presence of real-

time travel information.  

The purpose of this chapter is to provide insights into and better understanding of the 

factors affecting the departure time and route choice behaviour of drivers possessing 

real-time pre-trip and en-route information. The following scope of research in this case 

study is adopted: firstly, to address drivers‟ need for a variety of specific types of travel 

information; secondly, to compare the model estimation results with empirical findings 

available on this topic; thirdly, to develop a base case for an evolving understanding of 

the factors influencing driver decisions in different situations. 
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The outline of the remainder of this chapter is as follows: Section 4.2 presents the 

generic model structure and the modelling methodology. It is followed by a case study 

of drivers‟ two-stage choices, departure time and route choice. The survey was 

developed to identify the factors that potentially influence departure time and route 

change decisions in the light of information presented by advanced technologies. In 

Section 4.4, the latent class models are estimated. In order to capture differences in 

decision changes, a summary comparison of the two-stage model estimation results is 

also given. Finally, attitudes to risk and choice uncertainty classification effects are 

discussed.  
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4.2 The latent class model 

Section 2.2 presented an overview of existing discrete choice modelling methods in 

transport research. This section starts with discussion of selection between two models 

which can accommodate heterogeneity across individuals, the latent class and mixed 

logit.  

4.2.1 Model selection 

An increasing number of discrete choice applications are now based on the mixed logit 

model which has significant advantages: allowing for random taste variation, 

unrestricted substitution patterns, and correlation in unobserved factors over time 

(Train, 2003). A special case where the mixing distribution f(is discrete, 

taking a finite set of distinct values, is the latent class model which has a long 

history in marketing and psychology research.  

Among various choice models, the latent class and mixed logit models are probably the 

two best candidates to improve the multinomial logit in accommodating preference 

heterogeneity across individuals (McFadden & Train, 2000). In essence, the mixed logit 

model specifies that the random parameters follow a continuous joint distribution. The 

latent class model can be seen as a special case of the mixed logit where a step function 

with a finite number of steps is used to approximate the continuous curve (McFadden & 

Train, 2000; Swait, 1994; Swait, 2009).  

Greene and Hensher (2003) made a detailed comparison of the latent class and mixed 

logit models by using survey data of road type choice in New Zealand. The result 

suggested stronger statistical support for the latent class model but which model is 

superior for all behavioural measures of performance remains inconclusive. This 

motivates further research to compare such advanced models in order to investigate 

stability of explanations and predictions.  

Shen (2009) used two SP datasets in Japan, comparing values of time savings, direct 

choice elasticities, predicted choice probabilities and prediction success, to show that 

the latent class model performed better in those cases than the mixed logit model. Hess 

et al. (2009a) analysed the differences between the various models in terms of taste and 

preference heterogeneity, correlation between coefficients, and elasticities. It remains up 
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to researchers to make an informed choice between latent class model and mixed logit 

model on a case-by-case basis.  

The specification of a latent class model includes iterative determination of the number 

of latent classes outside the estimation process; statistical measurements of goodness-

of-fit can be used to decide the most suitable number of classes. In contrast, the 

specification of a mixed logit model involves the challenging tasks of determining 

which parameters among the full set are assumed to be random and what distributions 

they follow. However, the specificity of the distribution assumptions in the mixed logit 

model can be counterbalanced by its flexibility or robustness in accommodating a range 

of assumed distributions for the selected parameters (Greene & Hensher, 2003), which 

in fact alleviates the seeming burden of model specification. Both the latent class and 

the mixed logit models significantly improve the log-likelihood compared with the 

multinomial logit, due to the relaxation of the assumption of preference homogeneity; 

the magnitudes of the improvements with both models are comparable (Hess et al., 

2009a). Because these two models are not nested, a difference in the log-likelihood 

functions does not necessarily lead to one model being superior to the other (Greene & 

Hensher, 2003).  

To summarise, it is hard to conclude statistically, that either of the two specifications is 

preferable. As a result, considerations from other perspectives are needed to decide 

which model is suitable for modelling sensitivity and heterogeneity across driver 

responses in this study. 

Firstly, the specification of a new driving support system design requires the selected 

model to be capable of identifying the information features delivered by the system. The 

latent class and the mixed logit are equally qualified in this regard. Which parameters 

are statistically significant is important and worth attention in the system design: the 

differences in estimated parameter values capture the preference heterogeneity across 

individuals.  

The second issue is effectiveness and efficiency. Effectiveness here means that within 

each class drivers are statistically homogenous with respect to their preferences, 

whereas between classes drivers have heterogeneous preferences. This segmentation 

makes it possible to effectively promote a particular specification of the new system to 

an appropriate driver group. The efficiency of the process depends on the number of 

classes (S). With a large S, it is easy to make the preferences of each class of drivers 

homogeneous, but is not efficient for presenting the new system to all the potential 
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users. On the other hand, a small S is efficient for promoting a limited number of 

specifications but it may not be effective because the preferences within a class may not 

be homogeneous enough. In short, the S needs to be large enough to be effective and 

small enough to be efficient.  

The mixed logit model, which is applied in the latter part of Chapter 6 (Section 6.6.2), 

produces a set of parameters or preferences that are specific to individuals, allowing 

their applications to the system design to be most effective but least efficient for 

promotion. Though the latent class model can produce a set of parameters specific to 

individuals, it groups the full set into a finite number of classes, with the parameter 

values across individuals within a class being statistically homogeneous. The number of 

classes is small, being two, three or four in some applications (Bhat, 1997; Boxalland & 

Adamowicz, 2002; Gupta & Chintagunta, 1994; Jones & Hensher, 2007) and up to five 

or six (Kamakura & Russell, 1989; Moors & Vermunt, 2007). 

Primarily on the ground of efficiency, a latent class model framework (Figure 4.1) is 

used in the case studies of departure time, route choice, response to tyre pressure 

information, and also in the study of responses to vehicle-to-vehicle information. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Path diagram of the latent class model  
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4.2.2 Framework for the latent class model 

The formulation of the latent class model which was introduced in Section 2.2.2 follows 

the general framework developed by McFadden (1986) and put into operation by Swait 

(1994) in modelling choice behaviour for beauty products and then followed by others 

such as Boxall and Adamowicz (2002) in wilderness recreation. The latent class model 

has two components:  

 The first part is a latent class membership model, which takes the indicators of 

attitudinal and perceptual factors and some socio-demographic characteristics of 

individuals as explanatory variables to come up with the probability that an 

individual is affiliated with a particular class.  

 The other part is a discrete choice model that estimates the probability that an 

individual will choose a particular alternative, conditional on their class 

membership. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, choice information was collected through a self-administered 

web survey. The time spent by a respondent on each of the questions was recorded by 

the background software. Thus, the survey response duration provides a unique chance 

to capture the attitude of the respondent towards the survey and the driving support 

system, since it is a measure of the amount of willingness, commitment and 

psychological and physiological capability (Malhotra, 2008). Taking these issues into 

account, a specific modelling framework is developed.  

Figure 4.1 indicates that the survey response duration is observed and serves as an 

indicator or a manifest variable of the factor „general attitude‟ which is not observed 

directly. Combined with some observed socio-demographic characteristics of 

individuals, this factor influences the formation of separate classes of individuals in 

which the preferences differ.  
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4.3 Model formulation  

4.3.1 Class-specific choice model  

In this study, individual n belonging to latent class s ( ),..., S1s   derives satisfaction 

from choosing alternative i in choice set nC  (  action No Action,nC ), and the level of 

satisfaction is measured by the utility sinU | : 

innissin xU   |        (4.1) 

where nx is a vector of the features of the information displayed and socio-demographic 

characteristics of individual n, is  is a vector of utility parameters associated with 

alternative i for class s, and in  is the error term in the utility.  

Under the assumption that individual n chooses an alternative that maximises his/her 

satisfaction, alternative i is chosen if and only if sjnsin UU ||  , ij  , nCji , . Assuming 

the error term in  follows an IID Gumbel distribution, the probability of individual n 

choosing alternative i conditional on latent class s can be expressed by a multinomial 

logit model (McFadden, 1974; Swait, 1994) as: 
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      (4.2) 

where   



s  is a non-negative scalar for latent class s.  

4.3.2 Latent class membership model 

Following Swait (1994) and Boxall and Adamowicz (2002), the latent class 

membership model segments all individuals into S classes, where the number of classes 

S is determined exogenously. As shown in the path diagram for this study (Figure 4.1), 

the membership likelihood function *
nsY  for individual n and class s ( S1s ,..., ) is 

unobserved and a function of the unobserved attitudes and the socio-demographic 

characteristics. All the relationships between various latent constructs and observed 

variables can be represented as follows: 
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nsnzzsnaasns xpY    **       (4.3) 

nanaana pp   *        (4.4) 

where *
nsY  is the likelihood function for individual n to belong to class s; *

nap  is the 

vector of attitudes of individual n; nzx is the vector of observed socio-demographic 

characteristics of individual n; nap is the vector of observed indicators of attitudes; as , 

zs  and a  are the parameter vectors; ns and na  are the error terms. Substituting the 

factor score equation (4.4) into the structure model (4.3), the membership likelihood 

function can be written as: 

nsnsns zY   *       (4.5) 

where nz  represents both the indicators of attitudes and socio-demographic 

characteristics of individual n, that is  nznan xpz   , ;   



s  is the vector of parameters to be 

estimated and  zsass     , . 

As discussed by Swait (1994), individual n falls into class s if and only if 

  max **
njns YY  ( sj  , S1j ,..., ). It is assumed that the error terms ns  are independent 

across individuals and classes and are not correlated with na , and that the errors 

follow an identical Gumbel distribution with a non-negative scalar α. Then, the 

probability for individual n to belong to class s can be expressed by a logit function: 
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        (4.6) 

4.3.3 Joint model of latent class membership and action choice  

Denote insP  the probability for individual n to choose alternative i ( nCi ) and to belong 

to class s ( S1s ,..., ). Then insP  can be calculated as: 

nssinins WPP |         (4.7) 

The marginal probability of individual n choosing alternative i ( nCi ) is equal to the 

summation of the above joint probability across all classes, that is 
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Under the following conditions:  

s0siiss   , , ,          (4.9) 

the marginal probability (4.8) can be expressed as: 
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  (4.10) 

and the corresponding model is a multinomial logit model. In other words, the 

multinomial logit model is nested inside the latent class model, which makes it sensible 

to measure the gain, such as improvement in the likelihood ratio index, of adopting a 

latent class model against using its multinomial logit model counterpart. The scalar and 

parameters µs and is  in Equation (4.2) and (4.8) are inseparable in estimation, so set 

0s   in order to make is  identifiable. Similarly,   is set equal to zero in the model 

estimation. 

The determination of the number of latent classes S is exogenous to the model 

parameter estimation, and based on statistical criteria and the practical judgement of the 

analyst. Various criteria, including the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), the 

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and the Akaike likelihood ratio index (  



2 ) have 

been used to determine this number (Bhat, 1997; Scarpa et al. 2005; Swait, 1994). All 

such statistics are based on the same general principle of weighing the fit of the model 

(denoted as )|,( SL sis  ) against the parsimony of the model or number of parameters 

(denoted as p). The AIC is equal to ))|,(( pSL2 sis   . The BIC formula is 

))ln()|,(( pNSL2 sis    , where N is the number of respondents. 
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4.4 A multi-stage choice process model 

Previous studies to address the impact of travel information on drivers‟ behaviour 

focused mainly on modelling the utility of information or information acquisition 

through revealed preference or stated preference experiments (e.g. Khattak et al., 1999; 

Peirce and Lappin, 2004; Kattan et al., 2010). This study is designed to investigate 

drivers‟ preferences, perceptions of and attitudes towards information by building a 

multi-stage choice process model. 

There are two stages of travel information acquisition: pre-trip and en-route. This is 

related to the common conviction that travel information together with advanced 

technologies is likely to reduce travel time uncertainty, enable drivers to select 

efficiently among the available routes and choose the departure time, thus saving travel 

time and reducing congestion.  

Before departure, the traveller acquires travel information and may find out about the 

present congestion, and any extreme weather forecast or road work on the intended 

route. He/she can decide to avoid the delay by rescheduling the departure time and 

possibly choosing an unusual route. In the en-route stage, the traveller receives 

information during the trip and may change the route to avoid congestion, road work or 

a crash.  

The conceptual framework illustrated in Figure 1.3 addresses the choice process with 

the provision of travel information. The framework in Figure 4.2 shows factors 

contributing to decision changes. 
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 Figure 4.2: A conceptual model of driver decisions 

 

 

Socio-demographic characteristics (Figure 4.2) include age, gender, education and 

driving frequency. Traffic conditions cover travel time delay and extreme weather. 

Different suggested strategies, covering advice only or providing expected travel time 

difference, are also integrated into the model. The attitudinal indicator (Taylor, 1990) 

used in this model is survey response duration. The various principles applied to a 

decision maker at different stages are elaborated in Chapters 5 and 6. 

The decision situations in response to travel information are modelled with the 

following choice sets for an individual driver n. 
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 Travel route: Cn change route, no change
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The vectors of attributes for a choice alternative i are as follows. 

 Departure time: Xin information media, expected delay time, suggested 

strategy , delay source, trip purposei , i Cn 

 Travel route: Xin  expected delay time, delay source, suggested strategy, trip 

purposei , i Cn 

 Inflate tyres: Xin fuel saving, fuel level, extra travel time, road type, trip 

purposei , i Cn 

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 present variable definitions for departure time and route choice 

models; socio-demographic and attitudinal indicators are shown in Table 4.3.  

It is noted that there is potential for bias arising from differences in size of the random 

utility component variance by attributes. For instance, in a scenario where one attribute 

is at its first (best) level but all other attributes are at the bottom (worst) or intermediate 

level, it becomes easy for the respondent to make a decision. Therefore, the random 

utility variance will be smaller than the case with all attributes at intermediate levels. In 

this study, a D-optimal efficient design is used to generate a small fraction of the full 

factorial, which makes it possible to avoid the situations such as the one described 

above, with designs where each attribute is either at the best level or at the bottom level.  
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Table 4.1 – Variable descriptions for departure time choice 

Variable Definition  

Delay  Extra travel time due to a specific condition:  

5mins, 10mins, 15mins 

Information media TV: Receive departure time information via a TV traffic channel    

 Web: Receive departure time information via a travel information 

service website 

 Mobile: Receive departure time information via a mobile telephone 

Delay source Congestion: The expected delay is caused by traffic congestion 

 Extreme weather: The expected delay is caused by bad weather 

 Road work:  The expected delay is caused by road-works 

Suggestion With suggestion: Suggested to change of departure time 

 No suggestion 

Trip purpose Purpose of travel:   

Business trip, Non-business trip 

  

Choice Choice decision:  Action = 1, No action = 0 
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Table 4.2 – Variable descriptions for route choice 

Variable Definition  

Delay  Extra travel time due to a specific condition:  

5mins, 15mins, 25mins 

Delay source Congestion: The expected delay is caused by traffic congestion 

 Accident: The expected delay is caused by an accident 

 Lane share: With lane closed by road work, need to share a lane 

 One lane open only: Number of  lanes reduced to one by road 

work for both directions  

Suggestion With suggestion: Suggested change of route  

 Extra suggestion: Suggested route change plus information 

on the predicted time difference 

 No suggestion 

Trip purpose Purpose of travel:   

Business trip, Non-business trip 

  

Choice Choice decision:  Action = 1, No action = 0 

 

Table 4.3 – Variable descriptions for socio-demographic and attitudinal variables 

Variable Definition 

Daily driver Driving frequency:  If drive once or more than once per day = 1  

Weekly driver Driving frequency:  If less then daily but drive at least once per week = 1 

Infrequent driver “Daily driver” and “Weekly driver” equal 0 

Female Gender:  Female = 1 

High school Highest qualification:  If high school = 1 

TAFE  Highest qualification:  If TAFE (technical and further education) = 1 

Undergraduate Highest qualification:  If undergraduate degree = 1 

Postgraduate Highest qualification:  If postgraduate degree = 1 

Others “High school”, “TAFE”, “Undergraduate” and “Postgraduate” equal 0 

Age  Age band: 22 if <27; 32 if 28-37; 42 if 38-47; 52 if 48-57; 60 if >57 

Survey duration (min) Choice response time: recorded by the background software  
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4.5 Data, specification and estimation 

4.5.1 Departure time change 

This section presents the model estimation results for departure time choice. A 

benchmark logit model is used to examine whether the parameter estimates have the 

expected signs and reasonable sizes. The logit model is a special case of the latent class 

model when the number of latent segments equals one. As already noted, the 

determination of the number of latent classes S is exogenous to the model parameter 

estimation, being based on statistical criteria and the practical judgement of analysts.  

As indicated in Section 4.3.3, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), the Bayesian 

Information Criterion (BIC) and the Akaike likelihood ratio index (  



2 ) have been used 

to determine the number of classes. The three-class latent class model is selected on the 

basis of statistical goodness-of-fit and estimated coefficient significance.  

The utilities of the multinomial logit model with three alternatives specific to individual 

n are: 

No change (nc)           inncinncsncsinnc xU ,,|,           (4.11) 

Depart early (e) ineinesesine xU ,,|,                      (4.12) 

Depart later (ct) inctinctssinct xU ,,|,                                (4.13) 

where the vector X contains variables associated with information features and socio-

demographic characteristics of individual n, the column β
’
 with components s , S= 

1,…, S is a vector of utility parameters associated with alternative i for class s. The 

coefficient α represents the alternative specific constants of each alternative (defined for 

two of the three alternatives, where the remaining alternative of „depart later‟ serves as 

the base case), and εin   is the error term in the utility. 

For the sake of consistency with the route choice and the tyre pressure information 

models,  choices of „depart early‟ and „depart late‟ are merged as one alternative called 

„change departure time‟ in this section. Thus the utilities of the multinomial logit model 

with three alternatives can be simplified as a binary logit model: 
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No change (nc)           inncinncssinnc xU ,,|,                             (4.14) 

Change departure time (c) incincscsinc xU ,,|,                           (4.15) 

Table 4.4 presents the final three-class model as well as a whole sample binary logit 

model for the purpose of comparison. Several specifications with respect to socio-

demographic variables were tested. Chi-square tests show that both models are 

statistically significant.  

In the final 3-class latent class membership model, the parameters on the gender dummy 

and the survey response duration are significant at the 10% level except gender in Class 

1 with p value of 0.35; accordingly the three classes are identified on the basis of these 

two variables. The latent class membership function parameters for segment three equal 

zero because of normalisation in estimation. Thus, factors determining membership of 

the other two segments are described relative to segment three. Looking at Table 4.5, 

the three-class model specification allocated 40% of respondents to Class 1, 46% to 

Class 2, and 14% to Class 3. 

The full statistics for the three classes used in the departure time model are shown in the 

Limdep printout in Appendix 4.1. 
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Table 4.4:  Parameter estimates in departure time choice models 

 Whole sample  Latent class 

    Class 1  Class 2  Class 3 

Parameters  

(for variables described in 

Table 4.1) 

Est. Sig.  Est. Sig.  Est. Sig.  Est. Sig. 

Class-specific choice model: 

Constant -0.612 0.18  -2.752 0.26  -2.982 0.00  2.620 0.26 

Delay  

(Extra travel time, min) 

0.144 0.00  0.407 0.02  0.243 0.00  0.148 0.28 

Suggestion 

(Suggestion to change 

departure time =1) 

0.543 0.00  3.241 0.14  0.638 0.02  -0.200 0.77 

Trip purpose  

(Business =1) 

0.398 0.00  0.728 0.35  1.139 0.00  0.705 0.45 

TV 

(Information via TV =1) 

0.050 0.78  -1.999 0.32  0.501 0.13  -1.236 0.16 

Web 

(Information via Web =1) 

0.236 0.12  2.198 0.07  0.090 0.77  -2.518 0.06 

Congestion 

(Delay due to congestion =1) 

0.278 0. 02  -1.479 0.29  0.340 0.36  3.043 0.01 

Extreme weather 

(Delay due to extreme 

weather =1) 

0.389 0.03  3.006 0.02  -1.214 0.00  4.643 0.00 

Age 0.182 0.00  0.054 0.04  0.044 0.00  -0.053 0.06 

Daily driver -0.203 0.24  -1.409 0.16  0.326 0.25  -1.857 0.09 

Weekly driver 0.063 0.75  -0.938 0.40  0.778 0.04  -2.892 0.04 

Class probability %    39.9%   46.6%   13.5%  

Respondents    112   131   39  

Latent class membership model:            

Constant    1.415 0.01  2.585 0.00  0  

Survey duration    -0.010 0.08  -0.081 0.05  0  

Gender (Female =1)    -0.457 0.35  -1.048 0.03  0  

Significant at the 5% level in bold and italic, significant at the 10% level in bold 
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Table 4.5: Departure time choice model: responses in the three latent classes 

 Whole sample   Class 1  Class 2  Class 3 

Proportion of sample (%) 100%   40%  46%  14% 

            (respondents) 282   112  131  39 

Survey duration (mean) 9.87 min   11.23 min  8.49 min  10.97 min 

% Female  47%   48%  39%  71% 

Age (mean) 35.11   35.28  34.71  35.98 

         

 Action No action   Action No action  Action No action  Action No action 

Choices by classes (%) 73.5 26.5   92.3 7.7  64.3 35.7  49.6 50.4 

(observations) 1244 448   620 52  505 281  116 118 

 

4.5.1.1 Characterising the class member 

As discussed before, drivers‟ socio-demographics can have a certain impact on their 

intention to accept travel information, consequently their preferences to travel behaviour 

changes. In Table 4.4, „Age‟ shows positive impact on the likelihood of departure time 

change, except the small group of Class 3. In other words, older drivers are more likely 

to change their departure time to avoid delay. This result supports the previous findings, 

such as Kattan et al., (2010), which showed that drivers older than 45 years were more 

inclined to divert their normal routines. Regular drivers are less likely to change their 

departure time, which is captured by the negative signs of the variable associated with 

„Daily driver‟ in most cases (except Class 2). However, all parameters on „Daily driver‟ 

are insignificant at the 5% level. 

A summary of estimates and choice probabilities of the classes are displayed in Table 

4.5. Looking at the whole sample, average survey time is 9.87 minutes and 73.5% of the 

choices were choosing a „Change departure time‟.  

Class 1 spent the longest time in the survey (11.23 minutes) and with a slight majority 

of males. They display extremely high propensity to minimise the expected value of 

utility by (almost) always choosing the alternative departure time (92.3%).  

Class 2 is the largest segment (46%) of the whole sample with a majority being males, 

which is evidenced by the average „Gender (Female=1)‟ is only 0.39. Respondents in 

Class 2 had the shortest average survey duration time (8.49 minutes). This is the 

youngest group with the average age of 34.71.   
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Class 3, the smallest group, shows almost equal proportion between those choosing the 

alternative departure time (49.6%) and those staying with the habitual departure time 

(50.4%). Class 3 has a great proportion of females (0.71) and with the largest age mean 

(35.98).  

4.5.1.2 Preferences for the information 

The negative sign of the estimated alternative specific „Constant‟ (corresponding to 

change departure time) in Class 2 shows that, there is inertia towards the choice of „No 

change‟, probably due to their concerns on other issues that are not included in the 

questionnaire. This confirms that there is a perceived penalty associated with switching 

from the habitual travel pattern, which is consistent with the findings of Tsirimpa et al. 

(2009), who also identified a threshold above which a change becomes attractive. 

Classes 1 and 3 have opposite preferences for departure time change, however the 

constant term in both classes are insignificant. These effects were absent in the basic 

logit model, exhibiting the ability of the latent class approach to capture the 

heterogeneity among individuals.  

A „Suggestion‟ defined as a suggestion to change habitual departure time. The positive 

estimated coefficient associated with „Suggestion‟ in Class 2 indicates that drivers show 

a high probability of taking into account system advice. This is conformable with the 

findings (e.g. Ettema & Timmermans, 2006) that the propensity of drivers to change 

their departure time increases if more complete and specific information is provided. 

The insignificant parameters in Class 1 and Class 3 indicate that some respondents are 

indifferent to a suggestion provided by the system.  

The „Delay extra travel time‟ in all three classes is significant and has a positive sign. 

Drivers in Class 1 are more sensitive than those in the other classes to time. Kyoung-Sik 

(2003) also found that with delay time pre-trip information, the probability of departure 

time change increases.  

Information media do not seem to influence drivers‟ utility, which is suggested by the 

parameters on „TV‟ being all insignificant and „Web‟ being only moderately significant 

in Classes 1 and 3. Judged by the relative magnitude of the coefficients, internet has a 

greater influence than television. Yim et al., (2001) reported similar results that traffic 

information website users are more likely to change their travel behaviour than 

travellers who relied on radio or television. In Khattak et al. (2008) study to investigate 
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what information technologies are most influential in changing travel patterns, the 

internet is associated with the highest propensity to change travel decisions.  

In terms of the delay source dummy variables, „Extreme weather‟ seems to be an 

important attribute since it is significant in all classes but in Class 2 the estimated 

coefficient is negative. In other words, drivers in Class 2 are less likely to change their 

departure time with a bad weather forecast, possibly due to their different concerns on 

other issues associated with bad weather, such as safety. Chorus et al. (2007) argued 

that this type of aggregated categorisation like „bad weather‟ has potential ambiguity 

which should be kept in mind when interpreting the findings.  

The negative sign of the parameter on „Congestion‟ in Class 1 contradicts the 

expectation. Nevertheless, the insignificance suggests that the preferences of individuals 

in Class 1 vary widely.  

The parameters on „Trip purpose‟ of all three classes are positive however only Class 2 

is significant. Drivers on a business trip are more concerned about travel time, wanting 

to keep a larger safety margin to avoid arriving late and are therefore likely to change 

departure time to avoid delay.  
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4.5.2 Route change 

As noted in Section 4.5.1, different characteristics and attributes of travel information 

can influence it acceptance. This study investigates the impact of travel information on 

route decisions in a simulated environment where the participants receive an estimate of 

likely travel time. The experiment presents a simple two route network in each scenario. 

A driver is faced with information provided in real time, regarding the choice between 

two routes: the habitual route with expected delay caused by various delay sources, and 

the alternative route.  

This section presents the model estimation results for the route change model. As in 

earlier specifications, Table 4.6 presents the estimation results for whole sample and a 

three-class model (coefficients and p-value). The three-class model is based on the 

theory discussed in Section 4.3 and the first part of 4.5.1. The full statistics for the three 

classes used in the route choice model are shown in the printout in Appendix 4.2. 

Although they are the same 282 respondents, the class memberships are different from 

those in the departure time model. 

A summary of choice probabilities of the classes are displayed in Table 4.7. The three-

class model specification allocated 44% of respondents to Class 1, 33% to Class 2, and 

23% to Class 3. It seems a little surprising that in the route choice model the three 

classes display highly similar aggregated choice distributions between those choosing 

„Change route‟ (67.5% in Class 1, 68.4% in Class 2 and 66.7% in Class 3). In line with 

expectation, the latent class membership parameters on the „Survey duration‟ and 

„Gender‟ dummy are significant at the 10% level (except „Gender‟ in Class 1 with p 

value 0.27).  
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Table 4.6:  Parameter estimates in route choice models 

 Whole sample  Latent class 

    Class 1  Class 2  Class 3 

Parameters 

(for variables described in 

Table 4.2) 

Est. Sig.  Est. Sig.  Est. Sig.  Est. Sig. 

Class-specific choice: 

Constant -2.458 0.00  -6.349 0.00  -2.558 0.00  -3.270 0.00 

Trip purpose  

(Business =1) 

-0.086 0.61  0.518 0.16  -1.205 0.02  0.960 0.28 

Delay  

(Extra travel time, min) 
0.098 0.00  -0.062 0.34  0.039 0.54  0.727 0.00 

Congestion 

(Delay due to congestion 

=1) 

-0.316 0.08  1.855 0.04  -1.295 0.00  -3.270 0.01 

Accident 

(Delay due to accident =1) 
0.558 0.01  2.945 0.00  -0.217 0.65  -0.405 0.64 

Laneshare 

(Delay due to laneshare =1) 
0.556 0.00  -0.346 0.48  1.333 0.03  0.613 0.26 

Suggestion (No suggestion =1) -0.355 0. 01  0.750 0.27  -0.168 0.60  -3.613 0.00 

Suggestion  

(With time info =1) 

0.739 0.00  2.212 0.00  1.536 0.00  -1.739 0.01 

Age 0.009 0.07  -0.007 0.50  0.027 0.07  0.012 0.52 

Daily driver 0.778 0.00  3.045 0.00  1.957 0.00  0.244 0.59 

Weekly driver 0.734 0.00  2.800 0.00  1.183 0.07  0.894 0.09 

Trip purpose x Delay time 0.127 0.00  0.273 0.00  0.314 0.00  -0.254 0.03 

Class probability %    44%   33%   23%  

Respondents    124   93   65  

Latent class membership model:           

Constant    -0.314 0.58  -1.446 0.00  0  

Survey duration    0.036 0.06  0.071 0.03  0  

Gender (Female = 1)    0.483 0.27  0.778 0.09  0  

Significant at the 5% level in bold and italics, significant at the 10% level in bold 
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4.5.2.1 Characterising the class member 

According to Table 4.6, „Age‟ difference is not playing an important role in the route 

choice model. Regular driving experience increases the propensity of the driver to 

respond to travel information by changing route, which is evidenced by the parameters 

on „Daily driver‟ and „Weekly driver‟ being all positive and significant (except the 

„Weekly driver‟ in Class 3). In other words, drivers with a good knowledge of the 

possible travel conditions on the network, tent to comply with the travel information, 

whereas drivers with limited driving hours try to avoid risk and stay on the habitual 

route. 

Class 1 is the largest segment (44%) of the whole sample with a slightly majority being 

female. This class consists of more older (M = 34.93) and daily drivers (67%), as shown 

in Table 4.7. Class 2 has a larger proportion of females (0.53) and with the shortest 

average survey duration (8.73 minutes). The smallest group, Class 3 (23%) spent 

longest time in the survey (11.56 minutes) and with a majority of males. In contrast to 

Class 1, Class 3 includes more young and non-regular drivers.  

Table 4.7: Route choice model: responses in the three latent classes  

 Whole sample  Class 1  Class 2  Class 3 

Proportion of 

sample (%) 

100%  44%  33%  23% 

     (respondents) 282  124  93  65 

Survey duration 

(mean) 

9.87min  9.81 min  8.73 min  11.56 min 

Female (%) 47%  51%  53%  39% 

Age (mean) 35.11  35.93  34.72  34.03 
        

Daily driver (%) 61%  67%  61%  52% 

Weekly driver (%) 23%  21%  22%  26% 

Other driver (%) 16%  12%  17%  22% 
        

 Action No action  Action No action  Action No action  Action No action 

Choice by classes 

(%) 

67.7 32.3  67.8 32.2  68.4 31.6  66.7 33.3 

    (observations) 1146 546  504 240  382 176  260 130 
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4.5.2.2 Preferences with respect to the information 

Whole sample 

In the binary logit model (a special case of the latent class model when the number of 

latent classes equals one), the independent variables that are found significant at the 5% 

level are: (1) extra travel time; (2) delay due to (i) accident, (ii) road work restricting 

traffic to one lane; (3) (i) no suggested strategy (ii) suggested strategy with expected 

travel time; (4) drive frequency (i) daily (ii) weekly; (5) cross-product: trip purpose x 

delay time.  

It is argued that travellers are generally reluctant to change their routine travel decisions, 

partly due to behavioural inertia (e.g. Polydorpoulou et al., 1996). The negative sign of 

the estimated alternative specific ‟Constant‟ (corresponding to changing route) indicates 

on attitude of inertia with respect to change. However it is also consistent with 

expectation that the probability of route change is greater when the expected travel time 

becomes longer, as indicated by the positive and significant parameter on „Delay extra 

travel time‟. 

The positive and similar coefficients of the two dummy variables for delay source 

„Accident‟ and „Lane share‟, reveal that the driver‟s propensity towards a route change 

is increased when there is information on a crash or road work along the habitual route. 

This is consistent with Khattak et al. (2008)‟s study which suggested that dynamic 

information on incidents is likely to be particularly effective in diversion decisions. 

However the negative and insignificant parameter for the delay source „Congestion‟ 

indicates that preferences vary across individuals.  

Suggestion types have also been included in the route change models. These have been 

coded as dummy variables, „No suggestion‟ and „Suggestion with travel time 

information‟. The provision of extra predicted travel time information increases the 

propensity of the driver to diverge from his/her habitual route. Similarly, Dia (2002) 

applied an agent-based approach and the results indicated that prescriptive, predictive 

and quantitative real-time delay information provided for both the usual and best 

alternate routes are most effective in influencing respondents to change their routes.  
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Latent classes  

Class 1 has a negative and significant parameter on „Constant‟ corresponding to 

changing route. This could be a compounding of their attitudes or characteristics that 

have not been captured in this survey. Respondents in Class 1 show a higher tendency 

to route change when they receive more detailed information, quantitative instead of 

qualitative, predictive instead of descriptive. „Congestion‟ and „Accident‟ have a critical 

impact on drivers‟ route change, however, this class is unconcerned by the other delay 

source „Laneshare‟. 

Class 2 comprises a group of drivers who show strong risk averse attitude on a business 

trip. In other words, a traveller from Class 2 on a business trip has a time constraint and 

therefore is more likely to keep his/her normal routine to decrease risk. Similar 

inflexibility in work trips was found in corridor and area-wide surveys (Yim et al., 

2004). 

Class 3, the smallest group, has a significant but negative parameter on „Suggestion 

with time information‟, which contradicts the other two classes. Among the three 

classes, drivers in Class 3 have the highest time sensitivity as dedicatedly by the 

magnitude and significance of the parameter on „Delay extra travel time‟. 

.  
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4.5.3 Discussions: similarities, differences and generalisability 

In summary, this study is concerned with two categories of travel information:  

 Pre-trip information: provided at the origins, which can help reduce the level of 

uncertainty when drivers face variation on their journey. This plays a vital role 

in trip planning. Most attributes of the trip, including departure time, route, 

destination, or whether to make the trip, are decided under the influence of pre-

trip information. 

 En-route information: accessed during the journey, which can help drivers 

decide on whether to switch choice of route, parking, destination and vehicle 

operation.  

Researchers have found that there is a significant difference between pre-trip and en-

route changes. This is because en-route decisions involve dynamic choices throughout 

the driving process, but pre-trip choices are relatively static because destination, 

departure time, route and trip cancellation decisions are made before departure. In this 

chapter, as an initial step, only departure time and route choice in response to travel 

time delay and various strategies in the short-term are investigated.  

In spite of the fact that much research has been conducted in this field in the last twenty 

years, understanding traveller responses to travel information systems is still an active 

research field. An important aspect is investigating which delivery mechanisms are 

most influential in helping people adjust their travel decisions. A driver‟s response to 

real-time travel information consists of a series of actions and decisions. The primary 

factors influencing driver decisions were found to be in the following three categories:  

1. Technology characteristics and information features;  

2. Socio-demographic characteristics;  

3. Habitual travel patterns and experiences.  

The third category, encompassing attitudes towards uncertainty and risk includes 

pervasive features of human decision making, which are central concerns in the whole 

field of behavioural and economic research. The objective of this chapter is not to 

contribute to better learning or attitudes to risk, but to assess some basic elements of 

departure time and route choice behaviour. Following the usual paradigm about attitude 
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to risk in transport studies, the models presented in this chapter initially assume that 

drivers are risk neutral.   

In order to encapsulate differences in decision changes, a comparison of the two-stage 

model estimation results can be summarised in the following statements: 

1. The findings exhibit the ability of the latent class approach to capture the 

heterogeneity among individuals; 

2. There is inertia associated with the „no change‟ alternative, both for departure 

time and route choice. The relative magnitude of the estimated constants 

suggests that drivers are more reluctant to change route than departure time. It 

supports the conclusions from previous studies that the most common response 

to travel information is to change departure time, although route switching also 

occurs frequently (Khattak et al., 1998; Mahmassani & Jou, 2000; Tsirimpa et 

al., 2009)  

3. Business travellers are more sensitive to travel time delay (both pre-trip and en-

route); 

4. In the route choice latent class model, the three classes display highly similar 

aggregated choice distributions in light of the information provided. However, in 

the departure time model the three groups of respondents display quite distinct 

choice structures; 

5. A greater tendency to change departure time and route when drivers receive 

more detailed real time traffic information, quantitative instead of qualitative, 

predictive instead of descriptive. The observed significance of the content of the 

information is consistent with e.g. Dia (2002) and Mahmassani et al., (2003);  

6. The present study shows that driving frequency has a strong positive impact on 

route change behaviour. However the results did not show a significant 

correlation between the frequency of driving and compliance with the departure 

time change information; 

7. If the intended route is blocked due to „congestion‟, drivers with pre-trip 

information are more likely to change departure time, even when there is a 

riskless route choice with en-route „congestion‟ information.  
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8. The results show clearly that an „accident‟ on the route is an incentive for drivers 

to take an alternative route. Knoop et al. (2009) did an in-depth study 

investigating the extent to which travellers change their routes with incidents on 

their normal routes, and found that the severity of the capacity reducing incident 

and therefore the severity of the delays play a key role in the decision to deviate 

from the intended route. 

Another important statistical comparison encapsulates the difference in the information 

impact, as shown in Figure 4.3. Only about a quarter (26.5%) of the responses made no 

departure time change. Out of those with departure time changes, early departures 

(55.1%) are three times the number that would be deferred (18.4%).  

For route choice, about two thirds (67.7%) of the choices are to switch from the habitual 

route. The percentage distribution is consistent with some previous studies. In the 

Kattan et al. (2010) survey of 500 Deerfoot Trail commuters, 63.3% of drivers altered 

their trip plans in light of the information provided via variable message signs, whereas 

36.7% of drivers exhibited inertia by not altering their routes despite the excessive 

delays due to route congestion. Khattak et al. (2008) showed that the likelihood of route 

changes with information varies from 22% to 65% depending on different scenarios. A 

recent study (Wang et al., 2009) found that a high portion (78%) of respondents 

reported that they changed travel plans (route, mode, departure time or trip cancellation) 

on the basis of information received.  

 

Figure 4.3: Choice descriptive statistics (observations) 
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Providing accurate time information to drivers on available route alternatives has 

significant effects on route and departure time choice. There is an increasing awareness 

of the importance of travel time reliability. Successful approaches have been developed 

in travel time prediction (e.g. Zhang & Rice, 2003; Wang & Papageorgiou, 2005;      

van Lint, 2008). As concluded by van Lint et al. (2005), travel time is the product of 

highly dynamic and nonlinear traffic processes over time and space. Travellers‟ choice 

behaviour is one of the important factors affecting both traffic demand and route 

capacity. From a traffic assignment point of view, diversion to the suggested departure 

time or route is not the optimal choice for all drivers or the whole traffic system. For 

example, if all drivers comply with the traffic information by changing to an alternative 

route, that route will quickly become congested.  The present study shows that a certain 

proportion of respondents would not alter their trips in response to system information. 

This possibly can be explained because drivers combine their driving experience and the 

information. More dynamic traffic assignment studies need to be conducted to model 

how a traffic network can achieve a dynamic equilibrium with the provision of traffic 

data and suggestions. 

To better understand individual behaviour rather than the aggregated results only, 

respondents may be roughly classified into five groups in terms of attitude with respect 

to risk and utility, as shown in Table 4.8. The classifications „Increasing utility‟ and 

„Maximising expected utility‟ are given the specific meaning that the „utility‟ is due to 

the benefit from acting on the indicated choice.  

Table 4.8: Classification by risk and utility attitudes 

 Group Definition Probability 

1 Highly risk averse To avoid risk drivers never change their habitual 

routines 

Pchange=0 

2 Risk averse Those who usually keep to their normal routines in 

order to decrease risk 

0<Pchange<0.5 

3 Indecisive Drivers choose to change with about the same 

frequency as no change 

Pchange=0.5 

4 Increasing utility* Those who prefer to take alternative choices 

following travel information in order to increase the 

utility 

0.5<Pchange<1 

5 Maximising 

expected utility* 

Travellers always divert to superior alternatives Pchange=1 

*’Utility’ here means the travel time benefit from making the change 
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Figure 4.4: Change-choice distributions across five groups 

 

Following the definitions in Table 4.8, Figure 4.4 displays switching behaviour 

distributions for the departure time model (blue line) and route choice model (red line). 

Among these five, group 4 called „Utility increaser‟ significantly exceeds the others, 

containing 41.1% of departure time changes and 45.4% of route changes. Intriguingly, 

the distributions between two models are very similar except for group 5, „Utility 

maximiser‟, with a 9% deviation.  

Figure 4.5 presents the percentage distributions of respondents on the basis of these 

definitions of risk and utility attitudes. The graph shows a high propensity to maximise 

the expected value of travel utility (time saving). The classification here is simply based 

on attitudes. However, drivers adjust their perceptions of risk and utility in response to 

various kinds of information. It is argued that it is uncertain whether such behaviour can 

be explained by a change in risk attitude over time, or rather in terms of fixed risk 

attitudes (e.g. Avineri & Prashker, 2006).  
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Figure 4.5: Distributions of respondents across five risk and utility attitude groups  

 

Respondents  

Figure 4.6: Distributions of survey response time across five risk and utility groups 

 

As noted before, survey response duration plays a critical role in identifying latent class 

membership. However, survey duration does not appear to be related to the risk seeking 

patterns, as indicated by Figure 4.6. 
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In line with expectations, uncertainty among travellers provided with information about 

departure time is higher than for route choice; therefore, their behaviour becomes less 

homogenous, as shown by the travellers‟ aggregated preferences across latent classes in 

Tables 4.5 and 4.7 in sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2. 

Figure 4.7, a graphical representation of Table 4.7, shows that Class 1 (in blue) in the 

departure time model displays extremely high propensity to maximise the expected 

value of utility by always choosing the alternative departure time (92.3%). The smallest 

group, Class 3 (in orange) representing „indecisive travellers‟, shows almost equal 

proportions between those choosing the alternative departure time (49.6%) and those 

staying with the habitual departure time (50.4%).  

 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Departure time choice model: choices across three classes 

 

Surprisingly, in the route choice model the three groups display similar aggregated 

choice distributions. A possible explanation could be that drivers have a higher degree 

of familiarity with traffic information associated with route choice than departure time, 

so that the risk attitude does not play a vital role in latent class membership.  
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4.6 Summary 

The focus of this study is on the role of traffic information in influencing drivers‟ 

propensity to change. By comparing the two types of travel decision, departure time 

change and route choice, the work reported in this chapter has sought to answer key 

questions about four important factors affecting the decision of a traveller in response to 

information. It sheds light on the relationship between advanced traffic information 

technology and travel decision processes.   

Information presentation 

Respondents are more likely to act on information which is quantitative rather than 

qualitative and predictive rather than descriptive. However a specific recommendation 

on the action to take is generally less acceptable than factual information. 

Trip nature 

The previous expectation is that travellers are more likely to act on traffic delay 

information and switch to alternatives on trips whose purpose is time sensitive, such as 

a business trip. It is noted that there are other kinds of trip characteristics not included in 

this experiment, and arrival time sensitivity is not directly revealed by trip purpose. 

Nevertheless, for the purpose of this chapter, what is interesting to find is that trip 

purpose does have an impact on travellers‟ propensity to use traffic information. In the 

departure time model, travellers with high time sensitivity are more likely to depart 

early to give a safe margin and so avoid arriving late. However in the route choice 

model, drivers show route inflexibility in time sensitive trips in order to avoid risk.   

Personal context 

The personal context refers to a set of related factors that are correlated with a 

propensity to deviate from the normal routine. These include socio-demographic 

characteristics, individual risk-seeking or risk-averse attitudes and familiarity with 

technologies. In this case, socio-economic characteristics do not play an important role 

on respondents‟ departure time or route choices. However the evidence shows that risk 

attitude and familiarity with technology affect drivers‟ decisions. 
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Delay sources 

Drivers do learn of delays from their driving experiences. There is a fairly strong 

correlation between specific delay sources and the likelihood that drivers will act on 

information provided. The results indicate that drivers presented with „Congestion‟ 

information are more willing to change departure time than route. It is clear that 

„accident‟ is an incentive for drivers to change route.  

The next chapter reports on modelling designed to understand drivers‟ behaviour in the 

context of a new real-time tyre pressure information system, with an emphasis on the 

individual‟s sensitivity to vehicle operating information and the heterogeneity of 

response across latent segments of individuals.  
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Chapter 5 

Identifying Driver Tactics for Interacting with a Real-

Time Tyre Information System 

5.1 Introduction 

As discussed in previous chapters, researchers have established a number of frameworks 

to analyse travel information delivery mechanisms and how drivers acquire and respond 

to travel information which may influence pre-trip and strategic en-route decisions. 

Chapter 4 presented results confirming that drivers have an incentive to use information 

to reduce travel time uncertainty and to obtain benefits such as travel time saving, on-

road safety, and knowledge of unexpected conditions.  

However, only a limited number of available studies are about the effects of tactical en-

route behaviour and driver responses to vehicle operational information. This category 

deals with driver decisions related to controlling the vehicle efficiency and safe 

performance, such as instantaneous fuel consumption, braking and acceleration 

performance, and electronic system monitoring. New vehicle-to-vehicle technologies 

enable a great amount of dynamic information to be created and this needs to be studied 

and analysed for decision-making. But the analysis is difficult and often not possible.  

In this chapter, a two stage approach is discussed, in which there is a separation between 

the extraction of respondents‟ latent attitude patterns and the choice behaviour arising 

from preferences and perceptions. This chapter starts from a driver‟s switching 

behaviour with respect to vehicle operational consumption information (e.g. fuel 

economy, tyre maintenance), focusing on the sensitivity and preference heterogeneity of 

individuals in respect of a new Real-Time Tyre Information System (RTTIS). Estimates 

for a three-class model are discussed in detail to illustrate the potential of this approach 

in characterising the customer segments and preferences for an innovative vehicle 

technology. A comparison displays the similarities, differences and generalisability of 

three types of decisions, departure time, route choice and vehicle operation.  
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5.1.1 Vehicle operational consumption information 

There is a growing demand for reliable real-time feedback and recording systems to 

supply vehicle maintenance and fuel consumption information. For example, in the 

Netherlands, a fuel-efficiency support tool was developed: if actual driving behaviour 

deviates from optimal fuel-efficient behaviour, detailed advice is provided to the driver 

on how to change driving behaviour in order to minimise fuel consumption. Field 

experiment shows that with the new device, drivers are able to reduce fuel consumption 

up to 11% on average (van der Voort, 2001). Furthermore, a study of new-generation 

plug-and-play systems called Modern Drive Devices (MDD) was conducted by 

researchers from the Netherlands and Germany (van Driel et al., 2002). MDD can 

present several variables like CO2 emission, fuel consumption, and aspects of the 

driving style to drivers via an in-vehicle display.   

It is well-known that improving a driver‟s behaviour, e.g. speed, engine revolutions, 

acceleration and braking, can make a significant contribution to reducing vehicle fuel 

consumption. Hooker (1988) reported that choice of speed, gear shifting, acceleration 

and deceleration have the greatest influence on the fuel consumed. „Green Driving‟ 

(also known as „Eco-driving‟) describes techniques that drivers can use to optimise their 

automobile fuel economy. The energy and fuel consumed in driving are lost in many 

ways, including engine inefficiency, rolling friction, aerodynamic drag, and kinetic 

energy lost in braking. Driver behaviour can influence all of these. Meanwhile, more 

and more alternative fuel and advanced technology vehicles are becoming available in 

the market, such as plug-in hybrids, electric vehicles, flexible-fuel vehicles, hydrogen 

fuel cell vehicles, and natural gas vehicles. Finally, some qualitative evidence suggests 

that a great proportion of drivers are motivated to maximise fuel efficiency: 

 Increasing environmental awareness and concerns; 

 The expanding market for innovative fuel efficiency support devices; 

 The growing market penetration of alternative fuel vehicles; 

 The concept of „green-driving‟ is increasing in popularity. 

Previous studies also show that different driver groups have specific preferences 

regarding information. In order to trace the preferences of specific market segments, 

system ergonomics, and information-related directions for system design need to be 

discussed.  
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5.1.2 Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) 

Among many factors, proper tyre pressure contributes considerably to a vehicle‟s on-

road safety and operating efficiency, which in turn impact on its CO2 emissions. 

Triggered by the Ford/Firestone crisis (Greenwald, 2001), the Tyre Pressure Monitoring 

System (TPMS), designed to report real-time tyre pressure information to the driver 

either via a gauge, a pictogram display, or a simple low-pressure warning light, is being 

made mandatory in the United States by the enactment of the TREAD Act 2000 (USC, 

2000; NHTSA, 2005). The European Parliament has also proposed a regulation to make 

TPMS mandatory, which will take effect in 2012 (Álvarez,  2008).  

However, according to a recent survey in Australia, it appears that drivers lack basic 

knowledge of tyres, such as the appropriate interval for checking tyre pressures, and that 

tyre pressure maintenance remains a low priority (Bearepaires, 2008). To some extent, 

this phenomenon can be explained by lack of prompt information on tyre pressure and 

the alternative actions for inflating tyres. 

The Tyre Pressure Monitoring System is a built-in or retro-fitted device to monitor the 

air pressures inside vehicle tyres. It has the capability of presenting real-time 

information on tyre pressures on the dashboard or other display equipment. It was first 

introduced into cars by Porsche in the late 1990s. By 2008, some car manufacturers 

such as AUDI, BMW, Mercedes-Benz, and OPEL have equipped all car models with 

the TPMS. Others including Alfa-Romeo, Citröen, FIAT, Ford, Peugeot, Renault and 

Volkswagen have installed the device on some of their cars.  

As an extension to the Tyre Pressure Monitoring System, a Real-Time Tyre Information 

System (RTTIS) becomes technically feasible to integrate the Tyre Pressure Monitoring 

System, the Global Positioning System (GPS) and the Traffic Message Channel to 

provide real-time information on tyre pressures and the consequent impacts on the 

vehicle‟s operating efficiency under the specific conditions the vehicle is experiencing 

(Guo & Qiu, 2010). So far, progress in understanding driver responses to these systems 

has lagged far behind the pace of technology advances. This knowledge is a key to 

realising the potential improvement of the operating efficiency and safety of a vehicle 

equipped with a real-time tyre information system.  
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5.1.3 System architecture 

Western Australia (WA) has only 2.3 million inhabitants (10% of the national total), but 

2.5 million km
2 

land area (the biggest state in Australia). WA‟s economy is largely 

driven by extraction and processing of a diverse range of mineral and petroleum 

commodities. WA supplies 36% of Australia‟s exports and is the third largest iron-ore 

producer in the world. The road transport network plays a dominating role for the WA 

mining industry. Heavy-duty vehicles often confront a challenging journey: long 

distance between petrol stations, harsh terrain, extreme weather, poor wireless signal, 

etc.  

A prototype tyre pressure and fuel efficiency support device is presented in this section 

which helps drivers make the necessary behavioural adjustments. As an extension to the 

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS), the prototype of a Real-Time Tyre 

Information System (RTTIS) in this study can be divided into four major functional 

blocks: data collection, computing, display, and feedback (as shown in Figure 5.1). The 

GPS/GIS continuously picks up information on the terrain and the current position of 

the vehicle. The traffic message channel provides real-time traffic information (such as 

extreme weather and congestion). The tyre pressure monitoring sub-system integrates 

intelligent sensors, to collect a full range of valuable data generated by tyres including 

pressure, temperature and tyre stiffness.  

The on-board computer processes all these pieces of information and generates 

messages to be displayed. The data processing module is a multi-layer construction. The 

first level is to pre-process the collected raw data to determine the state of the vehicle. 
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Figure 5.1: Simplified block diagram of the real-time tyre information system  

 

In this experiment, most of the internal parameters to be set are based on the literature. 

The second layer is to generate a normative judgement and compare with actual 

behaviour. The last stage is called the suggestion generator. The deviation between 

actual value and optimal parameter can be adjusted for several user segments.    

Then the display panel shows the optimum reference point and appropriate action. For 

instance, with any deflated tyre, the real-time tyre information system provides the 

position of the nearest petrol station, the extra minutes required to inflate tyres, and the 

estimated saving of fuel cost based on the vehicle‟s recent fuel consumption (e.g., the 

last 100 kilometres travelled) should the driver choose to inflate tyres.  

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. There is a brief account of the 

data collection in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 presents estimation results. This is followed 

by application in the context of a RTTIS design. Section 5.5 addresses the differences 

and similarities between three decision models, focusing on non-trading behaviour and 

heterogeneous decision rules. The final section offers some hypotheses for further 

research. 
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5.2 Data 

5.2.1 Survey of driver responses to the real-time tyre information 

system  

The survey is part of an investigation into driver responses to multiple level real-time 

travel information, the other parts being driver behaviour in choosing departure times 

and travel routes, as discussed in Chapter 4. In this study, once the in-vehicle tyre 

information system detects any under-inflated tyre, it starts beeping and displaying 

relevant information on the screen. Then, the driver can choose between two options:  

1. Action – go to a petrol station to inflate tyres during the current trip, or  

2. No action – no action during the current trip.  

Features of the information displayed are its contents and manner of expression, 

depicting a situation in which an individual needs to choose one of the two alternatives. 

The experimental variables give the features of the information rather than the attributes 

of the choice alternatives. The total of 16 decision scenarios in the part of survey 

associated with the tyre information system is blocked into two sets; 282 respondents 

produce a total of 2,302 records. In addition, socio-demographic information (driving 

frequency, gender, age and education qualification) was also collected. The descriptions 

of the variables are shown in Table 5.2. A sample of the survey questionnarie is 

attached in Appendix 3.3. 
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Figure 5.2: A screen copy of the tyre pressure survey questionnaire introduction 

 

Table 5.1: Variable descriptions for the latent class tyre pressure model 

Variable Definition  

Expression  Manner of information 

expression:  

1 if „Fuel saving‟ expressed 

as „Litres/100km‟ 

0 if „Fuel saving‟ 

expressed as „%‟ 

Fuel saving  Fuel saving by inflating tyres: 

(Litres/100km) 

0.8 1.4 2.0 

Extra travel 

time  

Extra travel time due to inflating 

tyres at a petrol station:  

5mins 8 mins 12mins 

Fuel tank Fuel tank level: 0 if nearly 

empty 

0.5 if half full 1 if full 

Suggestion Suggestion by the RTTIS:  To inflate tyres on the trip 

= 1 

No suggestion = 0 

Trip purpose Purpose of travel:   Business trip Non-business trip 

Road type Road the respondent travels on:   Freeway = 1 Non-freeway = 0 

Choice Choice decision:   Action = 1 No action = 0 

(Continued over) 
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Table 5.1 continued 

Variable Definition 

Daily driver Driving frequency:  If drive once or more than once per day = 1  

Weekly driver Driving frequency:  If less then daily but drive once or more than once per 

week = 1 

Infrequent driver “Daily driver” and “Weekly driver” equal 0 

Female Gender:  Female = 1 

High school Highest qualification:  If high school = 1 

TAFE  Highest qualification:  If TAFE (technical and further education) =1 

Undergraduate Highest qualification:  If undergraduate degree = 1 

Postgraduate Highest qualification:  If postgraduate degree = 1 

Others “High school”, “TAFE”, “Undergraduate” and “Postgraduate” equal 0 

Age  Age band: 22 if <27; 32 if 28-37; 42 if 38-47; 52 if 48-57; 60 if >57 

Survey duration (min) Choice response time: recorded by the background software  

 

5.2.2 Determination of the number of latent classes  

As discussed in Section 4.3 and Section 4.5.1, the determination of the number of latent 

classes S is exogenous to the model parameter estimation, being based on statistical 

criteria and the practical judgement of analysts. In general, the higher the Akaike 

Information Criterion (AIC), the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and the Akaike 

likelihood ratio index (  



2 ), the better is the model according to the statistics. While 

these statistics are informative, none should be used blindly without examination of the 

estimation results. 

Subject to some practical considerations, the idea of using one of these criteria is to find 

an S that produces the best goodness-of-fit for the model estimation. This study uses the 

Akaike likelihood ratio index defined as the following (Swait, 1994):  

 
)|,(

)|,(
),,(

100L

pSL
1S sis

sis

2 



                            (5.1) 

where ),,( sis

2 S   is the Akaike likelihood ratio index given an S, )|,( SL sis  is the 

log likelihood value at convergence, )|,( 100L is the log likelihood value when 

00 sis   ,  and S=1, and p is the number of parameters estimated. 
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Three latent class models are tested with the corresponding number of classes being 

two, three and four. As discussed before, the binary logit is a special case of the latent 

class model when the number of latent classes equals one, and is estimated as well. 

Table 5.2 shows relevant information used to determine the number of latent classes 

based on the Akaike likelihood ratio index   



2 .  

It can be seen from Table 5.2 that against the simple binary logit model, the three latent 

class models are considerable improvements with respect to the   



2 , suggesting that the 

latent class models are superior to their simple logit counterparts. Though 

improvements in the   



2  between the latent class models are somewhat marginal as 

depicted by Figure 5.3, the increased value of   



2  favours a large number of classes. 

However, it is found that S equals four, all parameters of some classes have large 

variances and become insignificant, suggesting all variables concerned are irrelevant. 

This phenomenon has previously been reported by other researchers, e.g., Scarpa et al. 

(2005). Therefore, three classes are chosen which corresponds to the largest   



2  value 

without any class having all parameters insignificant (Guo et al., 2010). Moreover, this 

S value is plausible from the perspective of the efficiency and effectiveness of 

marketing the RTTIS to the right customers.  

Table 5.2: Criteria for determining the number of latent classes: tyre pressure 

model  

 Whole sample   Latent class models 

One class  Two classes  Three classes   Four classes 

Number of observations 2,302  2,302  2,302  2,302 

Number of parameters 12  37  57  77 

L(0,0|1)* -1535.460  -1535.460  -1535.460  -1535.460 

L(βis,λs|S)** -1321.163  -1149.007  -1102.802  -1046.049 

AIC 1.162  1.030  1.007  0.975 

BIC 1.205  1.122  1.059  1.045 

Pseudo R
2 

0.140  0.279  0.308  0.344 

    



2(S,is,s )  0.129  0.228  0.245  0.262 

*log-likelihood when βis = 0, λs = 0 and S =1 

** log-likelihood at convergence 
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Figure 5.3: Changes in confidence measures with the number of latent classes: tyre 

pressure model (based on Table 5.2) 
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5.3 Estimation 

5.3.1 Characterising the class members 

Following the framework shown in Figure 4.1, several specifications with respect to 

choosing socio-demographic variables in the latent class models are tested. The final 

three-class model ends with the specification of variables as listed in Table 5.3. The 

table also presents the solution of a whole sample binary logit model for the purpose of 

comparison. In the latent class membership models, the parameters of the survey 

response duration and the gender dummy are significant at the 10% level (except the 

gender in Class 1 with p value as 0.11), and accordingly the classes are identified on the 

basis of the two variables. The printout for the tyre pressure model is shown in 

Appendix 5.1. 

A summary of estimates and choice probabilities of the classes are displayed in Table 

5.4. Figure 5.4 is a graphical representation of the characteristics of the three classes, 

including survey duration, gender, education, age and driving frequency. These 

diagrams show another way of examining the class membership model, through class 

profiling.  

Class 1 can be tagged as „Pro-action respondents‟ with a slight majority of males. They 

spent reasonable time to understand the online questions, and had a tendency to choose 

the alternative „go to a petrol station to inflate tyres during the current trip‟, which is 

evidenced by the fact that 83% of their choices were „Action‟.  

Class 2 can be labelled „Serious respondents‟, which have a larger proportion of 

females. On average, they spent the longest time to answer questions. This suggests that 

they were highly motivated and serious during the survey, taking their time to 

understand the questions and to make thoughtful choices about taking action. 

Class 3 is titled „Rush respondents‟ with a majority being males. This group took the 

least time. It is highly likely that most individuals in this class did not spend adequate 

time to comprehend the questions in the questionnaire, and just chose the alternative of 

„No action‟. 
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Table 5.3: Parameter estimates in the tyre pressure models 

 Whole sample  Latent class 

    Class 1  Class 2  Class 3 

Parameters Est. Sig.  Est. Sig.  Est. Sig.  Est. Sig. 

Class-specific model: 

Constant 2.532 0.00  8.916 0.00  2.276 0.00  -0.449 0.84 

Expression (Expressed 

Litres/100km =1) 

-0.397 0.01  0.237 0.55  -0.612 0.00  -1.184 0.12 

Fuel saving     

(Litres/100km) 

0.395 0.00  -0.395 0.23  1.219 0.00  0.291 0.67 

Extra travel time (min) -0.137 0.00  -0.505 0.00  -0.187 0.00  -0.163 0.10 

Fuel tank level -1.022 0.00  -0.745 0.01  -2.141 0.00  1.117 0.07 

Suggestion =1 0.048 0.65  0.090 0.72  0.033 0.82  0.088 0.83 

Trip purpose            

(Business = 1) 

-1.140 0.00  -5.820 0.00  -1.634 0.00  4.598 0.04 

Road type                 

(Freeway =1) 

0.484 0.02  1.085 0.05  0.379 0.18  2.886 0.00 

Extra time x Trip purpose 0.102 0.01  0.410 0.00  0.215 0.00  -0.537 0.04 

Fuel load x Road type -0.154 0.26  -0.570 0.15  -0.236 0.20  -1.151 0.10 

Daily driver -0.360 0.01  -0.456 0.19  -0.417 0.02  -1.852 0.00 

Weekly driver -0.186 0.25  -0.775 0.04  -0.135 0.51  -31.117 1.00 
            

Latent class membership model: 

Constant    0.179 0.80  -0.653 0.37  0  

Survey duration (min)    0.148 0.10  0.217 0.02  0  

Gender (female =1)    1.022 0.11  1.604 0.01  0  

Significant at the 5% level in bold and italics, significant at the 10% level in bold 

The detailed distributions of characteristics of respondents in Figure 5.3 provide insight 

into the differences between the three classes. The kernel densities in Figure 5.5 provide 

further comparisons of the survey response durations.  
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Table 5.4: Tyre pressure model: Characteristics of the three latent classes 

 Whole sample          Class 1  Class 2  Class 3 

Proportion of sample 

(respondents) 

282  118  141  23 

             (%) 100%  42%  50%  8% 

        

Survey duration 

(mean) 

9.87min  8.89 min  11.22 min  6.69 min 

Female (%) 47%  46%  60%  24% 

        

 Action No action  Action No action  Action No action  Action No action 

Choices by classes 

(respondents) 

1413 889  804 165  566 576  43 148 

 (%) 61 39  83 17  50 50  23 77 

 

  Figure 5.4: Class profiles: response duration, gender, education, age and drive 

frequency: tyre pressure model 
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The parameters on the survey response duration are significant at the 5% level for the 

serious respondents and at the 10% level for the pro-action respondents. As shown in 

Figure 5.5, the kernel density estimator (Duong, 2007) is used to demonstrate the 

smoothed distribution of the survey response duration for each class. The rash 

respondents have a large proportion of insignificant parameters on the features of the 

tyre information system, implying they chose the alternative „No action‟ irrespective of 

the scenarios. A similar phenomenon has been observed in other online surveys where 

respondents just chose the first option of multiple alternatives irrespectively and spent 

the least time (Malhotra, 2008).  

Figure 5.5: Kernel densities for survey response duration (SRD) 

 

5.3.2 Preferences for the features of the tyre information system 

In Table 5.3, the parameter on „Constant‟ in the binary logit model is positive and 

significant, suggesting that all individuals in the single class have intrinsic preferences 

for „Action‟. The latent class discloses not only the preferences but also the preference 

heterogeneity across classes. Class 1 displays a very high level of intrinsic preference 

for „Action‟ probably due to their concerns on other issues that are not included in the 

set of features of the tyre information system in the questionnaire, such as the safety 

issue. The serious respondents in Class 2 have a medium level of preferences for 
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„Action‟. However, for those rash respondents, the constant is negative but insignificant. 

This suggests that individuals in Class 3 have some preferences for „No action‟ but the 

preferences vary considerably within the class, which is likely to be associated with 

their „rash‟ attitudes. 

The binary logit model has a negative and significant parameter on „Expression‟, which 

indicates that individuals are in general likely to be influenced by the manner of 

expression of „Fuel saving‟ in „%‟ to inflate tyres during the current trip and the 

expression „Litres/100km‟ is less effective. Each class has quite different responses. 

Class 1 has a wide range of preferences across individuals within the class for the 

expression in „Litres/100km‟, which is evidenced by the parameter on „Expression‟ 

being positive and insignificant. Class 2 has a negative and significant parameter on 

„Expression‟ and this suggests that individuals in this class have quite homogenous 

preferences for the condition being expressed in „%‟. Though Class 3 displays a 

negative parameter on „Expression‟, the preferences vary across individuals to a certain 

extent, which is suggested by the corresponding parameter being insignificant. 

The parameter on „Fuel saving‟ in the binary logit model is significant and has a 

positive sign, which is consistent with microeconomic theory. However, the latent class 

model reveals the heterogeneity of preferences across individuals. Class 1 has a 

negative and insignificant parameter on „Fuel saving‟. The negativity of the parameter is 

inconsistent with the expectation, and the insignificance suggests that the preferences of 

individuals in the pro-action class vary widely with a negative mean that is not 

significantly different from zero. Class 2 has a significant parameter with a sign 

consistent with common sense. The parameter for Class 3 is positive but insignificant, 

which could be a result of the rash attitudes rather than the real preferences of 

individuals in the class. 

The „Extra travel time‟ in both models is significant and has a negative sign. The 

parameter values in Classes 2 and 3 of the latent class model are comparable, but the 

value in Class 1 is larger. In other words, individuals in Class 1 are more sensitive than 

those in the other classes to time.  

The „Fuel tank‟ in the binary logit model and in Classes 1 and 2 of the latent class 

model are significant and the sign is consistent with the expectation that individuals are 

more likely to go to a petrol station when the fuel tanks of their vehicles are less full. 

Individuals in Class 2 are more likely than those in Class 1 to be influenced by fuel tank 
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levels. The abnormality of Class 3, which has a significant estimate but an irrational 

sign, is probably a compounding of their rash attitudes and some odd characteristics that 

have not been captured in the survey.    

The only preference that does not change much over models and across classes is for 

„Suggestion‟. All parameters on „Suggestion‟ are insignificant. The estimation results 

show that drivers act on the merits of the factual information and ignore the textual 

suggestions provided by the system. For engineering design, more effective ways of 

suggesting that drivers inflate tyres should be considered, e.g., a continuous warning 

sound and a system scoring the vehicle‟s operating performance.  

5.3.3 Effects of peripheral conditions and socio-demographic 

characteristics  

„Trip purpose‟, „Road type‟ and the driving frequency are peripheral to the RTTIS but 

can moderate the individuals‟ utilities derived from a given set of features of the 

information system.  

In Table 5.3, the parameters on „Trip purpose‟ in the binary logit model and Classes 1 

and 2 of the latent class structure are all significant and have a negative sign. This is 

consistent with the fact that anyone on a business trip has a time constraint and therefore 

is likely to avoid activities that may cause delay. The sign of the parameter in Class 3 

contradicts the constrained time condition of an individual on a business trip. 

The estimates on „Road type‟ in all models indicate that drivers are more likely to 

deviate in order to inflate tyres if they are travelling on a freeway. This is consistent 

with the result that they are more concerned about safety due to high speeds on a 

freeway, as noted in the pilot survey. 

Regular drivers are less likely to change their routines. This is probably because they 

are more experienced than infrequent drivers in operational conditions of vehicles and 

hence are less agitated about tyre pressures.  
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5.3.4 Value measurement 

As a further step in the analysis, to discover how individuals evaluate vehicle operating 

efficiency in money terms, economic welfare measurement (willingness-to-pay 

indicators) is informative. The measurement of willingness-to-pay (WTP) is one of the 

major objectives of studies making use of discrete choice models. WTP measures 

provide an indication of the readiness of decision makers to accept an increase in cost in 

return for a gain in attractiveness of an alternative along some other dimension (Hess et 

al., 2006). It is of crucial interest to decision makers and may be used in cost benefit 

analyses for proposed new infrastructure.   

The first concept of a value of time emerged in the 1960s (Becker, 1965). DeSerpa 

(1971) included three types of time values: as the value of extending the time period, as 

a commodity, and as the value of saving time in an activity. Most studies have 

considered the value of saving time, to explore the question of why and how travellers 

would like to diminish travel time (e.g. Bates, 1987; Gaudry et al., 1989; Hensher, 

2004). The theory of economic welfare measurement and applications in discrete choice 

models are discussed by Small & Rosen (1981), Braden & Kolstad (1991), and 

Louviere et al. (2000). 

In this case study, the value of time is treated in reverse, as the ratio between the 

coefficient of extra travel time on taking an action, which can be beneficial for vehicle 

operating efficiency, and the fuel cost saving coefficient. This represents the rate of 

substitution between cost and time for a given level of utility.  

In the logit model, given a set of alternatives i = 1, … J, with utilities Vi, the expected 

value of the maximum (called „inclusive value‟) is )(ln i

J

1i
Vxpe 

. The amount of 

monetary impact of a quality change from the original utility level V
0
 to the subsequent 

utility level V
1
 (the Hicksian Compensating Variation) is written as:    

   





J

1i

J

1i

1

i

0

i VV
1

V )exp(ln)exp(ln


                           (5.2) 

where μ is the marginal utility of money which can be derived from an MNL model 

Louviere et al. (2000). However, the negative coefficient of price (cost) reflects the fact 

that higher prices (costs) result in lower utilities. In order to change this into the 

marginal utility of money, it is necessary to multiply the price coefficient by -1.  
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Individual-level estimation makes it possible to derive willingness-to-pay estimates as 

the ratio of the conditional mean of the attribute parameter for single individuals and the 

conditional mean of the price (cost) parameter.  

For example, an individual‟s conditional willingness-to-pay for extra travel time is 

calculated as: 
siC

siT

si
WTP






  , where 

siT
  and 

siC
  denote the estimated parameters 

associated with attributes of extra travel time and cost saving in each class s for 

alternative i respectively. It is interesting to note the differences in values between latent 

groups. Table 5.5 compares the willingness to accept increased travel time in return for 

decreased vehicle operating cost. The estimates differ a great deal across the three latent 

classes.  

Class 2 (Serious group) has the largest value (1.30) followed by the whole sample 

binary logit model (1.12), suggesting individuals in Class 2 are willing to spend extra 

travel time to inflate the tyres, if the action can reduce vehicle optional cost.  Class 1 

and Class 2 have the expected positive signs, as well as basic model.  

In contrast, Class 3 (Rush group) shows unexpected preferences with a negative mean 

estimate. The result is possibly consistent with previous discussion that it is highly 

likely that most individuals in this class did not spend adequate time to comprehend the 

questions in the questionnaire. This is an interesting result suggesting that the latent 

class membership influences are closely related to an individual‟s value of extra travel 

time.  

Table 5.5: Willingness to accept travel time increases in return for decreases in 

operation cost  

 Whole sample Latent class model 

  Class 1  Class 2  Class 3 

Proportion of sample (%) 100% 42%  50%  8% 

      

WTP ($/min) 1.12 0.29  1.30  -0.69* 

            *Class 3 has an irrational but insignificant estimate 
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5.3.5 Summary of the tyre information results 

The latent class approach not only improves the goodness-of-fit of estimation against 

the basic logit model, but also discloses the preference heterogeneity across classes of 

individuals. Individuals are grouped into one of the three classes based on their socio-

demographic characteristics and attitudinal indicators, and these three classes display 

quite different preferences and/or attitudes. As shown in Table 5.4, the three-class 

model specification allocated 42% of respondents to Class 1, 50% to Class 2, and 8% to 

Class 3. 

Class 1 (Pro-action respondents) has a strong intrinsic preference for the alternative 

„Action‟. This could be rooted in their concerns on other issues that have not been 

covered by the survey. Among the three classes, they have the highest sensitivity to the 

extra travel time and the fuel tank level. However, this class is unconcerned by the 

amount of savings in fuel, irrespective of the manner in which information is expressed.  

Class 2 (Serious respondents) comprises a group of individuals who have probably the 

most sensible behaviour with respect to the tyre information system. The parameters on 

„Expression‟, „Fuel saving‟, „Extra time‟ and „Fuel tank‟ are statistically significant and 

have expected signs. As with Class 1, this class is indifferent to „Suggestion‟.  

Class 3, the smallest group, spent a minimal amount of response time and 77% of their 

191 choices are „No action‟. Consequently, the parameters on all features of the tyre 

information system are insignificant at the 5% level. These phenomena may relate to 

respondents choosing the specific choices solely upon the order they are displayed on 

the screen. Individuals in Class 3 behaved on the on-line survey in a similar way to 

„Donkey Voters‟.  

The above empirical study demonstrated the differences across the basic logit model 

and the latent class structures in terms of their treatment of preference heterogeneity. In 

a latent class structure, the preference heterogeneity is accommodated as a mixture 

between a deterministic and a random approach. Typically, the class allocation is a 

function of socio-demographic characteristics. It is also worth combining some 

continuous information to form latent class structures.  
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5.4 Application in the context of a new RTTIS design 

The latent class modelling suggests informative recommendations for a new tyre 

information system. For example: 

1. The display of fuel cost saving can be expressed in „litres/100km‟ and/or in 

„dollars/100km‟. Considering that drivers tend to ignore textual advice, more 

effective ways of suggesting that drivers inflate tyres are considered, e.g., a 

continuous warning sound and a system recording the vehicle‟s operating 

performance.  

2. The model results indicate that drivers tend to be more likely to deviate in order to 

inflate tyres when travelling on a freeway than on a non-freeway, and consequently 

an ancillary system is needed to encourage drivers to inflate tyres when the vehicle 

travels on a non-freeway.  

3. Transformation and integration of raw data into a form that matches user 

preferences has been found a useful design principle. For example the model results 

indicate that individuals act on the merits of the factual information. 

4. Whether the system impacts all drivers equally or whether some may benefit more 

or conversely be at a greater risk of the distracting effect needs to be considered. 

Auditory rather than, or in addition to, visual display, may substantially mitigate 

driver distraction. 

Based on the analysis in Section 5.3, the information presented by the device and 

preferred units is shown in Table 5.6. Depending on the nature of the system and the 

objective, information can be classified into a number of categories.  The first class is 

retrospective information, describing the past performance of the system based on 

average and variation data. The second type is descriptive information, presenting the 

current characteristics of the system with either qualitative or quantitative contents. In 

some cases, descriptive information can also be interpreted as prediction, the last form 

of information, to help travellers reduce uncertainty.   
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The estimation results indicate that drivers are more sensitive to predictive information 

than to other types.  Other presentation-related recommendations are: 

 Drivers should have the choice to switch between different kinds of information; 

 Instantaneous speed can be displayed in a digital version instead of traditional 

speedometer; 

 Considering the ergonomic theories (e.g. Baldwin, 2002) and the respondent 

preferences collected through the survey, the display modality is designed to be a 

dual-mode panel, visual and auditory;  

 During driving task, measured data can be displayed continuously. After driving 

period, averages and cumulative information is available on the display; 

 Suggestion and feedback should be provided both in positive and negative way. 

Table 5.6: Information units in the RTTIS  

Information Units Optional  

Tyre pressures  Actual pressure in kPa or psi 

Normative pressure in kPa or psi 

 

Fuel consumption litres/100 km 

litres cumulative fuel consumption 

 

Yes 

Costs $ AUD /100 km  

Speed km/h  

Driving style Acceleration in m/s
2 

Long idling periods in sec 

Yes 

Yes 

System advice In text  
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5.5 Similarities and differences in departure time, route 

choice and tyre models 

5.5.1 Heterogeneous decision strategies     

A significant body of the recent literature on discrete choice modelling has been 

dedicated to the study of respondent heterogeneity, with a general emphasis on 

variations across individuals in relative taste parameters (e.g. Gopinath, 1995; Hess et 

al., 2009b).  As discussed in Section 4.2, the taste heterogeneity can be addressed 

through random coefficient models, such as the latent class models estimated in this 

study, allowing for differences in the utility specification across individuals.  

However, there is still a limited understanding of behavioural aspects of drivers‟ 

decision making strategies. Behavioural research often shows violations of some of the 

standard assumptions by mainstream transport models (e.g. Gärling &Young 2001; 

Kahneman & Tversky 1984). To clarify this issue, it is instructive to start with a simple 

case, non-trading behaviour.  

As a first stage in the analysis, non-trading behaviour in three models, departure time 

choice, route choice and tyre pressure choice, are discussed in the following section. 

5.5.1.1 Non-trading behaviour 

For each individual having multiple observations based on a series of separate scenarios 

has the advantage in that it provides a greater ability to investigate how the participants 

respond to varying choice situations. One emerging issue is the situation where a 

respondent always chooses the same alternative across choice sets, called non-trading 

behaviour (e.g. Scott, 2002). For example, in the case of the departure time choice 

experiment, a respondent might always choose an early departure time despite the 

present action of different travel information. Another example is the choice between 

action and no action regarding tyre inflation.  

The proportion of individuals that do not trade varies across studies. For example, in 

one unlabelled route choice experiment, the non-trading rate was only just over one per 

cent of respondents (Hess et al., 2010). However, it was found that 70% of 498 

respondents did not trade in the Ryan et al. (2000) study of elective surgery.  
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Table 5.7 Non-trading behaviour in three models 

 Departure time model 
 

Route model  Tyre pressure model 

 always 

choose 

rate resp. 
 

always 

choose 

rate resp.  always 

choose 

rate resp. 

Non-

traders 

depart early 0.149 42 
 

change 

route 

0.213 60  action 0.128 36 

depart later 0.011 3 
 

no 

change 

0.011 3  no 

action 

0.025 7 

no change 0.011 3 
 

not sure 0.011 3     

Trading  0.830 234 
 

 0.766 216   0.848 239 

Total   282 
 

  282    282 

 

The results of non-trading rates in the three models in this study are summarised in 

Table 5.7. Non-traders constitute significant shares of respondents across these three 

models. 21.3% of respondents in the full sample consistently choose „change route‟, 

followed by 14.9% of respondents always choosing the „depart early‟ alternative in the 

departure time model. In the tyre pressure model, the incidence of non-trading is less 

but still significant (12.8%). With respect to the „no change‟ alternative, non-trading 

behaviour only plays a minor role across the three datasets.    

Several hypotheses for non-trading behaviour can be considered:  

1. It may act as a form of decision rule by the respondents, such as risk aversion or a 

risk prone attitude; 

2. It reflects a form of heuristics, arising from misunderstanding, boredom or fatigue 

during the stated preference choice survey (Hess et al., 2011). In this case, some 

respondents may respond mechanically with the same choice instead of seriously 

measuring the alternatives;  

3. In some extreme cases, it may be  a form of political behaviour;  

4. In a particular experiment, it may reflect the presence of extreme preference, so that 

there is no reason to exclude them from the statistical analysis (e.g. Cairns & van 

der Pol, 2004). For example, in the case of departure time experiments, respondents 

may have a very strong preference for the „depart early‟ alternative to avoid 

potential delay. In such circumstances, the stated choice options may not be able to 

provide non-traders with enough attractive alternatives to their preferred options. 
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The distinctions between these explanations of non-trading behaviour mean different 

implications for the use of data in estimation. However, it is difficult to determine 

which non-traders belong to which category of non-trading behaviour. In this study, 

regimes 1 and 2 of non-trading behaviour may play an important role.  

5.5.1.2 Heterogeneous decision strategies  

The literature on heterogeneous decision rules, de Palma et al. (2008) provides an 

overview of decision making theories under risk (and uncertainty), including rank-

dependent utility, loss aversion and ambiguity. Abou-Zeid and Ben-Akiva (2010) 

proposed a model of travel happiness and mode switching behaviour, which showed 

evidence that different characterisations of the underlying motivations may fit better 

with certain databases. Hess et al. (2011) took an approach which highlighted 

potentially different information processing strategies across respondents within a single 

dataset.  

The most common interpretation of choice making is that by providing travellers with 

information they can make more informed choices which will be to their advantage, e.g. 

in terms of  minimising the monetary and time cost, and maximising the journey 

comfort. A traveller can be regarded as „Homo-economicus‟: an unboundedly rational 

economic person who always wishes to maximise the utility of their travel choice. As 

discussed in Section 5.3, Class 2 (Serious respondents) comprises a group of individuals 

who have probably the most sensible behaviour with respect to the vehicle operational 

information, which is indicated by the statistically significant parameters on 

„Expression‟, „Fuel saving‟, „Extra time‟ and „Fuel tank‟. Respondents in Class 2, who 

can be regarded as rational decision makers, exhibit choice behaviour apparently rooted 

in their concern to minimise generalised cost.  

Some recent studies identify the behaviour of a traveller with information as „Homo-

psychologicus‟: bounded rationality people who can make reasonable decisions given 

the constraints they confront, such as time, knowledge, and computational ability (e.g. 

Todd, 2007; Todd & Gigerenzer, 2007).  Respondents in Class 1 from the tyre pressure 

model have a strong intrinsic preference for taking action. This could be rooted in their 

concerns about other issues that have not been covered by the survey. This is consistent 

with bounded rational behaviour, where an individual‟s decisions are made in the 

context of their overall lifestyle, experience and habits.  
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However, a small group of individuals can be regarded as „Completely irrational‟. The 

smallest group in the tyre pressure model, Class 3 seem to display irrational 

characteristics, spending a minimal amount of response time and with 77% of their 

choices being „No action‟. Consequently, the Class 3 parameters on all features of the 

tyre pressure information system are insignificant at the 5% level.  

On the basis of the definitions of attitudes to risk and utility in Section 4.5.3, Figure 5.6 

displays a distribution movement towards risk-averse in the tyre pressure model (see the 

green line). However, as noted in Chapter 4, the distributions between two other 

datasets associated with departure time (the blue line) and route change (the red line) are 

similar. 

The biggest group in the tyre pressure model is „indecisive‟ with a portion of 39.4% 

(N=111). In other words, drivers are more likely to display risk-neutral behaviour in 

response to vehicle operational information. Compared with strategic travel information, 

the average familiarity with respect to vehicle operational information appears to be at a 

far lower level. This suggests a correlation between a consumer‟s degree of familiarity 

with the product and his risk attitude. There are more travellers who prefer to take 

alternative choices following travel information in order to increase the utility in the 

presence of familiar information. 

 

Proportion 

choosing to act 

on information 

 

Figure 5.6: Change-choice distributions across five groups in three models 
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At the early stage of an evolving market, the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) driving support 

systems raise the distinct problem that customers are likely to have poorly developed 

preferences and be influenced by future market evolutions. The literature suggests that 

novice customers are more likely to display differences in the variance of unobserved 

components of utility, and methods that fail to identify such differences may overstate 

the extent of taste heterogeneity across the population (Louviere & Meyer, 2007). This 

is consistent with the findings in this study.  

5.5.1.3 Latent class membership in three models 

Based on statistical criteria and the practical judgement of the analyst, three latent 

segments are found to give the best results in each of these case studies. Figure 5.7 

shows the extent to which the three latent groups identified in the tyre pressure model as 

„pro-action‟, „serious‟ and „rush‟ (respectively in blue, red and green) are related to the 

three classes in the route choice model. The serious group (Tyre_2) in the tyre pressure 

model shares 79 respondents with Class 1 (56.5% of the class) and 44 with Class 3 

(67.7% of the class) in the route choice model. Most „rush‟ (Tyre_3) respondents (N = 

14, 60.9%) in the tyre pressure model are members of Class 2 in the route choice model. 

The majority of respondents in Class 2 (65.6%, N = 61) in the route choice model are in 

the „pro-action‟ group (Tyre_1) in the tyre pressure model. 

 

Respondents 

 

 

    Figure 5.7: Relationship between class memberships in route choice and tyre 

pressure 3-class models 

Route Class 1    Route Class 2          Route Class 3 
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Respondents 

 

 

    Figure 5.8: Relationship between class memberships in departure time and tyre 

pressure 3-class models 

 

The class membership comparison between the departure time and tyre pressure models 

displays different profiles (Figure 5.8). Among the respondents in Class 1 of the 

departure time model, 67.1% (N = 75) are also in the „pro-action‟ (Tyre_1) group in the 

tyre pressure model, which is consistent with the high utility increaser or maximiser 

characterised by (almost) always choosing the alternative departure time. A majority 

(75.6%, N = 99) of respondents in Class 2 of the departure time model are in the 

„serious‟ (Tyre_2) group in the tyre pressure model. Compared with Figure 5.7, the 

statistics in Figure 5.8 present more similar class memberships. 

5.5.2 User characteristics, travel and information context 

Following the discussion in Section 4.6, which concluded four main factors affecting 

travellers‟ decisions in response to information, this section summarises in terms of user 

characteristics, travel and information context. 

5.5.2.1 The personal context 

The „Gender‟ dummy parameters together with the „Survey response duration‟ play a 

distinct role in identifying the latent class membership across departure time, route and 

tyre information models. The other socio-economic characteristics of individuals are not 

always found significant. Concurrently with „Driving frequency‟ there is a series of 

parameters: familiarity and predictability, experience and instinct. In both departure 

time and route choices models, infrequent drivers are less likely to switch their habitual 

choices in the presence of information. A journey can be familiar (driver‟s experience 

Time Class 1    Time Class 2          Time Class 3 
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plays a primary role) or unfamiliar (knowledge is incomplete); predicable or not. This 

uncertainty drives infrequent drivers to be more reluctant to change their habitual 

routines under traffic information. In contrast, regular drivers are less likely to change 

their routines in the tyre pressure model. This is probably because they are more 

experienced than infrequent drivers in the operational conditions of vehicles, and hence 

are less agitated about tyre pressures.  

5.5.2.2 Travel context 

The nature of trips varies with respect to a number of factors: trip purpose and time 

constraints, distance, familiarity and predictability. Unsurprisingly, the use of travel 

information is influenced by travel context (e.g. Lyons et al., 2008).  In the tyre pressure 

model, it was found that someone on a business trip has a time constraint and therefore 

is more likely to avoid activities that may cause delay: consistent estimates were found 

in departure time and route models. The estimates on „Road type‟ in all models indicate 

that drivers are more likely to deviate to inflate tyres if travelling by freeway. This 

highlights a correlation between journey context and likelihood of a driver‟s switching 

decisions.  

5.5.2.3 Information context 

The significance of the content of the information coincides in departure time and route 

models. There is a higher tendency towards changing departure time and route when 

drivers receive more detailed real time traffic information, quantitative instead of 

qualitative, predictive instead of descriptive. In contrast, all parameters on „Suggestion‟ 

are insignificant in the tyre pressure model. The estimation results show that drivers act 

on the merits of the factual information and ignore the textual suggestions provided by 

the in-vehicle information system. This can be explained by the decreasing familiarity 

and trustworthiness degree of novel information technologies. Another possible reason 

can be that in the tyre pressure model, drivers have been better informed with 

quantitative information on „Road type‟, „Fuel saving‟, „Extra time‟ and „Fuel tank‟.  
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5.6 Conclusions 

Implementation of the latent class choice model framework which enables simultaneous 

estimation of the parameters of the class membership model and the class specific 

choice models, offers a more objective and complete basis for new in-vehicle 

information system design than an approach based purely on technological capability or 

economic considerations. The class membership model provides information as to who 

is likely to be in each class, whereas the class specific choice models contribute 

information on how each class behaves.  

In conclusion, there are several advantages of using a latent class choice structure. First, 

it can capture underlying, unobservable discrete segmentation across the sample. 

Secondly, it estimates jointly both the parameters of the class membership model 

(linking observable information features with the likelihood of being in a particular 

class) as well as the class specific behaviour. Thirdly, it estimates the magnitude of each 

segment. 

The framework of latent class choice models employed in the study, where the latent 

classes exhibit the attitude patterns and the choice model deals with preferences and 

perceptions, differs from previous models in the transport context. A unique feature of 

the attitudinal indicator to determine the segments is that the response duration data is 

collected objectively and implicitly through the background software, which contrasts 

with most attitudinal indicators that are collected explicitly through attitudinal 

questions. The results suggest that there are three attitude segments: pro-action, serious 

and rush.  

This chapter has demonstrated the potential of latent class choice models for uncovering 

heterogeneity of user preferences. By making explicit connections between demo-

graphics, attitude patterns, and information preferences, the study provides insight into 

the manner in which drivers act and, therefore potentially affect policy decisions in 

formulating rules to shift new vehicle technologies towards more acceptable and 

effective paths over the long term.   
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This chapter can offer some guidance for further research:  

First, from the perspective of specification design for the in-vehicle tyre information 

system, it can be concluded that the majority of drivers could be triggered by a real-time 

tyre information system to maintain correct tyre pressures. The use of different 

strategies to supply information leads to significant differences in performance. With 

appropriate data, the method can be expanded to interpret different definitions of user 

preferences and perceptions.  

Second, the increasing reliance on internet-based survey is likely to further compound 

the issue of whether respondents are willing and/ or able to engage carefully with each 

scenario.  Survey duration is confirmed as a good proxy of engagement since it captures 

an individual-level effort that the respondent dedicates to the task. Besides, in order to 

strengthen explanatory power, psychometric indicators can be employed. A strong case 

for the latent class model can be made by using a confirmatory approach in which the 

classes and their socio-economic covariates were based on behavioural theory.  

Third, the latent class model in this study explores the impact of settings of the real-time 

tyre pressure information system on individuals‟ choices. The settings do not 

specifically belong to each of the choice alternatives as attributes but are features of the 

information system. Though this type of model with a single class is not new (Greene, 

2007; Schmidt & Strauss, 1975), the latent class model is an application of the logit 

model with multiple classes, which is different from those formulations with variables 

in utility functions being attributes of alternatives. This model can shed light on 

applications to investigate the impact of settings of new technologies on choice of 

alternatives. Furthermore user preferences for new vehicle technologies are not static. 

By estimating models at multiple levels: strategic, tactical and operational, the different 

influences of factors on the three stages can be captured easily. More specifically, it 

answers the question of whether respondents imply same attitude pattern to make 

decisions.  
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When a new technology is introduced, it is difficult to know in advance which factors 

will actually influence individual behaviour. In other words, choice behaviour might 

violate the standard assumptions of choice models and the results obtained from stated 

preference surveys may not present a statistically satisfactory representation of 

behaviour. The findings in Chapters 4 and 5 motivate the research to take a further step 

to investigate an augmented latent class model integrating extra individual information, 

which is discussed in the vehicle-to-vehicle product context in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 6 

Consumer Perceptions and Preferences in the Vehicle-

to-Vehicle Product Context  

6.1 Introduction  

Up to this point, the investigation has focused on two driving behaviour categories: the 

strategic plan and tactical route execution. The major conclusion is that drivers in the 

presence of travel information may respond in different ways, not only with taste 

preference heterogeneity but also with diverse decision strategies.  

The objective of this chapter is to take a further step in understanding individuals‟ 

perspectives and preferences with respect to in-vehicle based vehicle-to-vehicle 

information systems, which will provide a more dynamic driving environment in the 

near future. Successful new product design often requires a balance between technical 

and market trade-offs, particularly when heterogeneous preferences make differentiation 

and strategic positioning critical to capturing a range of market segments.  

As indicated in Chapter 1, the development of mobile networks based on moving 

vehicles (VANETs) is the major impending change in driver support systems. To assess 

how this will be accepted, the modelling methods have been considerably enhanced. 

Methods of applying choice models have been discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 

This chapter discusses what could be regarded as a bottom-up approach to dealing with 

heterogeneity. Additional information was obtained by asking respondents not only to 

choose the best option, but also the worst from the remaining options, then the next best 

of the remaining options: this is called the best-worst scaling method. Best-worst 

scaling has been used in surveys with various types of model.  

This approach to estimating choices at the individual level is demonstrated in two cases. 

First, a small pilot sample with sixteen choice sets, each with four choice options, is 

used in a discrete choice experiment combining statistically efficient design with 

sequential best-worst choice questions in order to find the best way to elicit and model 

individual choices. Estimates for the full survey are discussed in detail to demonstrate 
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the potential of this approach to characterise  customer segments and preferences for a 

hypothetical vehicle-to-vehicle driver support product.  

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 provides the technical 

background associated with vehicular ad hoc networks. Then engineering and marketing 

conjoint design models are discussed in Section 6.3. Sections 6.4 and 6.5 describe in 

detail the best-worst methods used in this study, including the design of the best-worst 

scaling experiments, data collection, and the econometric analysis. In Section 6.6 the 

results of the vehicle-to-vehicle model estimation are compared with the results reported 

in Chapters 4 and 5.  
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6.2 Technical background 

6.2.1 Vehicular ad hoc networks initiatives 

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are multi-feature digital networks requiring the 

definition of complex standards and packet structures. Cooperative protocols and 

government regulations are the two primary factors in creating the working principles.  

It is well known that open systems interconnection (OSI) reference architecture contains 

seven layers. Each type of vehicular ad hoc network needs to have the protocols and 

interfaces for the multi-layer structure defined differently. This chapter only discusses a 

very important case: dedicated short range communication (DSRC). Other short range 

wireless protocols are IEEE 802.11, Bluetooth and Communications access for land 

mobiles (CALM). 

Dedicated short range communications allow the transmission of data over short 

distances between in-vehicle mobile radio units and roadside units, and can be used for 

a wide range of applications. Arrangements to facilitate the use of dedicated short range 

communications have been developed in many countries; the USA, Canada and Europe 

have allocated spectrum for vehicular ad hoc networks in the 5.850 – 5.925 GHz band 

(which is commonly referred to as the 5.9 GHz band). In 2009 the Australian 

Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) proposed the introduction of vehicular 

ad hoc networks in the 5.9 GHz band and licensing options (ACMA, 2009), but the 

details are still being clarified (November 2011). 

Dedicated short range communication is meant to complement cellular communications 

by providing very high data transfer rates in circumstances where minimising latency in 

the communication link and isolating relatively small communication zones are 

important. Dedicated short range communications include two primary types of 

equipment: a „roadside unit‟ (RSU) is used at a fixed point along the road, and an „on-

board unit‟ (OBU) is an in-vehicle DSRC system. The remainder of this section looks at 

the regulatory and standards side of dedicated short range communications in the US, 

Europe and Australia. The discussion is limited to the adoption of a standard frequency 

(5.9G HZ) for VANETs. The extensive use of DSRC in the electronic toll collection 

(ETC) facilities in Australia is discussed by Lay and Daley (2002).   
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6.2.1.1 DSRC in the United States  

In the United States, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is in charge of 

dedicated short range communications (DSRC) regulations in the three categories: 

spectrum, regulations for roadside units and regulations for on-board units. Spectrum is 

scarce and not duplicated, thus, the allocation of spectrum is always a milestone in 

government regulation. In 1999, the FCC allocated 75 MHz of spectrum for dedicated 

short range communications systems. Four years later, FCC updated the licensing and 

operation rules in the dedicated short range communications band. The spectrum band 

for dedicated short range communications is 5.850 - 5.925 GHz. The decision to use 

spectrum in the 5GHz range is due to its spectral environment and propagation 

characteristics, which are suited for vehicular environments. Waves propagating in this 

spectrum can offer a high rate of data communication for distances up to 1,000 metres 

with little susceptibility to weather. The detailed band plan is shown in Figure 6.1.  

In the channel plan, channel 178 in the centre is the control channel and the other six 

channels are service channels. In 2006, FCC further designated channel 172 exclusively 

to vehicle-to-vehicle safety communications for crash avoidance and mitigation, and 

channel 184, at the opposite end, exclusively for high-power and long-distance 

communications to be used for public safety applications, including road intersection 

collision mitigation (FCC 06-110, 2006).  

In 2008, the Satellite Industry Association, the Intelligent Transportation Society of 

America, and the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 

formulated an agreement for sharing arrangements between DSRC and the fixed-

satellite service (FSS) in the 5.9 GHz band. The three industry associations developed a 

DSRC/FSS earth station spectrum sharing protocol which includes recommended 

guidelines and procedures for the siting and operation of DSRC roadside units and FSS 

Earth stations in the 5.9 GHz band to avoid potential interference. 
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Figure 6.1: DSRC band and channel plan in the US and Europe  

Source: Based on FCC 06-110, 2006; ECC, 2008 

 

6.2.1.2 DSRC in Europe 

In Europe, the European Union (EU) is the authority regulating the spectrum 

allocations. In 2008, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) 

allocated 30 MHz of spectrum in the 5.9GHz band for Intelligent Transport Systems 

(ITS).  

The European Conference of Postal and Telecommunication Administrations (CEPT) 

considered the spectrum requirements for ITS in the 5.9 GHz band, with detailed 

analysis based on realistic traffic scenarios. In its report of December 2007, the CEPT 

concluded that 30-50 MHz of spectrum would be designated for safety related 

applications. It proposed that the 5.875–5.905 GHz band be designated for ITS road 

safety as a first step, including critical applications for road safety and traffic efficiency; 

while the frequency band 5.905–5.925 GHz could be considered for future extension of 

ITS applications. The report noted that the frequency band 5.855–5.875 GHz is intended 

for non-safety related applications and will be considered separately.  
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6.2.1.3 DSRC in Australia 

It is not yet clear how the spectrum and licensing plan will be used in Australia. Some 

of the possibilities that have been discussed at least informally are: 

 Under the „Australian Radiofrequency Spectrum Plan 2009‟, the 5.9 GHz band is 

allocated to fixed service, the fixed-satellite service, and the mobile service on a 

primary basis, and to the radiolocation service on a secondary basis; 

 Consequently, there is potential to develop appropriate sharing arrangements that 

will provide adequate protection from interference for existing and proposed 

services and encourage greater spectrum utilisation in the 5.9 GHz band; 

 As a large proportion of Australian vehicles are manufactured overseas, and DSRC 

modules are expected to be installed in vehicles during manufacture, harmonisation 

of spectrum arrangements should ensure that these modules can subsequently be 

used in Australia; 

 For a staged approach, ITS operation could be limited to the band below 5.895 GHz. 

This would allow harmonisation with the control channel in overseas arrangements, 

and facilitate some critical applications such as those involving safety of life, while 

minimising the risk of interference to the existing fixed service. In the second stage, 

the operation of DSRC could be extended up to 5.925 GHz. This would take into 

account developments in Europe, where the 5.905–5.925 GHz band is being 

considered for future extension of ITS applications; 

 Whether ITS is introduced in the whole band or via a staged approach, the 

Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) considers that the 

portion of the 5.9 GHz band below 5.875 GHz will need to be limited to non-safety 

applications (ACMA, 2009). It is believed that the staged implementation of DSRC 

would demonstrate responsiveness to industry and licensee needs. 

The arrangements for licensing roadside units and on-board units in Australia are 

similar to the US licensing regime. 
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6.2.2 Safety-related information 

Collision warning 

In all regions of the world, rear-end collisions caused by driver distraction or sudden 

braking ahead of a following vehicle produce a significant percentage of all crashes. In 

the interactive forward collision warning case, when the following vehicle detects a 

critical proximity, the vehicle can warn the driver via visual, auditory, and/or haptic 

(touch-based) displays.  

Pre-crash sensing 

This case ideally requires that all vehicles periodically share information with 

neighbouring vehicles to predict a collision. Once a collision is unavoidable, the 

affected vehicles engage in reliable communication to exchange real-time information 

(e.g. detailed position data, vehicle size). This extra data provided to both vehicles 

enables an optimised usage of actuators such as air bags, motorised seat-belt pre-

tensioners, and extendable bumpers. 

Hazardous location warning 

The hazardous location case utilises the network of vehicles to share data relating to 

dangerous locations on the roadway. For example, a vehicle which experiences an 

actuation of its electronic stability system (ESS) retains the information about the 

location and broadcasts the message to other vehicles in the area. Vehicles that receive 

the information either display it to the driver or use it to automatically optimise their 

safety systems. 

Emergency vehicle warning 

The approaching emergency vehicle warning can help drivers to clear the road for the 

emergency vehicle even when the light bar and siren may not yet be visible and audible.  

6.2.3 Driving efficiency and comfort information 

Green light optimal speed advisory 

As a vehicle approaches a signalised intersection, the vehicle receives data regarding the 

location of the intersection and the signal timing. With this information, the vehicle 

calculates an optimal vehicle speed using the distance from the vehicle to the 

intersection and the time when the signal is green. The vehicle notifies the driver of the 
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optimal speed. The effect is less stopping on roadways resulting in increased traffic 

flow and better fuel economy for equipped vehicles. 

V2V merging assistance 

Merging assistance allows merging vehicles to join flowing traffic without disrupting 

the traffic flow. The traffic will either automatically adjust or drivers will be advised on 

how to act. 

Internet access in vehicles 

This case enables the use of all kinds of common ISP based services in the vehicle. 

Point of interest notification 

The point of interest notification allows local businesses, tourist attractions, or other 

points of interest to advertise their availability to nearby vehicles. For instance, if the 

fuel gauge is low, the vehicle could show the driver locations and prices for petrol 

stations in the immediate area. 

Remote diagnostics 

This case allows a service station to assess the state of a vehicle without making a 

physical connection to it. When a vehicle enters the service area of a garage, the garage 

can query the vehicle for its diagnostic information to support the diagnosis of the 

problem reported by the driver. 

There are both economic and technical constraints and prerequisites for a successful 

vehicle-to-vehicle system. Vehicle-to-vehicle systems require a certain level of market 

penetration before the technology can show any effect. For example, at least 5% 

penetration is required for traffic information propagation and 10% for inter-vehicle 

collision warning implementation (Matheus et al., 2004; Willig et al., 2005). The fact is 

that cooperative systems cannot contribute immediate benefits to customers.  The slow 

introduction may constrain potential market segments. The introduction stage until there 

is a minimum penetration would be prolonged by a low equipment rate.   
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6.3  Engineering and user oriented conjoint design  

This section starts with a selective overview of engineering and user oriented design in 

high technology product development. 

6.3.1 Engineering product design models  

Engineering design approaches often use physics-based models to calculate product 

performance as functions of design variables Xj. The design variables are then optimised 

to maximise performance within engineering constraints. An introduction to 

engineering design optimisation modelling techniques, strategies and examples in the 

driver support field was provided by Papalambros and Wilde (2000).  Krishnan and 

Ulrich (2001) summarised the different perspectives and objectives of several academic 

disciplines that work in product development.  

In cases where conflicting objectives exist, the typical solution is a Pareto set of optimal 

products, and the choice of a single product from that set requires explicit expression of 

preferences among objectives. Some studies took the approach of resolving trade-offs 

among technical objectives by proposing models of the producer‟s financial objective 

(Hazelrigg, 1988; Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1995; Wassenaar & Chen, 2003; 

Georgiopoulos, 2003). Using analytical target cascading theory, a hierarchy of product 

planning and engineering design models are coordinated to design a product, which is 

proven to converge to joint solutions for arbitrarily large hierarchies (Michalek et al., 

2005). By contrast, explicit econometric models of consumer preference distributions 

are developed conditionally on stated-preference survey choice data for coordinating 

with engineering design decisions (Figure 6.2). 
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Figure 6.2: User oriented product design models 

 

6.3.2 User oriented product design models 

Kaul and Rao (1995) presented an integrative review of product positioning and design 

models from a marketing point of view. The marketing product design models often 

assume discrete levels for each product characteristic and choose the characteristic level 

combinations that maximise profit (or market share) using combinatorial search 

algorithms. Typically, utility is estimated as a function of the product characteristics 

using conjoint analysis surveys, and it is assumed that the product with the highest 

utility, as predicted by the conjoint model, is deterministically chosen for each 

consumer, as a „best choice‟ or „first choice‟.  

Price and product characteristic levels that maximise profit or market share are always 

selected. However, for complex new V2V products where consumers do not directly 

observe the internal engineering design variables, it is difficult to define explicitly 

which combinations of attributes are feasible. For such designs, planning decisions 

made without engineering input may well get inferior solutions.  

6.3.3 Approaches to combining engineering and user oriented product 

design  

A majority of the literature on new product success has focused on product 

characteristics and the development process, rather than ancillary factors. For example, 

Hultink et al. (2000) examined data on hundreds of product introductions and 

discovered divergent product success criteria for what they distinguish as industrial 

goods and consumer goods. Further, considering the effectiveness of engineering-based 

and marketing-based approaches to optimal product design, conjoint analysis methods 

and quality function deployment (QFD) converged on many important features 

(Pullman et al., 2002).  The engineering-based approach better identifies core consumer 

needs, while the marketing-based approach better identifies current consumer needs. A 

Aggregation Preference 
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Xj Uij Yij Dj 

Product attributes                Product utility          Product choice  Demand 
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review of approaches to the integration of engineering and marketing design was made 

by Leenders and Wierenga (2002).  

A problem that is particularly pronounced for high-technology products occurs where 

the engineering and marketing design domains are widely separated (e.g. Gupta et al., 

1986; Gupta & Wilemon, 1990; Krishman & Ulrich, 2001). Engineering design models 

aim to maximise performance characteristics, subject to physical and production 

constraints. Products may be described as assemblies of interacting components for 

which parametric models are built to represent design decisions, such as size, shape and 

configuration, which then are manipulated to maximise performance objectives. By 

contrast, in marketing, a product is often modelled as a bundle of attributes over which 

consumers have preferences represented by utilities. Measurements of success also 

differ between the two disciplines, with engineering design concerned with technical 

performance, innovativeness, and cost effectiveness, whereas marketing design 

measures degree of market fitness, customer satisfaction and market share as well as 

profit.  

Reviewing vehicle-to-vehicle research in recent years, generally engineers use intuition 

when dealing with consumer needs, focusing on the functionality of vehicle-to-vehicle 

communication and working toward technical objectives such as reliability, 

manufacturability, accessibility, and system integration. To achieve optimal designs, 

marketers require data to learn about consumer needs.  

The integration of a vehicle-to-vehicle system is the responsibility of an individual 

motor manufacturer and its accessories supplier. A certain set of preconditions must be 

fulfilled. The business models, operational concepts, regulatory and legal aspects are all 

still under development. A clearly optimal solution has not yet been identified and the 

introduction of vehicle-to-vehicle technology requires liaison between various fields 

and is open to discussion.  

The pilot study was conducted to capture the full range of attributes that are potentially 

important in customer preferences.  The range of attributes selected is sourced from 

qualitative work including literature reviews and technical reports, along with insight 

gained from discussions with experienced academics and potential customers. 
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Prior interviews were undertaken to support the experimental design process. Nine 

professionals were interviewed face-to-face or via telephone or email during December 

2009 to June 2010 to assist with attribute selection and definition. They were recruited 

from various backgrounds: 

 IEEE members in Intelligent Transport Systems in Japan and China 

 A lecturer in information management in Australia 

 Marketing consultants in Australia 

 R&D engineers from automotive manufacturers in Germany 

The discussions were of an open nature but mainly focused on:   

 Population and individual expectations and acceptance of vehicle-to-vehicle 

 Economic and technological constraints and prerequisites for vehicle-to-vehicle 

 Willingness-to-pay and the potential market segment in the initial phase  

 Specific attributes and levels in the experimental design  

This preliminary analysis identified, in the first phase of vehicle-to-vehicle introduction, 

ten attributes that are considered indispensable for consumer choice. The specific 

definitions of these attributes are given in Table 6.1. Some interview questions on 

perceived usefulness of new systems, willingness to use and ease of use are displayed in 

Table 6.2. Figure 6.3 shows the first six product characteristics ranked in the descending 

order of importance obtained from the interviews.  
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Table 6.1: Preliminary attribute definition (10 attributes)  

Attribute Explanation 

Installation Whether the V2V system can be independently sold and installed?        

In the initial stage, it can be difficult to promise mandatory sensor 

data and security. Thus a built-in model may be more feasible.      

Reliability Whether the V2V system can be trusted?                                 

Authentication success rate, robustness;, time to take an action 

and all-weather service can be used as the criteria.  

Information strategy What type information is attractive for consumers?                         

Safety-related info, e.g. lane-change assistance, road condition 

warning, emergency evacuation direction, or comfort-related 

information e.g. local points of interest, parking bay info, 

entertainment information. 

Auto-control Whether drivers prefer automatic braking control at hazards or warning 

only?                                                                                         

Legal concerns 

Market penetration How many vehicles are equipped with a V2V system in a local network? 

System compatibility  

Willingness-to-pay          What is a reasonable price range for the initial market phase? 

Brand Whether supplied by a well-known or independent automotive 

manufacturer? 

User interface Auditory or video display? 

Functionality  Single or multiple functions  

Customer service Whether consumers can be guaranteed system demonstration and 24 

hour support? How long is the warranty: one year to three years?   

Table 6.2: Some interview questions  

 Question: Do you expect - 

Perceived usefulness Using the system improves on-road safety? 

Travel more quickly by using the system? 

Using the system improves driving convenience? 
  

Willingness to use Buy the system once it is commercially available? 

Change your driving style to follow the instructions of the system? 

Recommend others use the system? 
 

Ease of use Quickly become skilful at understanding the system? 

 Easily comprehend the on-board information?  

 Easily interact with the system? 
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Score 

 

Figure 6.3: Product characteristics ranked in the descending order of importance  
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6.4 Best-worst scaling method to investigate V2V product 

preference 

6.4.1 General explication of the best-worst scaling method  

Best-worst scaling is bases on a theory of how people decide on the relative importance 

of a group of three or more attributes. The best-worst scaling method was established in 

the early 1990s (Louviere & Woodworth, 1990), and an application was published by 

Finn and Louviere (1992). Based on random utility theory for paired comparisons, best-

worst scaling is used to find the positions of attributes on some underlying latent 

dimension such as degree of importance, degree of interest or degree of preference. The 

conditional logit model is used to estimate the location of each attribute on the 

underlying latent dimension. 

The probability that individual n selects alternative b as „best‟ from subset j is given by 

attribute values βnj, choice set characteristics δnj and the scale factors Snj. This 

probability is denoted by Prob (Ynj = b | βnj δnj Snj). Within this model, attribute values 

are characteristics of the alternatives and scale factors allow the utilities to be scaled 

differently for „best‟ and „worst‟ choices.  

The conditional logit model for the response probabilities associated with the first-

choice, or „best‟ only model, has the form: 




nj njnj

njnj
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S
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).exp(

).exp(
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                                                (6.1) 

where nj  is the systematic component of the utility associated with attribute b for 

individual n in subset j. The term nj  is a linear function of the attribute effects nj  and 

the predictor effects nj . The utility is also affected by an error component nj , but this 

is assumed to be identically and independently distributed according to some Type I 

random function for identification purposes. 
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6.4.2 Advantages of the best-worst scaling  

A growing body of evidence shows a number of advantages of best-worst scaling over 

other choice methods, such as those that ask a participant to choose the best option, or 

rank the options. There is also an increasing interest in collecting extra preference 

information to investigate heterogeneity in discrete choice models and welfare 

estimations. A key issue in modelling taste heterogeneity is that a prior assumption must 

be made about the appropriate form of the preference distributions or the number of 

segments of consumers in the sample. Alternatively, a new approach is to estimate 

separate models for each individual and to aggregate it over the individual preference 

parameters to arrive at the distribution of preferences.  

The formal statistical and measurement properties for best-worst scaling analysis can be 

found in Marley and Louviere (2005). A few studies have investigated the differences 

between best-worst scaling and other choice methods (e.g. Chrzan & Golovashkina, 

2006, Louviere et al., 2008). Flynn (2010) presented an overview and theoretical 

discussion of the different cases of the best-worst scaling method. 

Some distinct advantages (Lancsar & Louviere, 2008; Flynn et al., 2008; Marley & 

Pihlens, 2010) of best-worst scaling over alternative choice modelling approaches are 

proposed as follows: 

1. A pair of best-worst choices contains a great deal of information about the 

respondent‟s ranking of options. 

2. The best-worst scaling method offers experimental design and execution 

advantages over discrete choice modelling without any substantive loss in the 

rigour of the analysis. 

3. Best-worst scaling tasks seem to be easy for respondents to identify so that they 

can make consistent decisions between extreme options; therefore the survey is 

easy to construct. 

4. Best-worst scaling can measure all of the attributes on a common scale.  
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6.4.3 Theoretical framework 

The probability of any ranking of options can be expressed as a product of multinomial 

logit model formulas, which was called „exploded logit‟ by Chapman and Staelin 

(1982). For example, for the preference order A<B<C, the probability of observing this 

rank is the multinomial logit model probability of choosing C from the option set 

{A,B,C} times the multinomial logit model probability of choosing B from the 

remaining set {A,B}: 
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where V is the indirect utility function estimated in the choice model.  

Alternatively, on the assumption that best-worst choices can satisfy a multinomial logit 

model and the utility of choosing an option as worst is equal to the negative of the 

utility of choosing it as best, the probability of a best-worst preference ordering can be 

expressed as the multinomial logit probability of choosing C as best from the set {A, B, 

C} times the multinomial logit model probability of choosing A as worst from the 

remaining set {A, B}, which can be written as below: 
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Prob (ranking order A<B<C) = 
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In this study, a subset X, R(X) denotes the set of rank orders of X;  R(X) denotes a 

typical rank order (from best to worst) of X; and )(XP denotes the probability of 

occurring. When |X| = m,  m21  ...  is the rank order, where correspondingly 
1 = 

the most preferred (the best choice), 
2 = the second most preferred, ..., m  = the least 

preferred (the worst choice). Let ),( yxBWX  denote the probability that x is selected as 

best and y is selected as worst.  When m is an odd number (m=2i+1, i>=3) the 

probability equation differs from the case of an even number of elements (m=2i, i>=3) 
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because with 2i + 1 elements, the rank position of the final element is determined after i 

best-worst choices.  
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Further, the recursive representation is the following: 
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For x, y X, x ≠ y, |X|>=2, there is a ratio scale b. This model was called the sequential 

best worst multinomial logit model by Lancsar and Louviere (2008), or the repeated 

best-worst multinomial logit model (Marley & Pihlens, 2010). 
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The model at each best-worst stage has choice probability: 
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where K is the number of attributes, 
)(KV denotes the utility function, and x, y X , x ≠ 

y, |X|>=2.     

Furthermore, within the same framework, individual measures of the change in welfare 

for a change in attributes and alternatives can be estimated directly by using the 

Hicksian Compensated Variation (Small & Rosen, 1981), which has been discussed in 

Section 5.3.4. Details are given by Lancsar & Savage, (2004) and Lancsar et al. (2007).  
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6.5 Empirical studies 

6.5.1 Pilot survey 

On the basis of earlier theoretical work, three cases of best-worst scaling are 

summarised as follows: 

1. The simple form of best-worst scaling is „choice among things‟, which involves 

asking respondents to choose the best and worst object or issue from sets 

(Marley & Louviere, 2005).   

2. It is extended to the second case „choice in profiles‟, the study of best-worst 

choice of attributes in a profile of attributes (Flynn et al., 2007; Marley et al., 

2008). This case involves respondents evaluating the best and worst attributes in 

each profile. 

3. The third case, used in this study, is called „best-worst choice among profiles‟, 

where the purpose is to measure the utility of individual attribute-levels 

(Louviere et al., 2008).  

A pilot study was employed to capture the full range of attributes that are potentially 

important in customer preferences.  The scale of relative importance identified in 

Section 6.3.3 and Figure 6.3 enables us to list the first six important attributes. The pilot 

survey used a full version of 16 choice sets with 4 options per set. In each choice set, 

respondents were asked three questions:  

1. To choose the best option; 

2. To choose the worst option; 

3. And to choose the best option from the remaining 2 options.  

Thus a full ranking of the 4 options was obtained in each of the 16 choice sets. Each 

option is described by six attributes, 3 with four levels and 3 with two levels (Table 

6.3). The efficient Street and Burgess design method (Burgess & Street, 2003) was used 

to construct four orthogonal generic main effects only plans consisting of 16 scenarios. 

This design has the property that all levels of each attribute appear in each choice set. 

The survey information sheet is shown in Appendix 6.1 and a sample survey choice set 

is attached in Appendix 6.2.  
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Ten respondents who had contributed effective responses in the first on-line survey 

conducted in 2009 completed the pilot survey. All subjects participated voluntarily and 

did not receive any incentive for their participation.  

Following the model discussed in Section 6.4, the sequential best-worst multinomial 

logit model can be written as: 
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at each best-worst stage with choice probabilities for x,yX, and x≠y, where K is the 

number of attributes. As noted earlier, in a typical subset X, R(X) denotes the set of rank 

orders of X;  R(X) denotes a rank order from best to worst of X; and )(XP denotes 

the probability of that rank order occurring.  

Table 6.3: Attributes and levels used in pilot survey 

Attribute Levels 

Installation
*
  Do-it-yourself (DIY)  Professional only 

Price $1,000 $2,500 $4,000  $5,000 

Information  Safety information only Safety and comfort information 

Market 

penetration
*
 

10% 30% 50% 70% 

Auto-control With automatic braking control Warning information only 

System 

reliability
*
 

Very good (95%) Good (90%) Reasonable (80%) Fair (70%) 

Choice set Four generic options 

* These variables have different definitions in the final survey 
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Here with m = 4,  4321    is the rank order in which option 1 is most preferred, 

2 is second most preferred, 3 is second least preferred, 4  is least preferred. The 

choice probability for  is given by   ),(),( , 32X41X 41
PBW   , where the best-worst 

choice probabilities satisfy (6.10). 

A simple first choice multinomial logit model (the answers to the question „which 

option do you prefer most?‟) was evaluated for the small sample to construct a general 

profile. Each of the ten respondents evaluated sixteen scenarios; thus there are 160 first 

choice observations generated. The initial log likelihood value of the multinomial logit 

model is -218.515, and the log likelihood value at convergence is -138.399, with a 

pseudo R
2
 of 0.367 which suggests reasonable goodness-of-fit. In line with expectation, 

the estimates are all statistically significant at 5% with expected signs.    

Moving on to the best-worst choices dataset, following the estimation approach 

illustrated by Louviere et al. (2008), weighted conditional logit models were estimated 

for each individual, as shown in Table 6.4. Weights used here can be calculated from 

the rank order of the choice options in each choice set. For m = 4, 4321    is the 

descending rank order in which first choice 1  = 8, option 2  = 4, option 3  = 2, and 

last option 4  = 1. As noted before, by using the efficient Street and Burgess 

experimental design method as well as effects codes to specify the indirect utility 

expression, parameters for each attribute level (e.g. system reliability is fair, reasonable, 

good or very good) can be estimated.  

The estimation results for individuals in Table 6.4 reveal considerable heterogeneity as 

evidenced by the significance and the range of the estimates, although based on a 

sample size of only 16 in each case. 

The „installation‟ estimates represent a general preference for a do-it-yourself option, 

indicated by positive signs (except individuals 8 and 10). The parameters on another 

two-level attribute „information‟ present a strong preference for added information 

being supplied by the system, not only safety-related information, but also comfort-

related information, which is suggested by the positive coefficients (except individual 

6). The positive values of the estimated coefficients associated with „auto-control‟ of ten 

individuals indicate that the propensity of respondents to choose the vehicle-to-vehicle 

product increases if the product has automatic functionality.  
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Similarly consistent responses were given for „System reliability fair‟. At this lowest 

level of system reliability, almost all estimates are negative and significant (except 

individual 6 with a negative but insignificant estimate). „System reliability reasonable‟ 

shows a fairly consistent negative preference (except individual 7), however only three 

estimates are significant. The parameters on „System reliability good‟ are positive for 

some and negative for others, reflecting the fact that there is a wide range of preferences 

across individuals.  

Turning to the two numerical attributes, „price‟ and „market penetration‟ share a similar 

tendency across three levels in ascending order: a decreasing numbers of significant 

parameters and larger heterogeneity with respect to the signs of the estimated 

coefficients.  

Estimation of individual level models reveals that respondents did not trade-off all 

attributes. In other words, in this experimental study, individual participants have 

considered one to five of the six attributes for their decisions. A possible explanation is 

that some individuals may deploy a deterministic decision rule to make decisions (e.g. 

lexicographic behaviour). 

Based on Table 6.4, the graphical presentations in Figure 6.4 show the differences 

between individuals in an intuitive way. Figure 6.4 displays individual-level graphs for 

the „price‟ (numerical) and „installation‟ (qualitative) attributes.  
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Table 6.4: Estimated attribute-level utilities and p values at an individual level in 

the pilot survey 

Attribute Individual_1 Individual_2 Individual_3 Individual_4 Individual_5 

 Est. Sig. Est. Sig. Est. Sig. Est. Sig. Est. Sig. 

Installation      

(DIY=1) 
.232 .002 .208 .003 .268 .000 .310 .000 .280 .000 

$ 1,000 .667 .001 .093 .619 .603 .001 .657 .001 .718 .000 

$ 2,500 .326 .127 .0125 .947 .334 .104 .246 .258 .312 .147 

$ 4,000 .038 .861 -.187 .347 -.094 .660 .099 .647 -.047 .831 

Information 
(safety+ comfort=1) 

.304 .000 .165 .016 .173 .015 .331 .000 .338 .000 

Market 

penetration: 10% 
.028 .888 -.276 .159 .185 .345 -.335 .097 -.205 .319 

Market 

penetration: 30% 
.182 .348 -.126 .498 .384 .039 -.209 .273 .107 .567 

Market 

penetration: 50% 
.022 .911 -.061 .740 -.144 .492 .257 .181 -.191 .337 

Auto-control (with 

control=1) 
.248 .001 .132 .057 .194 .005 .187 .012 .214 .004 

System reliability: 

Fair 
-.807 .000 -.869 .000 -.518 .006 -.549 .012 -.687 .002 

System reliability: 

Reasonable  
-.189 .307 -.392 .028 -.480 .011 -.028 .882 -.110 .555 

System reliability: 

Good  
-.090 .618 -.274 .112 -.394 .030 .160 .388 .082 .660 

      

Attribute Individual_6 Individual_7 Individual_8 Individual_9 Individual_10 

 Est. Sig. Est. Sig. Est. Sig. Est. Sig. Est. Sig. 

Installation      

(DIY=1) 

.018 .789 .132 .058 -.085 .211 .246 .001 -.107 .126 

$ 1,000 .022 .914 .600 .003 1.040 .000 .859 .000 .879 .000 

$ 2,500 -.004 .982 .530 .010 .671 .003 .439 .049 .544 .014 

$ 4,000 -.062 .766 -.153 .480 .503 .028 .244 .279 -.513 .020 

Information 
(safety+ comfort=1) 

-.002 .975 .276 .000 .095 .169 .394 .000 .209 .003 

Market 

penetration: 10% 
-2.081 .000 -1.073 .000 -.474 .010 -.114 .580 -.375 .043 

Market 

penetration: 30% 
-1.326 .000 -.695 .000 -.773 .000 .084 .668 -.699 .000 

Market 

penetration: 50% 
-.726 .000 -.327 .049 -.340 .058 .032 .869 -.327 .072 

Auto-control (with 

control=1) 
.020 .776 .087 .207 .049 .476 .200 .008 .152 .031 

System reliability: 

Fair 
-.053 .800 -.434 .032 -.734 .000 -.702 .002 -.767 .000 

System reliability: 

Reasonable  
-.001 .995 .062 .730 -.322 .069 -.188 .324 -.452 .014 

System reliability: 

Good  
.025 .904 -.154 .426 -.356 .051 .019 .917 -.188 .286 

Estimates significant at 5% in bold and italics, significant at 10% in bold, p-value in grey  
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Figure 6.4: Graphical presentation of individual effects (Price and Installation) 

 

Despite the small sample, the pilot survey demonstrates a way to investigate 

heterogeneity in tastes. Asking participants to choose the best alternative, then worst 

alternative repeatedly, till only two options remain, implies a sequential process. The 

dataset can be evaluated in various ways, either a traditional first choice model or a new 

sequential best-worst scaling model. In the following sections, a variety of statistical 

tests are conducted. A summary is showed in Figure 6.5. 

 

 

Figure 6.5: A graphical summary of the variety of statistical tests used in 

this study 
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6.5.2 Final survey 

After the pilot study it was decided to conduct a full study in September 2010. The final 

questionnaire is a smaller version of the pilot design and has been redefined based on 

feedback from the participants in the experiment and estimation results in the pilot 

survey.  

Each option is described by three 2-level attributes, two 3-level attributes and one 4-

level attribute. Consistently with the pilot survey, the efficient experiment design 

approach was used to create 12 choice sets, each with three generic choice options. A 

detailed list of these generic attributes and their associated levels is given in Table 6.5. 

An example of the questionnaire is displayed in Table 6.6, which shows that each 

participant was asked to answer two questions about each choice set. Figure 6.6 shows 

the schematic diagram of choice survey structure. For each respondent in each choice 

set, the best choice from the initial set of three profiles is obtained first, then the worst 

from the remaining two profiles. Another sample of the survey is attached in Appendix 

6.3. 

Table 6.5: Attributes and Levels used in final survey for V2V systems 

Attribute Levels 

Integration 

(Installation) 

Built-in only Do-it-yourself (DIY) option 

Price $1,000 $2,500 $4,000  $5,000 

Information strategy Safety information only Safety and comfort information 

Market penetration 10% 30% 50% 

Auto-control With automatic braking control  Warning information only 

System reliability Very good Good Reasonable 

Choice set Three generic options 
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Figure 6.6: Schematic of V2V choice survey structure  

                 (see Table 6.6 for a questionnaire example) 
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Table 6.6: Illustration of a choice set in the final V2V survey  

 Option A Option B Option C 

Vehicle integration  

„Built-in only’ = The system is only sold and 

installed by authorised motor stores. 

„As an option’= You can buy it as an electronic 

device and complete the installation by yourself. 

Built-in 

only 

Option Built-in 

only 

Market price range $1,000 $2,500 $5,000  

Information strategy  

‘Safety information only’= You can only receive 

safety-related info, such as lane-change 

assistance, road condition warning, emergency 

evacuation direction, etc. 

‘Safety +Comfort info’=Plus e.g. nearest points 

of interest localisation, parking bay info, 

entertaining info, etc. 

Safety 

information 

only 

Safety 

information 

only 

Safety 

+Comfort 

information 

Market penetration  

= How many vehicles (by percentage) have been 

equipped with this V2V system in Australia  

50% 10% 30% 

Auto-control 

„Yes’=With automatic braking control at hazards 

„No’= Warning information only 

No Yes Yes 

System reliability 

„Very good’= up to 98% authenticate success 

rate, robust, plenty reaction time for the driver to 

take an action, all-weather service 

‘Good’= 90% authenticate success rate, robust, 

enough reaction time  

‘Reasonable’= 85% authenticate success rate, 

enough reaction time 

Good Reasonable  Very good 

  

Which option do you prefer most?   (     )  

 

Which option do you prefer least?   (     ) 
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6.5.2.1 Survey implementation  

Consistent with the pilot survey, the final survey (for the sake of differentiation, it is 

called „Survey 2‟) only recruited the participants who had contributed effective 

responses in Survey 1 (departure time, route choice and tyre pressure sample) which 

collected 282 participants. An introductory email with information sheet attached was 

sent to all previous participants, excluding any respondents contained in the pilot 

survey. They could select the response method among online, questionnaire on paper or 

interview.  Eight-one effective responses were obtained from the 282 candidates, giving 

a response rate of approximately 29%.  

The total N = 81 persons have an average mean age of Mage = 31.7 (SD = 7.6) (see 

Table 6.7). The high proportion of young respondents is indicative of the tendency to be 

early adopters of novel products. The results also indicate that the sample is slightly 

skewed towards male (56.8%). This sample consists of relatively high income 

individuals (Mincome = $53,209). The average weekly earnings in Australia in August 

2010 were $982 (ABS, 2010), or approximately $51,000 annually. Hence, the survey 

tended to target individuals who have incomes that would allow them to pay for the 

product. Most participants drive daily (81.4%).  

The dataset generates a total of 972 (12 choice sets for each of the 81 respondents) first 

choice observations. Interaction terms are excluded because the likelihood ratio tests 

and the small correlations between estimated parameters in the final models indicate 

that they are not statistically significant. Considering the research objectives, the sample 

in this study though not representative of the general population, fits the profile of early 

adopters of innovative technological products, and is therefore, representative of those 

more likely to show interest and adopt.  
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Table 6.7:  Selected socio-economic attributes of respondents 

Gender % Mean 

Male 56.79 .43 (Female=1) 

Female 43.21  

Age % Mean 

18-27  30.86 31.69 

28-37 50.62  

38-47 12.35  

48-57 6.17  

>58 0  

Income ($)
 

% Mean 

< 40K 38.27 $ 53,209 

40-65K 17.28  

65-100K 28.39  

100-120K 4.94  

>120K 11.12  

Drive frequency %  

Drive more than once per day 81.50  

Others 18.50  

The following equation reports the average rank of choices in the experiment across all 

12 choice scenarios. Average choice ranks of each alternative in a particular choice set 

Qi,j are calculated as follows: for m = 3, best choice = 1, worst choice = 3, and the 

remaining choice = 2. So, for example, in the case of Scenario 1, option A is the least 

preferred alternative with the biggest mean score of 2.77 over the sample; options B and 

C have similar preferences in this case. 
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Before proceeding to the model estimates, it is worth briefly discussing a common 

phenomenon observed in stated choice data, lexicographic behaviour.   

Lexicographic behaviour is the case where a respondent decides his/her choice based 

only on a subset of attributes over the course of the survey (Campbell et al., 2006; 

Blume et al., 2006). Real lexicographic behaviour can only be detected on the basis of a 

binomial design with two attributes, such as price and quality. With more attributes per 

alternative, it is more difficult to test for lexicographic behaviour. Detailed discussion is 

given in Hess et al., (2010). 

In this study, lexicographic behaviour is detected as a respondent always choosing the 

cheapest alternative as best, with 10 respondents on 12.35% behaving in this manner. 

The other case was respondents who always selected the highest market penetration as 

best, with a rate of 6.18% (N=5), as shown in Table 6.8. 

Table 6.8: Lexicographic behaviour  

Lexicographic Rate %  

always choose cheapest as best 12.35 10 

always choose highest market penetration as best 6.18 5 

Trading 81.48 66 

Total 100 81 
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6.5.2.2 Estimated models – logit model 

The simplest modelling approach here is to estimate a first choice multinomial logit 

model for the whole sample („First choice logit‟ in Table 6.9), from which the results 

can be used as starting values for other models. Summarised over all respondents, each 

coefficient has the expected sign and the model is highly significant (Table 6.9). The 

printout is shown in Appendix 6.4. 

As noted earlier, best-worst scaling is a type of discrete choice experiment designed to 

elicit more information by asking more questions per choice set. Instead of asking each 

to choose the best (most preferred) option in each choice set, the best-worst scaling task 

also asks respondents to choose the worst (least preferred) option in each choice set. 

The survey provides a rich dataset of consumer‟s preferences and perceptions. There are 

several ways to use the extra preference information to estimate aggregate or individual 

level models.  

Best-worst scaling can be regarded as a way to collect an implied preference order that 

differs from asking for rankings directly and, as Louviere et al. (2008) suggested, it may 

be that choosing extremes is cognitively easier than a full ranking.  A choice set of size 

m can be expanded into 2
m
 – (m+1) subsets of options (Lancsar & Louviere, 2008). The 

implied order collected from best-worst scaling questionnaires can also be used to infer 

the choices in the implied subsets in order to expand the amount of data that can be used 

to estimate multinomial logit models, assuming respondents are consistent. 

Alternatively, weights can be calculated from the implied subsets and orders with such 

weights being used to expand the data by estimating weighted multinomial logit models. 

Louviere et al. (2008) discuss these approaches in more detail.  

The „Rank MNL model‟ column of Table 6.9 shows the results of the estimation in rank 

choice format. The printout is shown in Appendix 6.5. The theoretical background of 

this model has been discussed in Section 6.4.3. In this case, for the preference order 

A<B<C, the probability of observing this ranking is the multinomial logit probability of 

choosing C from the set {A, B, C} times the multinomial logit probability of choosing B 

from the remaining options {A, B}. In other word, the best-worst scaling method can be 

used to obtain an implied ranking that can be modelled as if “best” is chosen from 

successively smaller choice sets.  
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Table 6.9: Summary of V2V estimation results in first choice MNL and rank MNL 

(81 respondents, 972 responses) 

 First choice 

logit 

 

Rank MNL 

model 

 

Sequential best-

worst model 

Parameters Est. Sig. 
 

Est. Sig. 
 

Mean Std Dev 

Integration  

 (DIY Option =1) 

0.133 0.02 
 

0.141 0.01 
 

0.307 0.943 

Price $ (scaled*1000) -0.720 0.00 
 

-0.740 0.00 
 

-0.216 0.001 

Information 

 (Safety & comfort info =1) 

0.169 0.00 
 

0.184 0.00 
 

0.258 1.106 

Penetration (%) 0.044 0.00 
 

0.045 0.00 
 

0.091 0.101 

Auto-control  

    (with auto-control =1)  

0.197 0.00 
 

0.200 0.00 
 

0.408 1.292 

Reliability_very good 1.423 0.00 
 

1.448 0.00 
 

3.039 4.092 

Reliability_good 0.936 0.00 
 

0.905 0.00 
 

2.646 2.763 
      

 
  

      



L(0,0 |1)  -1060.871 
 

-1060.871 
 

 

    



L(is,s |S) -886.903 
 

-890.222 
 

 

Pseudo R
2 

0.164 
 

0.161 
 

 

Significant at the 5% level in bold and italics 

The estimates exhibit the same expected signs but the magnitudes of the estimates 

differ. No socioeconomic characteristics are found to be significant across the options, 

which implies that the taste variations and population heterogeneity are captured by the 

random terms.  

The positive sign of the values of the estimated coefficients associated with system 

„Integration‟ show that consumers are more prone to choose the product if the vehicle-

to-vehicle system can be independently sold and installed as an option.  

In line with expectation, an increase in price reduces the probability of the alternative 

being chosen, as indicated by the negative coefficients associated with the product 

„Price‟ attribute.  

Respondents have a preference for added information being provided by the system, not 

only safety-related information, but also comfort-related information.  
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Previous writers have argued that in an evolving market, novice consumers are easily 

influenced by other consumers‟ decisions. This is consistent with the positive values of 

parameter estimates for market „Penetration‟, meaning how many vehicles have been 

equipped with this vehicle-to-vehicle system in a local network. This also means that 

buyers would prefer to have a large number of vehicles with which to interact in a 

vehicle-to-vehicle network. 

Drivers prefer automatic braking control at hazards to warning information only. This is 

captured by the positive sign of the coefficient for the binary variable associated with 

„Auto-control‟.  

The last two variables jointly capture the effect of the specific reliability level of the 

product. These have been coded in the model in dummy format. The relatively large 

estimated parameters for very good „Reliability‟ suggest that consumers have strong 

concerns for reliable system performance, including authenticated success rate, 

robustness, time for the driver to take an action, and all-weather service. 

Another new way to make estimates from the dataset collected in best-worst 

experiments is the sequential best-worst multinomial logit model (Lancsar & Louviere, 

2005). This model also requires the assumption that the best and worst choices satisfy a 

multinomial logit model, but the utility of selecting an option as worst is the negative of 

its utility as best for the probability functions - see equation 6.5 in Section 6.4.3. 

Weights used here can be calculated from the rank order of the choice options in each 

choice set. For m = 3, 321    is the descending rank order in which first choice 1  

= 4, option 2  = 2, and last option 3  = 1. The estimates are shown in the last column 

of Table 6.9. A sample of data layout is attached in Appendix 6.6. The data can be 

estimated as weighted conditional logit models for each person using maximum 

likelihood. Alternatively, a weighted least squares (WLS) regression is used to estimate 

the parameters. Appendix 6.6 shows the summary statistics of the individual level 

models.  

Summarised over all respondents, the estimates using the sequential best worst model 

exhibit the same expected signs as those associated with the multinomial logit model 

but the magnitudes of the estimates differ (Table 6.9).    
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Preference heterogeneity 

A visual representation of the empirical preference heterogeneity results for two 

numerical attributes (price and market penetration) are shown in Figure 6.7. Both 

distributions indicate considerable preference heterogeneity across individuals. A 

feature of the price diagram is that two small groups of respondents contributed to both 

the positive and negative ends of the distribution, showing large values of the 

coefficients. This may occur when individuals use deterministic rather than 

compensatory choice rules. Lancsar and Louviere (2008) argued that the main reason 

why models may not converge is due to perfect predictability if at least one choice is 

perfectly predicted or explained by at least one attribute level. As shown in Table 6.8, 

lexicographic preferences on either price or market penetration were shown by 15 

respondents out of 81. This group of people may contribute to a large range of estimates 

in an individual level estimation.  

Frequency 

 

Frequency 

 

Figure 6.7: Distribution of individual level preference coefficients around the mean 

for price and market penetration 

Price 

Market penetration 
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6.5.2.3 Estimated models – Latent class model 

Chapters 4 and 5 have shown that respondents with similar observable characteristics 

often behave in different ways. Latent class structures typically relax the restrictive 

assumption that preference parameters are the same across the sample. A variety of 

statistical tests, involving the AIC, the BIC, and Akaike likelihood ratio index (  



2 ), 

were conducted based on the principles demonstrated in Section 5.2.2. Three-class 

latent class models were identified as best describing the dataset used in the departure 

time, route choice and tyre pressure models.  

The three-class model specification for the V2V sample (Table 6.10) allocated 24.6% of 

respondents to Class 1 (N =20), 41.8% to Class 2 (N =34), and the rest 33.6% to Class 3 

(N =27). Most of the utility parameters in the estimated latent class model are 

significant at the 5% confidence level across the three classes. The parameter estimates 

for the socioeconomic variables are omitted from Table 6.10 but are shown in the 

printout in Appendix 6.7. 

Two numerical attributes, market „Penetration‟ and product „Price‟ are significant in all 

three classes and have signs consistent with the logit model. The two dummy system 

„Reliability‟ variables have positive preferences in each, but not all are significant. In 

Class 2 the utility parameters indicate higher preference for reliable performance. In 

contrast to the aggregated models and the other two segments, Class 3 shows strong 

aversion to the do-it-yourself option for „Integration‟. 

The negative sign for the „Information‟ strategy attribute in Class 1 is contrary to 

expectations, since utility usually increases with the amount of available information. 

However, a strong demand not only for safety-related information but also for comfort-

related information is captured by the positive and significant values of estimated 

parameters in Classes 2 and 3. 

The coefficient of „Auto-control‟ is negative only in Class 3 and, taken with the finding 

for the „Integration‟ parameter, this suggests that members of Class 3 are willing to keep 

the new driving support system relatively simple. In contrast, the other two classes 

exhibit strong preference for alternatives that offer advanced functions. 
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Table 6.10: Parameter estimates in V2V latent class model (81 respondents, 972 

responses) 

  Latent class model 

  Class 1  Class 2  Class3 

Parameters  Est. Sig.  Est. Sig.  Est. Sig. 

Class-specific model:          

Integration (DIY Option =1)  0.238 0.14  0.116 0.08  -0.573 0.00 

Price $ (scaled * 1000)  -1.050 0.00  -0.610 0.00  -1.130 0.00 

Information (Safety and 

comfort info=1) 

 -0.095 0.57  0.180 0.00  0.261 0.00 

Penetration (%)  0.140 0.00  0.026 0.00  0.073 0.00 

Auto-control  

          (with auto-control =1)  

 0.589 0.00  0.436 0.00  -0.495 0.00 

Reliability_very good  1.388 0.01  2.971 0.00  0.383 0.15 

Reliability_good  1.027 0.32  1.920 0.00  0.660 0.01 

Proportion of sample (%)  24.6%  41.8%  33.6% 

                        (respondents)  20  34  27 

      



L(0,0 |1)  -1060.871      

    



L(is,s |S) -728.602      

Pseudo R
2 

0.317       

Significant at the 5% level in bold and italics, significant at the 10% level in bold 

In conclusion, Class 1, the smallest segment, made choices indicating that only some 

factors influence their decisions. Among the three classes, they have the highest 

sensitivity to „Penetration‟ and „Auto-control‟. Individuals in Class 1 appear more likely 

to be influenced by other consumers‟ decisions in an evolving market. This class is less 

concerned by „Integration‟ and „Information‟. Class 2 comprises a group of individuals 

who are probably the most sensitive to the reliability of a vehicle-to-vehicle driving 

support system. Six of the estimated parameters for Class 2 are statistically significant 

at the 5% confidence level and „Integration‟ is significant at the 10% level; all have the 

expected signs. Class 3 presents strong preference differences from the other two 

classes. 
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6.6 Modelling choice of innovative products  

Some of the standard assumptions when modelling responses to a sequence of stated 

choice questions are that: 

 All respondents choose the options that will give them the most utility or pleasure, 

 All respondents fully understand the hypothetical conditions, and truthfully 

answer the questions, and 

 True preferences are stable over the course of a sequence of questions. 

But for many consumers, particularly those in newly evolving markets, the ability to 

achieve these maximisation conditions is disturbed by preference uncertainty. Response 

behaviour may violate one or more assumptions, through factors such as institutional 

learning, respondent fatigue, inertia, etc. (e.g. Fujii & Garling, 2003; Hensher & 

Puckett, 2007). Consequently, even with full instruction and well-designed stated 

preference experiments, misunderstanding can lead to suboptimal results, a problem 

particularly pronounced for highly technological products where the consumer response 

and engineering studies are still widely separated. Therefore, the choices observed in 

new product markets reflect an ambiguous mixture of the heuristics and enduring 

preferences (Louviere & Meyer, 2008). For example, a novice consumer needs to 

decide whether to pay $5,000 for a V2V driving support device that can provide him/her 

with collision warning and automatic control, with 90% authenticate success rate. He or 

she would need to understand how the vehicle-to-vehicle network works, how the extra 

degree of safety protection can be achieved with the assistance of the system, and how 

to attach a value to the expected outcome. 

It was shown by Gregan-Paxton and Roedder (1997) that consumers judge a new 

product by recalling products that they used in the past with similar characteristics. 

Similarly, pattern-matching heuristics in new product judgements were discussed by 

Meyer (1987) and more recently in Louviere and Meyer‟s paper (2008), where 

respondents made their judgements by using a pattern-matching process as a result of 

which they predicted how similar any given new profile was to a previously 

experienced profile with known qualities.  

In the majority of the transport literature on modelling risky and uncertain choice it is 

assumed that travellers‟ decision making can be characterised by expected utility theory 
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(e.g. Machina, 1987). The evaluation under risky and uncertain conditions will in 

general involve additional considerations compared to evaluation under riskless and 

certain conditions.  

In this study, a further latent class framework has been developed to incorporate extra 

individual psychometric data, being motivated particularly by the highly technical 

vehicle-to-vehicle system where decision makers‟ behaviour is critically influenced by 

perceptions and attitudes.   

6.6.1 An augmented latent class model with prior individual 

information 

The expanded latent structure shown in Figure 6.8 is an adaptation of the path diagram 

in Figure 4.1 (page 71). Terms in rectangles are observable, or measurable by suitable 

experiments, while objects in ellipses are latent variables.  

The approach considers the effects of the three forces at individual level on the choice 

process: decision pattern (also called information process rules), general attitudes, and 

degree of survey engagement. Model estimates in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 provided 

clear evidence that these three latent effects can act as potential influences on model 

performance. The proposed approach makes it possible to characterise individuals‟ 

attitudes, intentions, perceptions and preferences when modelling market behaviour 

with respect to an innovative vehicle-to-vehicle product. 

Early efforts to model individuals can be found in Beggs et al. (1981) and Chapman 

(1984). Recently there has been renewed interest in directly modelling individual 

choices (e.g. Louviere et al., 2008; Lancsar & Louviere, 2009; Ebling et al., 2010), 

motivated by the bottom-up models for the analysis of observed and latent dependent 

variables (Guo & Qiu, 2012). Further, some recent studies made efforts to incorporate 

extra individual information into estimating discrete choice models. For example, 

Frischknecht et al. (2011) investigated combining prior information with the observed 

data to derive individual posterior estimates by Hierarchical Bayes estimation. Hess and 

Stathopoulos (2011) proposed a joint latent variable random scale heterogeneity 

approach, making use of additional data collected from respondents to act as proxies to 

explore the effect of engagement on response variability. However, apart from those 

attempts, there has been limited research where respondents were observed as multi 

rather than single period choice optimisers. 
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Following the equations in Section 4.3, the probability for individual n to belong to 

class s taking on a logit function can be given by: 
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where s  is a class specific constant, s is a vector of parameters to be estimated, nz  

represents both the indicators of attitudes and socio-demographic characteristics of 

individual n, and g(·) gives the functional form of the utility function for the latent class 

allocation model. Unlike the multinomial logit or mixed logit, the latent class 

membership allocation probabilities create real flexibility in terms of the treatment of 

taste heterogeneity which is accommodated as a fusion of a deterministic and a random 

method.  

 

 

Figure 6.8: Path diagram of the augmented latent class model 
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As discussed in Chapter 5, an individual‟s latent class membership can be an implied 

proxy to infer his/her attitude pattern with respect to willingness or aversion to change 

their usual travel patterns. It can be argued that those who are reluctant to change their 

routine are more risk-averse. Meanwhile, survey response duration, treated as a proxy 

for decision latency, showed strong explanatory power with respect to class 

membership, and is by and large consistent with individuals‟ attitudes across classes. 

Respondents were classified into serious, pro-action and irrational (rush) segments in 

the tyre pressure model. These segment flags were inherited in this case study as prior 

information, reflecting individual decision rules and attitudes to risk.   

The top line of Figure 6.9 shows that three latent groups identified in the tyre pressure 

model, „pro-action‟, „serious‟ and „rush‟. Among the 81 respondents in Survey 2 (V2V 

model), 38% (N=31) and 46% (N=37) come from the pro-action and serious groups in 

the tyre pressure model, while the rush group contributes 13 respondents (16%).These 

three groups are labelled „Lclass‟ 1, 2, and 3 (Figure 6.9). 

Following the approach for determining the number of latent classes S in earlier 

chapters, a three-class model is chosen based on statistical criteria and on the practical 

judgement of the analyst. The determination took account of Lclass membership. The 

new three-class latent class membership specification allocated 24.7% of participants to 

Class 1, 35.5% to Class 2, and 39.9% to Class 3 (see Table 6.11). The latent class 

function parameters for segment three equal zero, because of normalisation in 

estimation. Hence variables driving membership of the other two classes are described 

relative to segment three.  

 

  Figure 6.9: Class membership in Survey 1 (departure time, route choice  and tyre 

pressure) and ‘Lclass’ in Survey 2 (V2V, N = 81 from the 282) 
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The individual estimates of the new latent class model in Table 6.11 (printout shown in 

Appendix 6.7) are similar to those in Table 6.10, but the estimation precision is 

enhanced. The way in which the estimation procedure has worked with the addition of 

the Lclass has resulted in the designations of Classes 2 and 3 in the previous model 

being transposed in the augmented model. Notable changes are the greater 

responsiveness to price in Class 1 and to reliability in the new Class 2. However it must 

be recognised that apart from the transposed designations, the class memberships have 

changed a little due to the superior class identification procedure. 

Table 6.11: Parameter estimates in the augmented latent class model with prior 

individual information 

  LCM with prior individual information 

Class 1  Class 2*  Class3** 

Parameters  Est. Sig.  Est. Sig.  Est. Sig. 

Class-specific model:        

Integration (DIY Option =1)  0.802 0.01  -0.932 0.00  0.117 0.10 

Price $ (scaled * 1000)  -1.350 0.00  -1.520 0.00  -0.600 0.00 

Information (With comfort =1)  0.429 0.23  0.409 0.00  0.198 0.00 

Penetration (%)  0.229 0.00  0.078 0.00  0.025 0.00 

Auto control (With control =1)   1.142 0.00  -0.416 0.00  0.410 0.00 

Reliability_very good  1.349 0.15  0.794 0.00  3.150 0.00 

Reliability_good  -1.153 0.13  1.278 0.00  2.036 0.00 

Proportion of sample (%)  24.7%  35.5%  39.9% 

                     (respondents)  20  29  32 

  

Class membership model:         

Constant  2.642 0.36  3.800 0.12  0 

Lclass   -.267 0.07  .851 0.00  0 

Age  -.081 0.20  -.183 0.02  0 

    



L(is,s |S) -665.7129         

Pseudo R
2

  0.377      

Significant at the 5% level in bold and italics, significant at the 10% level in bold 

*Class 2 corresponds to Class 3 in Table 6.10 

**Class 3 corresponds to Class 2 in Table 6.10 
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For class membership functions, relative to new Class 2, respondents in Class 1 and 

new Class 3 are younger. As already noted, the latent class membership flags (Lclass) 

for each respondent in the tyre pressure model were incorporated into this model as an 

attitudinal indicator. The estimates (Table 6.11) in Class 2 and Class 3 are highly 

significant, but individuals in Class 1 show disinterest or ignorance about „Reliability‟ 

and „Information‟ strategy.  

To present the effect profile of each attribute for each segment graphically, Figure 6.10 

is a sketch map of the average effects of six attributes across three latent classes in the 

augmented V2V model. According to class membership identification in Table 6.11, 

consumers in the vehicle-to-vehicle product market can be divided into three groups 

with respect to the latent class membership: Class 1 (see blue line) comprises about 

25% of the market, Class 2 (see red line) comprises about 35% and Class 3 (see green 

line) about 40%.  

   

 

Figure 6.10: Average effect profile of attributes across three latent groups in the 

V2V latent class model (estimates in Table 6.11) 
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6.6.2 The mixed logit model alternative 

As discussed in Chapter 4, the latent class method can segment several latent groups 

which are hypothesised to differ significantly in preferences but have homogeneity 

within classes. By contrast, the mixed logit model (also referred to as the random 

parameter logit) is more flexible in that it can deal with nearly any behaviour 

assumption in terms of preference distribution. Both models have in common that they 

introduce heterogeneity in the systematic part of the utility but differ in their 

assumptions regarding the distribution of preferences. 

6.6.2.1 Model specification 

Following the notation in Chapter 4, an individual n faces a choice in choice set nC . The 

level of satisfaction of choosing alternative i is measured by the utility inU : 

ininnin xU          (6.12) 

where inx is a vector of explanatory variables observed by the analyst and socio-

demographic characteristics of individual n, n  is a vector of utility parameters 

associated with alternative i, and in  is the error term in the utility. n  and in are both 

treated as stochastic influences, in other words, the mixed logit model has different n  

for each respondent. in  follows an independent and identical distribution.  

Conditional on n , where )/f(~  nn , the probability that individual n chooses 

alternative i is the standard logit formula: 
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                                           (6.13) 

However, since n  is random and unknown, the (unconditional) choice probability is 

the integral of this logit formula over the density of n  

 dfLP nnini )/()(                                            (6.14) 

This model is also called the random coefficient logit model since n  is a random 

variable.  

Here )/f( n  can take on a number of distributional forms. The most widely used case 

is the normal distribution. However, under certain conditions, where coefficients need 
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to have the same signs for all respondents, such as a price coefficient that is necessarily 

negative or the coefficient of a desirable attribute, distributions with only one side of 

zero, like the lognormal distribution, are used. When coefficients cannot logically be 

unboundedly small or large, bounded distributions are often used, such as a triangular 

distribution. 

The standard logit model does not take into account unobserved factors that persist over 

time for a given respondent, which is a potential problem for using panel data or 

repeated choices dataset (Train, 2000). To take into account both random taste variation 

and correlation in unobserved factors over time, the utility itnU  for respondent n for 

alternative i in choice situation t is specified as: 

itnitnnitn xU                                                       (6.15) 

To examine the correlation explicitly, assume that the βs follow a normal distribution 

with mean  and variance 2 . Then the utility equation becomes: 

itnitnnitn xU   )(                                       (6.16) 

and η is a draw from the standard normal density. The equation can be written as 

follows: 

itnitnitn

itnitnnitnitn

exU

xxU







 ][
                                  (6.17) 

where itnn x is a random term whose distribution over individuals and alternatives 

depends in general on underlying parameters and observed data related to individual n 

and alternative i; and itn is a random term that is independent and identically 

distribution over alternatives and does not depend on underlying parameters or data 

(Hensher & Greene, 2002). 

There is a growing body of literature comparing model selection criteria for the mixed 

logit and latent class models, including simple comparisons of measures of fit, choice 

probabilities, kernel density plots and ordinary least square regressions of individual 

willingness-to-pay (e.g. Hensher et al., 2004; Fosgerau, 2006; Birol et al., 2006; 

Colombo et al., 2009). A number of studies provide rather equivocal results from 

comparisons of mixed logit and latent class models; rarely does one model clearly 

outperform the other in terms of statistical measures. Nevertheless, several researchers 

have argued that the latent class model has a slight superiority; Provencher and Bishop 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Utility
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(2004) found no model dominating but surprisingly high correct predictions by the 

latent class model. Hynes et al. (2008) reported similar results for these two models in 

terms of welfare estimates but promoted the latent class model as more informative. 

Sagebiel (2011) also contributed to the discussion and concluded it is not possible to 

derive a clear statement on which model performs better, although the latent class model 

shows some advantages in terms of statistical fitness and a smaller variance in 

conditional willingness to pay values. 

6.6.2.2 Mixed logit estimation 

This section compares the models from a statistical perspective first. As mentioned 

before, a mixed logit representation of preference heterogeneity is more general than the 

latent class model; however such a specification carries a challenge in that these 

parameters have an unknown distribution. Selecting such a distribution has plenty of 

empirical challenges. The first mixed logit model, as shown in Table 6.12, is specified 

with two normally distributed random parameters: price and market penetration. 

Although a normal distribution allows both positive and negative values, which may be 

misleading for price and penetration rate, there are several reasons to choose it here. 

First, the normal distribution has been widely used and has many convenient features. 

Second, after several trials with different distributions, the model with random 

parameters being normally distributed shows the best fit.  

The estimation of a mixed logit model results in a substantial improvement of goodness-

of-fit over the multinomial logit model, which is common in mixed logit applications 

due to the increased explanatory power of the specification (Train, 1998; Hensher, 

2001; Train & Sonnier, 2005). The parameters are similar to those in the previous 

models except that the parameter on „integration‟ is insignificant in the mixed logit 

model.  

Another effect of the mixed logit model is that the parameters in general are larger than 

those in the multinomial logit model, an effect which has been reported in a number of 

studies (e.g. Sillano & Ortúzar, 2005;  Sagebiel, 2011). This can be explained by the 

fact that the mixed logit model decomposes the unobserved component of utility and 

normalises the parameters through the scale factor. Detailed discussion is given in 

Sillano and Ortúzar‟s paper. 
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As Hensher and Green concluded (2002), a unique feature of the mixed logit model is 

the ability to re-parameterise the mean estimates of random parameters, establishing the 

heterogeneity associated with observable influences. Here the second mixed logit model 

(Table 6.12 and Appendix 6.9) makes the mean β of attribute „Price‟ a linear function of 

the individual attitudinal indicator variable „Lclass‟, in other words, the mean estimate 

of the random price parameter  has been re-parameterised by the individual attitudinal 

indicator Lclass to establish heterogeneity. The model removes some of the latent 

heterogeneity from the parameter distribution by segmenting the mean with a 

continuous variation. 

Table 6.12: V2V mixed logit model estimation results with and without 

heterogeneity around the mean  

 Mixed logit  Mixed logit With 

heterogeneity  

in mean  

Random parameters: Est. Sig.  Est. Sig. 

Penetration (%) 0.143 0.07  0.249 0.04 

Price $ (scaled * 1000) -2.330 0.05  -2.770 0.05 

Fixed parameters:      

Information (safety and comfort info =1) 0.686 0.03  1.080 0.03 

Integration (DIY Option =1) 0.138 0.31  0.239 0.34 

Auto-control (with auto-control =1) 0.674 0.03  1.145 0.07 

Reliability_very good 4.114 0.04  7.049 0.04 

Reliability_good 2.446 0.02  4.066 0.04 

     

Heterogeneity in mean:      

Price:Lclass    -0.001 0.08 

SD. of parameter distribution      

Price 0.002 0.14  0.003 0.03 

Penetration 0.208 0.07  0.362 0.05 

    

    



L(is,s |S) -866.135       -859.183      

Pseudo R
2 

0.185    0.195  

 Significant at the 5% level in bold and italics, significant at the 10% level in bold 
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6.6.3 Comparison of models 

Table 6.13 shows relevant information used to compare the augmented latent class 

model (last column) with other models, first choice logit, mixed logit and latent class 

model without attitudinal indicator, based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), 

the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and the Akaike likelihood ratio index (  



2 ). 

Likelihood ratio tests show that the first choice multinominal logit model is slightly 

outperformed by the mixed logit and both of these are considerably outperformaned by 

the other two latent class models. The results indicate that the latent class model with 

extra individual information has substantially superior goodness-of-fit statistics, bases 

on the AIC, the BIC and the 
2 . Figure 6.11 displays a graphical comparison based on 

Table 6.12, which gives five indicators to compare the estimated models.  

It is noted that the mixed logit model shown in Table 6.13 only „Price‟ and „Penetration‟ 

were selected as random parameter variables due to practical considerations. The other 

parameters are fixed whereas in the latent clas models there are separate parameter 

estimates for each class. Which model is superior on all behavioural measures of 

performance is inconclusive.   

Table 6.13: Measures of fit in successive models 

  First choice 

model 

 *Mixed 

logit model 

 Latent class models 

     Three classes 
 

With extra 

preference variable 

  (Table 6.9)  (Table 

6.12) 

 (Table 6.10) 
 

(Table 6.11) 

      



L(0,0 |1)   -1060.871  -1060.871  -1060.871 
 

-1060.871 

    



L(is,s |S)  -886.903  -859.184  -728.602 
 

-665.713 

Parameters  15  23  47 
 

51 

AIC  1.855  1.815  1.595 
 

1.474 

BIC  1.931  1.930  1.831 
 

1.730 

Pseudo R
2
  0.164  0.195  0.317 

 

0.377 

    



2(S,is,s )   0.150  0.169  0.269 
 

0.324 

*Only two of the parameters are random 
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Figure 6.11: Measures of fit in successive models (based on Table 6.13) 

 

Sections 6.6.4 and 6.6.5 address two important issues about how decision makers accept 

an increase in cost in return for a gian in attractiveness of an alternative: willingness-to-

pay, and how sensitive drivers are towards a particular product attribute or market 

information when changes occur in the attribute: choice sensitivity. 
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6.6.4 Willingness-to-pay 

Following the approach discussed in Chapter 5, willingness-to-pay estimates are derived 

as the ratio of the conditional mean of the attribute parameter per person and the 

negative conditional mean of the cost (price) parameter, which is computed as 
c

i

xV

xV





/

/
. 

For a mixed logit model, the distributions chosen for the random coefficient carries over 

to the distributions for the willingness-to-pay (WTP) measures. A distributed cost 

coefficient leads WTP to be a ratio of two distributions. There is a growing interest in 

the properties of specific WTP distributions by using each individual observation. Train 

and Weeks (2005) found that distributions of WTP derived from estimated models in 

preference space have large variances and one way to avoid problems with the WTP as 

a ratio is by parameterisation in WTP space. Hensher et al. (2006b) suggested that 

calculating willingness-to-pay measures from ratios of individual-level parameters, in 

contrast to drawing them from unconditional population distributions empirically, 

reduces the incidence of extreme values. Mabit (2008) argued that heterogeneity in the 

cost coefficient is very influential.  

The individual willingness-to-pay values of the mixed logit model and the latent class 

model are both estimated, but all WTP estimates for the mixed logit model have a large 

and unacceptable range. This finding is consistent with Hensher et al. (2006a) case 

study in which the mixed logit model shows much higher standard deviation.  

To get a comparative view of the results, Table 6.14 presents the unconditional 

willingness-to-pay estimate in $(AUD) from the multinomial logit model and the 

conditional willingness-to-pay values for the 3 classes in the latent class model. It is not 

meaningful to compare the values of the logit model with the latent class model, but it is 

revealing to discover the different values across segments in the latent class model. The 

heterogenous WTP values among latent classes correspond to the fact that even though 

MNL models might reproduce mean estimates nicely, forecasting on improper 

homogeneity assumptions can be highly misleading.  
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Table 6.14: Estimated willingness-to-pay in $ (AUD) for each attribute in the first 

choice logit and latent class models 

 First choice logit   Latent class model 

   Class 1  Class 2  Class 3 

Proportion of sample  100%  24.7%  35.5%  39.9% 
        

Penetration rate 1% increase 47  169  51  42 

Reliability_very good 1550  1,002  531  5,255 

Reliability good 1,016  n.s.  839  3,396 

Integration (DIY option =1) 143  595  -612  194 

Information(with safety+comfort info) 183  318  268  329 

Auto-control (with auto-control =1) 209  848  -273  685 

n.s: coefficient not significant 

Table 6.14 shows the results of estimating the willingness-to-pay for each V2V system 

attributes: market penetration, reliability, integration, information and auto-control. The 

last four were described in terms of presence or absence, while market penetration was 

defined as a numerical variable. The fact that a large subset of attributes in this 

experiment is represented as dummy variables makes it well suited for this analysis. In 

the base model, the expected positive effects of increases in market penetration and the 

provision of DIY option, comfort information, automatic control feature as well as 

better reliability, where the WTP for improvements in reliability are substantially higher 

than that for integration, information and auto-control. These were calculated as 

described in Greene (2007) and Hess, et al. (2011). 

Class 1 can be tagged as „Neighbourhood  effect respondents‟ with a high concern for 

market penetration rate; in other words, according to the willingness-to-pay value of  

$169, respondents in Class 1 are willing to pay three times what the other two groups 

would pay if the market penetration increases by one per cent.  

Class 2 can be called „Minimalism‟ with a high and negative willingness-to-pay value  

(-$612) in integration, as opposed to positive values in the other two groups. This can be 

explained as a preference of Class 2 to choose a new vehicle-to-vehicle system having 

the equipment built-in instead of having the option of DIY installation. The negative 

value of auto-control attribute (-$273 ) is consistent with their preferences on simplicity.  

Class 3, the largest group, can be labelled „Rationality seekers‟, having much greater 

willingness-to-pay values ($ 5,255 and $ 3,396) for system reliability. This suggests that 

their purchasing behaviour is highly motivated by reliable product performance.  
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The next section compares the change in absolute choice shares with respect to a change 

in the level of attribute across the sample.  

6.6.5 Model simulations 

Market researchers are faced with difficult tasks in assessing future profitability and 

market share for new product entries or modifications of existing products, such as 

predicting the customer response to alternative pricing strategies or predicting the 

differential impact of product characteristics on customer preferences. Conjoint analysis 

(Green & Srinivasan, 1978; Orme, 2005) is a popular method in market research to 

determine how consumers value different features of an individual product or service. A 

direct elasticity measures the percentage change in the probability of choosing a 

particular alternative from the choice set with respect to a given percentage change in 

one attribute of that same alternative (Louviere et al, 2000). The elasticity with respect 

to attribute k in alternative i on the probability that the individual makes choice j is 

defined as 
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where the function 1(j=i) equals one if choice j equals i, and zero otherwise.  

This section deals with the relationship between incremental product development and 

the evolving nature of consumer‟s choice decisions to see how various changes to 

product profiles might impact demand. By simulating changes to the product (such as 

changing the mix of features, or raising or lowering price), it helps to determine which 

changes most increase or decrease preference.  

To examine the effects on predicted preference shares of changes in the attribute levels, 

the share can be calculated as 
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It is used here to examine what becomes of these predictions when the value of an 

attribute changes. The simulation model can predict the number of respondents in the 

sample who will choose each alternative under new hypothetical attribute values.  

As shown in Table 6.15, with a selected simulation base case, if the market penetration 

value increases by 50% then the choice probability increases 13.57%. The effect of 

price change is also fairly obvious: about 8.76% probability decrease with an increase of 

25% in price, and 15.81% probability decrease with a 50% price increment.  

Figure 6.12 provides a graphical representation of the simulated preference share 

changes in market penetration and price, as well as the differences and similarities 

between these two attributes. With the increase of market penetration value of the novel 

product as time passes, potential customer‟s perspectives on market penetration can be 

displayed with a slightly S-shape behaviour curve diagram (see blue line). The 

relationship between the choice probability and price shows a slight curvature. 

Table 6.15: Comparison of sensitivity to increase in market penetration and price 

(Absolute change in choice share for a selected simulation base case) 

Attribute multiplier 1.125 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 

market penetration 2.98% 6.40% 13.57% 21.30% 24.59% 

price -4.49% -8.76% -15.81% -19.03% -22.57% 
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   Figure 6.12: Changes caused by increasing a single attribute (either market 

penetration or price) 
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6.7 Generalised factors affecting responsiveness  

To illustrate the similarities and differences across departure time, route, tyre pressure, 

as well as V2V model, Figure 6.13 shows four diagrams drawn from observations 

representing the impacts of user experience level, modelling accuracy, system 

distraction, and user inertia in these four types of driving support situation. The points 

in the diagrams are approximations based on the focus groups and the surveys. The 

comparisons indicate substantially less „experience‟ but greater „inertia‟, „accuracy‟ and 

„distraction‟ affecting the V2V model results.   

It is argued that a random utility method and simple multinomial logit models can 

capture few of the behavioural features of choice dynamics.  The mixed logit model 

adds a random variable itn  into the utility
itnitnitnitnnitn xxU   ' , which can capture 

unobserved individual deviations. However, it cannot characterise how parameter 

heterogeneity might be associated with factors that underlie different levels of 

awareness and expectation by potential users about how the new technology will 

evolve. The study suggests that consumers‟ attitudes to unfamiliar things may be 

correlated to the decision making rules and vary across individuals, and may be well 

captured by the augmented latent class structure as discussed in Section 6.6.1. 

       Figure 6.13: Impact of four factors on driver decisions in the four situations 

studied 
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6.8 Summary 

The purpose of this case study is to identify the perceptions and preferences of 

individuals in respect of a new in-vehicle driving support system, where customer 

heterogeneity has a substantial impact on the specification of the vehicle-to-vehicle 

product design. The end objective of this analysis is to target and identify latent 

segments that are receptive to various product characteristics and market information. 

Consumer perceptions on novel vehicle-to-vehicle products are expected to lead to 

decisions and actions. The attributes that influence consumers‟ decision making patterns 

can be broadly categorised into four groups. The first group includes socio-demographic 

characteristics, such as income, gender and age. The second group consists of individual 

attitudes and intentions, such as information process rules, risk averse or neutral, 

willingness-to-pay. The third one includes product characteristics, involving 

technological features and marketing information. The final group consists of a set of 

exogenous variables.  

In order to model product preferences of single individuals, by applying a best-worst 

scaling method in this case, the relative importance of several attributes was calculated. 

This study clearly demonstrates that product constituent characteristics, e.g. the content 

of information provided, the manner of system integration, the system reliability, the 

price, the market penetration and the auto-control mechanism, are critical decision 

variables that drive customers‟ decisions in the context of a vehicle-to-vehicle system. 

A key finding with respect to vehicle-to-vehicle model is that drivers are strongly 

inclined to accept a system which would take control of the vehicle in an emergency. 

The chapter has illustrated recent advances in the science of discrete choice that can be 

applied to gain a deeper understanding of customer preferences. Some advantages of the 

proposed approach are discussed as below: 

1. First, simple choice experiment tasks may miss choice set effects because of the 

presence of clearly dominated options, and to some extent, may provide 

inaccurate forecasts of market decisions in which alternatives are sharply 

discriminated by a significant proportion of respondents. A sequential best-worst 

scaling experiment is less likely to be biased.  

2. Furthermore, when respondents have little experiences in making choices in a 

highly technological field, keeping two or more profiles in mind at once is more 
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likely to be a hard task, leading to an increase in the size of the random utility 

component and a reduction in the statistical efficiency of the preference 

elicitation. Best-worst scaling tasks seem to be easy for respondents to identify, 

and enable them to make consistent decisions when faced with extreme options. 

3. The latent class model is straightforward in interpretation, allowing us to label 

groups accordingly and to segment the population into multiple interest classes. 

The latent segments found tended to align themselves with different 

consideration sets. Moreover, the approach showed clear evidence both on taste 

heterogeneity and on decision rule heterogeneity across the sample.  

4. Evidence in this case study also displays significant improvement in goodness-of 

fit statistics through the use of inherited attitudinal indicator, which integrates 

the effects of decision pattern, general attitudes, and survey engagement to 

calibrate potential interventions.  

So far, clear evidence has shown that heterogeneous market preferences make 

differentiation and strategic positioning critical to capture a range of market segments.  

The next chapter will focus on a special group of drivers who suffer from certain 

medical conditions, to identify the most relevant technologies and associated 

functionalities that could improve these drivers‟ road safety and mobility. A system 

adaptive design strategy will be discussed which appears to be helpful to limit the 

likelihood of negative consequences of the use of new driving support systems.  
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Chapter 7 

Systems to Assist Drivers with Rheumatic Diseases   

7.1 Introduction 

Following Michon’s (1971) hierarchic structure of the driving task, drivers’ perceptions 

and preferences with respect to new in-vehicle technologies have been discussed 

through this thesis. The heterogeneity found in three-level driving behaviour models: 

strategic, tactical and operational, has been detailed. Clear evidence showed that there is 

no unique specification that can uniformly be accepted by users as a group.  For new in-

vehicle driving support system design, the individual driver cohorts address different 

support issues and interactions that need to be specifically taken into account. 

To date, most existing studies have focused on the ergonomic and human-machine 

interface aspects of in-vehicle technologies to assist the drivers. However there is a lack 

of comprehensive research to identify the most relevant technology and associated 

functionalities that could improve the road safety of certain groups of drivers, such as 

older drivers, young novice drivers or drivers with medical conditions. New in-vehicle 

system design needs to consider limitations of the individual driver with a view to 

assisting.  

As they are undergoing driving difficulty, helping drivers with rheumatic conditions to 

avoid or mitigate hazards by the use of in-vehicle systems is a continuing interest in this 

research. Instead of expensive vehicle adaptations for drivers with disability, a new 

vehicle-to-vehicle driving support system has the potential to be a reliable and cost-

effective way to facilitate their driving safety.  

Specific attention to drivers with rheumatic conditions makes crucial demands on 

adaptive design for driving support systems in the early stages of vehicle-to-vehicle 

development. Vehicle-to-vehicle driving support systems, such as forward collision 

mitigation, pre-crash warning, intersection support, and speed adaptation, can widen 

vision, improve cognition, and control a hazard situation. Conclusions cannot be drawn 

yet about whether certain vehicle-to-vehicle driving support systems can improve the 

safety of vulnerable drivers. Although systems have been developed that appear to fit 
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the special needs of these drivers, many are still being developed and not much research 

has been done on user acceptance and the effects on road user behaviour. 

The aim of Chapter 7 is:  

1. To focus on driving task difficulty analysis for particular driver group,  

2. To present a prototype of a driving support system with adaptive design, and  

3. To identify future research priorities for drivers with rheumatic conditions.  

To address these concerns, this chapter is organised as follows:  

It starts with an overview of current research, in the context of lupus and other 

rheumatic diseases. In Section 7.2, functional limitations and driving related difficulty 

for drivers with rheumatic conditions are investigated on the basis of a review of 

relevant theories and the dataset from a focus group. It offers a bridge between medical 

studies on physical impairments and driving safety for a specific driver group. Section 

7.3 proposes a framework for an adaptive driving support system. Finally, some human 

factor implications of these developments are discussed. 
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7.1.1 Health and driving 

Disease-related factors may reduce capability to drive safely in some individuals 

(Gilhotra et al., 2001). Medical conditions have been associated with an increased risk 

of road crash involvement; these include Parkinson’s disease (Vaa, 2003), 

cardiovascular disease (McGwin & Brown, 1999), Alzheimer’s disease (Adler et al., 

2000; Uzzell & Muckle, 2005), and type 2 diabetes in combination with low adherence 

to an appropriate medical regime (Sagberg, 2006). Other medical conditions that can 

pose a risk to safe driving include arthritis (McGwin et al., 2000), psychological 

conditions such as anxiety and depression (Sagberg, 2006), and vision conditions 

(Owsley et al., 2002; Scilley et al., 2002).  

Various medications for the treatment of chronic medical conditions can also affect safe 

driving ability. Movig et al., (2004) identified narcotics, antipsychotics, and muscle 

relaxants as each having the potential to increase crash risk. Moreover, the use of 

multiple medications can significantly increase impairment of driving skills. 

Antidepressants (Carr et al., 2006, Dassanayake et al., 2011), benzodiazepines (see 

review by Leung (2011)), non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medications (Verster et al., 

2006), ACE inhibitors and anticoagulant medications (McGwin et al., 2000) have also 

been identified as being associated with increased crash rate.  

Age-related changes such as longer response time, reduction in physical strength, 

memory loss, reduced visual acuity, sensitivity to glare and visual contrast sensitivity 

may also influence the capacity to drive safely in some situations (Anstey et al., 2005).  

7.1.2 Systemic Lupus Erythematosus and other rheumatic diseases 

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a systemic autoimmune disease that can affect 

any part of the body. As occurs in other rheumatic diseases, the immune system attacks 

the body's cells and tissue, resulting in inflammation and tissue damage (Wallace, 

2009). SLE most often harms the joints, skin, heart, lungs, blood vessels, liver, kidneys, 

and nervous system. The course of the disease is unpredictable, with periods of illness 

(flares up) alternating with remissions.  
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80% of people afflicted with SLE develop it between the ages of 15 and 45. On average, 

SLE occurs nine times more often in women than in men, especially in women between 

the ages of 15 and 35. Published surveys show a worldwide incidence ranging between 

one to 10 per 100,000 and 20 to 70 per 100,000 (Wallace & Hahn, 2007; Pons-Estel et 

al., 2010).  

In the United States, the prevalence rate is between 14 and 51 per 100,000 Caucasians, 

but African Americans, Latinos, and Asians have a greater incidence and prevalence of 

lupus than Caucasians (Lupus foundation of America, 2011). In a study from Far North 

Queensland, the prevalence of SLE is 45 per 100,000 in Caucasians but much higher in 

the indigenous population at 93 per 100,000 (Bossingham, 2003). Segasothy and 

Phillips’s (2001) comparative study in Aborigines and Caucasians in central Australia 

has also demonstrated higher prevalence among Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

populations, as well as higher rates of morbidity and mortality. 

SLE symptoms vary widely and come and go unpredictably. For non-life-threatened 

patients, the most common complaint is from the musculoskeletal system, arthralgia 

(the joint pain which 80 to 90% of SLE patients experience) or arthritis (visible 

inflammation in a joint in 50% of these cases), which affects driving capability directly. 

Malaise (the sense of not feeling right) and fatigue are observed in 80% of SLE patients 

at some point during the course of their disease; in half of these it can be disabling. 

Fatigue in SLE is probably multifactorial and has been related not only to disease 

activity or complications such as anemia or hypothyroidism, but also to pain, 

depression, poor sleep quality, poor physical fitness and perceived lack of social support 

(Wallace & Hahn, 2007). The term ‘lupus fog’ reflects cognitive inability and difficulty 

in completing once-familiar tasks, such as remembering names and dates, keeping 

appointments, or processing thoughts. Two-thirds of patients have skin lesions at some 

time in their disease. Depression and anxiety are present in at least half of all lupus 

patients as a consequence of stress, inflammation, pain, cytokines, or sleep disorder.  In 

fact, studies have found that between 15 and 60 % of people with a chronic illness will 

experience clinical depression. These symptoms may come and go, but may also be 

continuous. 
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Other types of rheumatic diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis, mixed connective tissue 

disease, scleroderma, fibromyalgia, and other forms of systematic vasculitis can be 

difficult to differentiate from lupus and are often treated with similar therapies. For 

example, rheumatoid arthritis is more common than lupus afflicting 1.3 million adults in 

America (Helmick et al., 2008) and occuring in 2% to 3% of the population in 

Australia. Arthritis is a leading cause of disability (CDC, 1999) and chronic pain. More 

than 21% of adults in America were found to have arthritis (Hootman et al., 2003). It is 

predicted that by 2020, with demographic ageing 1 in 5 people will have arthritis in 

Australia (Arthritiswa, 2004).  

Arthritis and other rheumatic diseases continue to be a significant and growing public 

health problem. Surveys show that people with arthritis face particular difficulties with 

driving, and have increased risk of crash involvement, even in patients with a low 

disability index (Busteed et al., 2004). There appears to be a lack of awareness of these 

difficulties not only in the medical profession but also in driving behaviour research. 

Considering the similarities among rheumatic diseases, the following sections will apply 

the general category, ‘drivers with rheumatic diseases’ instead of referring only to 

systemic lupus erythematosus.   
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7.2 Driving difficulties of drivers’ with rheumatic conditions   

7.2.1 Theoretical models 

The purpose of this section is to identify the driving tasks for which assistance is most 

desirable from a safety point of view. It is assumed that the most promising assistive 

driving systems in this respect are those that support the relative weaknesses of the 

drivers with rheumatic conditions. Various theoretical frameworks can be employed to 

analyse the relative weaknesses of the vulnerable drivers, such as the human factor 

approach (Wickens & Hollands, 2000), Fuller’s task capability interface model (Fuller, 

2000) and task difficulty homeostasis theory (Fuller, 2005), as well as cognitive 

psychological models (e.g. Michon, 1985). 

7.2.1.1 Fuller’s task capability interface model 

The task capability interface model (Fuller, 2000, 2005) describes the dynamic 

interaction between the determinants of task demand and driver capability. It is this 

dynamic interaction which produces different levels of task difficulty: 

1. When driver capability exceeds demand, the driving task is easy;  

2. When driver capability equals demand, the driver is operating at the limits of 

his/her capability and the driving task is difficult; 

3. When demand exceeds driver capability, the driver fails at the task, and this may 

lead to a collision or loss of control.  

Driver capability is constrained by the constitutional features of the individual, which 

include physical and mental characteristics, such as strength and flexibility, response 

time, and information processing capability. On top of these characteristics are 

knowledge and skills, arising from education and experience. However, this capability 

may be challenged by human factor variables. 

In essence, task difficulty is inversely proportional to the difference between task 

demand and driver capability (Fuller, 2005). In his model, driving task difficulty is 

defined as an expression of the separation between task demand and driver capability. In 

other words with some flexibility, a person usually drives homeostatically to achieve an 

optimal level of workload by seeking tasks when workload is low, and shedding them 

when workload is excessive (Wickens & Hollands, 2000). As a result, there are two 
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directions to lower task difficulty, reducing task demand and improving driver 

capability. For example, the introduction of in‐vehicle driving support systems can 

make the driving task easier by taking over some driving tasks, like navigation, adaptive 

speed control, or by improving capabilities in the sensory domain. 

Figure 7.1 displays two situations of safety margin calibration by drivers. The first case 

where actual safety margin is less than perceived safety margin is more common among 

young and aggressive drivers, and is of primary concern in road safety research. The 

second case happens when a person, typically a vulnerable or hesitant driver, 

overestimates task demand or underestimates his/her driving capability, which can also 

trigger a hazard.   

 

 

(a) Overestimate capability or underestimate task demand 

 

(b) Overestimate task demand or underestimate capability 

 

Figure 7.1: Safety margin calibration based on Fuller’s model 
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According to Fuller’s framework, the weaknesses of drivers result from their physical 

and mental conditions and human factors, including emotion, attitude, fatigue, 

motivation, drugs, stress and distraction. On the other hand, vulnerable drivers might 

profit from the fact that they have more difficulty sharing their attention between 

various tasks and will be less inclined to combine driving with other non-driving 

activities. In the remainder of this chapter, Fuller’s theories will be used to identify the 

difficulty that drivers with rheumatic conditions encounter in driving as a result of their 

weaknesses.  

7.2.1.2 Michon’s cognitive psychological framework 

Cognitive psychology is interested in how people interpret the information they 

received, and that their actions are always aimed at reaching explicit or implicit goals. 

For example, a well-known skill-rule-knowledge framework by Rasmussen (1990) 

identified three types of behaviour which correspond to decreasing degrees of 

familiarity with the task. As familiarity decreases, the level of control shifts from 

skill‐based to knowledge‐based.  

Michon’s model corresponds to the information processing hierarchical model by 

Rasmussen, and distinguishes three levels in driving behaviour: strategic, tactical and 

operational, which has been discussed through this thesis. The discussion here 

concentrates on the analysis of driving task difficulty for particular driver groups.  

1. The strategic level is the highest level where general goals such as departure 

time and route choice are determined. Driving plans are formed and modified. 

2. The tactical level involves decisions related to the management of current 

driving activity such as speed, overtaking, and how to handle specific traffic 

situations such as crossing an intersection. Tactical actions follow a pattern 

specific to drivers and can be assimilated to a profile, such as hesitant drivers 

always overestimating risk, and by contrast aggressive drivers may keep much 

shorter following distance.  

3. The operational level tasks relate to vehicle control in order to implement the 

manoeuvres decided at the tactical level, such as steering, braking and changing 

gear. This level is performed almost without conscious thought. Drivers have 

only limited reaction time and the task exerts constant time pressure. 
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The effectiveness of in-vehicle technological interventions and adaptations at each of 

the three levels of Michon’s hierarchical model is not well documented yet. However, 

the rich findings in the case studies on departure time change and route change at 

strategic level (Chapter 4), tyre inflation model at tactical level (Chapter 5), as well as 

the vehicle-to-vehicle information system survey at operational level (Chapter 6), make 

it less difficult to discuss user acceptance and effects on driver behaviour. 

7.2.2  Changes in driving behaviour of drivers with rheumatic diseases  

Drivers with rheumatic conditions tend to modify their driving in a number of ways, e.g. 

keeping lower speed, reducing driving distances and the amount of time spent driving, 

avoiding certain road conditions and driving alone. Some of them give up driving post-

diagnosis (Vrkljan et al., 2010). As mentioned in Section 7.1, studies report that drivers 

with rheumatic diseases have some insight into their conditions impact on their driving 

skills. However, it can be difficult for patients to accurately estimate their level of 

driving competency. The next section will discuss the relationship between medical 

conditions and changes in driving behaviour. 

7.2.2.1 Relationship between medications and driving  

The following common medicines are prescribed to treat rheumatic symptoms: 

 Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)  

NSAIDs, the most common drugs used to treat rheumatic diseases, help to relieve 

many of the symptoms by reducing inflammation and pain. NSAIDs may cause 

serious gastrointestinal complications.  

 Steroids 

Corticosteroids (also known as steroids) are synthetic drugs designed to work like 

the body’s naturally occurring hormones produced by the adrenal glands. Steroid 

medications can decrease the swelling, warmth, tenderness, and pain that are 

associated with inflammation. Prednisone is the most commonly prescribed steroid 

for lupus.  

Steroids, as a blessing and curse, can produce a variety of serious side effects. The 

most common are changes in appearance. Steroids can also cause irritability, 

agitation, excitability, insomnia, or depression. Long term steroid use can increase 
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risk of infections, avascular necrosis of bone, osteoporosis (bones become fragile), 

muscle weakness, and cataracts.  

 Immunosuppressives  

Immunosuppressive medications, such as azathioprine and methotrexate, are used to 

control the overactive immune system. However, they increase the chances to 

develop viral infections and may cause sun-sensitivity, liver damage, and lung 

infections. Nausea, mouth sores, and headaches are the most common side effects of 

methotrexate. 

 Others 

Antimalarial is used in combination with steroids and other medications, in part to 

reduce the dose required of the other drugs. Antidepressants and benzodiazepines 

are used to help people with anxiety or sleep disorder.  

Studies showed that medications have different and variable effects on driving 

performance. Approximately 25% of prescription drugs affect the central nervous 

system (Vingilis & Scott, 2000). As the central nervous system controls the network for 

the entire body and is responsible for psychomotor performance, including perception, 

reaction and cognition, these medicines have potential impacts upon a driver’s response 

to hazards, coordination or concentration, thereby increasing the likelihood of having a 

crash (Australian Transport Safety Bureau, 2003).  

For example, Foley et al., (1995) have identified non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug  

(NSAID) use as being associated with increased crash risk. An alternative explanation is 

that this class of medications has a direct impact on cognition or psychomotor 

performance. A small percentage of patients develop scotomas (blind spots) with 

deposits of melanin (skin pigment) at the back of the eyes, or retina, after long-term 

high doses use of antimalarials (Wallace, 2007). Three case-control studies have found 

significantly heightened occurrence of benzodiazepine use among injured drivers in 

France (Mura et al., 2003) and patients at a trauma unit in the Netherlands (Movig et al., 

2004); a case-crossover study of crash-involved drivers in the United Kingdom found 

them using benzodiazepines with a long plasma half-life (Barbone et al., 1998). 
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7.2.2.2 Crash involvement and physical vulnerability  

Changes in physical factors can be summarised in four major areas of impairment:  

1. Physical strength: arthritis, less joint flexibility, decline in grip strength, 

dexterity, etc.  

2. Cognitive response and attention: longer time to produce movement, increasing 

response uncertainty, divided attention, memory loss, etc. 

3. Vision: decrease in contrast, temporary vision impairment from headlights, 

visual field deficit, etc. 

4. Others: fatigue, range of motion, etc.  

Previous studies have indicated that patients with rheumatic conditions face particular 

difficulties with driving, depending on their degree of functional limitation. A study in 

the US of elderly drivers with arthritis suggested that changes in the components of the 

articular cartilage, bone, ligaments, and musculature impair the capacity of the 

musculoskeletal system to perform the act of driving (Roberts & Roberts, 1993). A 

survey of 30 patients with rheumatoid arthritis in the UK (Busteed et al., 2004) showed 

that 20 of the participants have specific problems with driving, even in patients with a 

low index of functional impairment. Fourteen of them have difficulty entering and 

leaving the vehicle, followed by problems with reversing (10/30) and difficulties with 

looking to both sides at a junction (8/30). Other actions like starting the ignition, using 

the gear stick and engaging the brake were also reported as problematic. For drivers in 

the Australian Capital Territory, there is a significant correlation between the driver 

having arthritis and the decreases in driving frequency (Charlton et al., 2006). 

An increasing risk of crash involvement among drivers with arthritis or musculoskeletal 

dysfunction has been reported (Lings & Jensen, 1991; Foley et al., 1995; McGwin et al., 

2000). Joint and musculature problems may reduce the range of motion and cause 

longer response times. Pain and diminished muscle strength may result in fatigue and 

distraction during driving. In European report (Vaa, 2003), the relative risk factor for 

‘arthritis condition’ of 1.17 means that drivers with arthritis have a 17% higher crash 

rate than drivers without any medical condition; the relative risk factor for ‘drugs and 

medicines’ is 1.58. 
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7.2.2.3 Feelings of risk  

As noted in Section 7.1, a few studies have stressed the importance for safety of a 

driver’s ability to evaluate the relationship between task demand and driving capability 

accurately (e.g. Deery, 1999; Kuiken & Twisk, 2001). Drivers may drive with 

inadequate safety margins (Brown, 1990). In particular groups, drivers often either 

underestimate traffic hazards or overestimate their capability or both. Fuller et al. 

(2008)’s empirical study showed that task difficulty and feelings of risk appear to be 

highly related, and it indicates drivers might use feelings of risk as a measure of task 

difficulty. 

Looking at people falling into specific categories, such as those who are older or have 

rheumatic conditions, drivers may also underestimate their capability or overestimate 

dangers or both. Such cases are discussed in Section 7.2.3. This situation is uncommon 

and does not necessarily have negative road safety consequences. However, under some 

circumstances, it might turn out to contain critical factors and result in a crash. For 

example the person always overestimating risk tends to drive with unreasonably slow 

speed or be hesitant at intersections.  

The behaviour changes of drivers with rheumatic conditions create needs for 

adjustments to road environment design and in-vehicle driving support systems which 

can offer specific assistance, the latter being one is of the concerns of this study. These 

drivers’ needs for support can be formulated quantitatively by indicating the driving 

difficulties that arise out of the weaknesses of drivers in specific categories. Malaterre 

and Fontaine (1993) investigated the percentage of crashes that could be avoided by 

providing the driver with information that is relevant to a specific type of driving 

difficulty. Davidse (2006) furthered previous work and considered the weaknesses of 

older adults, driving-related difficulties and the type of assistance needed.  

In this study, a focus group was conducted to generate criteria that can be used to rank 

the needs for different kinds of supportive functions, which is crucial to the success of 

in-vehicle driving support system design.  
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7.2.3 Focus group 

The objectives of conducting the focus group are:  

1. To identify driving tasks with which drivers with rheumatic diseases experience 

difficulty,  

2. To explore strategies to facilitate driving safety.   

All respondents were contacted by email and assured that their responses would be kept 

confidential and reported anonymously. The focus group consists of 17 adults (11 being 

females) who have at least one type of rheumatic disease. Eleven participants were 

recruited through international community-based lupus and rheumatic diseases related 

forums. The other participants were contacted through local clinicians. They range in 

age from 23 to 63 (Mage = 37) and include both those recently diagnosed and those 

living with rheumatic conditions for a long time (years since diagnosis from less than 1 

year to 22 years). A sample of the focus group questionnaire is attached in Appendix 7.1.  

The nationalities are Australian (N = 8), Chinese (N = 5), American (N = 2), Japanese 

(N = 1) and unknown (N = 1). Primary medical conditions include systemic lupus 

erythematosus (N = 8), rheumatoid arthritis (N = 7), mixed connective tissue disease (N 

= 1), scleroderma (N = 1).  All of them are licensed drivers.  

Weaknesses of vulnerable drivers cited in past research were considered: reduced 

mobility and flexibility, reduced range of motion, reduced ability to deal with high 

cognitive load driving tasks, reduced or divided attention, slow reaction time, increased 

susceptibility to distraction, reduced visual acuity, prolonged visual accommodation and 

adaptation time, reduced peripheral vision and increased glare sensitivity (Preusser et al., 

1998; Dobbs, 2003). These general issues were used as references for participants in the 

information sheet. Participants were asked about specific problems encountered when 

driving, followed by questions to identify the effects of medical conditions and 

treatments on driving performance, as well as their awareness of approaches that can 

support driving safety.  

The focus group data shows that driving for people with rheumatic conditions is critical 

to maintaining their health, quality of life and wellbeing. Meanwhile, it was found that 

participants share many of the difficulties experienced while driving.  
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One participant with systemic lupus erythematosus stated: 

“There is a fear that if I have to give up my driving license, I will lose all 

my freedom.”  

Consistent with Vrkljan et al. (2010) and Busteed et al. (2004), the key physical factors 

that influence driving include fatigue, less joint flexibility, decline in muscular strength, 

longer response time and increasing uncertainty, decrease in contrast and vision 

impairment.  

Some participants said that: 

“Turning around at intersections or on a narrow lane was so tough. My 

neck stiffness and joints pain made simple driving tasks extremely 

difficult, I could not do them like I used do.” 

 “I am pretty sure often my mind is half second behind my action.”  

 “Each time at a crossroad or T-junction, I have to wait until everything 

is absolutely clear...”   

A majority of respondents also highlighted several concerns associated with treatment 

side effects, as one wrote: 

“It can be drugs or other parts of the condition, suppressing my vision, 

my hearing, and my feeling of the environment.” 

The focus group was asked whether they made adaptations to the vehicles to assist their 

driving tasks. There appears to be a lack of awareness of fitting vehicle adaptations 

among the drivers with rheumatic conditions. Two participants from Australia (2/8) 

hold disabled parking permits. One driver put a supplementary rear view mirror and two 

drivers fitted their vehicles with additional side view mirrors to widen vision.  Three 

cars have been fitted with reverse cameras and computer screens.  
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The questionnaire further investigated whether respondents agree that there should be 

more technologies built into vehicles. Comparing the focus group result with a recent 

Australian survey (RACQ, 2008), drivers with rheumatic conditions had less 

expectations for future in-vehicle technology implementation.  RACQ data shows that 

86% of respondents consider that there should be more safety related devices built into 

vehicles; although only 70.59% (N = 12) of the participants in the focus group took this 

view, the difference is not significant. There is strong support from the RACQ data for 

improved visibility (96%), lane deviation warning (90%), intelligent following distance 

controls (85%), automatic notification of crashes to emergency services (85%), alcohol 

ignition interlocks (84%), and intelligent speed adaptation controls (72%).  

Figure 7.2 shows major driving related weaknesses affecting participants in the focus 

group, involving reduced strength and flexibility, arthritis, longer reaction time, 

restricted night vision, reduced concentration, memory loss, restricted contrast 

sensitivity and visual field defects. According to these results, people with rheumatic 

conditions have to make various accommodations for driving. However, most drivers 

have limited knowledge and experiences of intelligent vehicle technologies, such as in-

vehicle information systems and advanced driving assistant systems. Based on the 

difficulties that drivers encounter in traffic as a result of these weaknesses, Table 7.1 has 

been constructed to show accommodations that would be appropriate.  

 

Figure 7.2: Driving related weaknesses affecting participants (N=17) 
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Table 7.1: Examples of weaknesses and adaptive changes for driving with 

rheumatic diseases 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Disability Respondents 

(N=17) 

Driving 

difficulties 

Accommodations 

Physical 

strength 

Arthritis 12   Overlooking other 

road users 

Difficulty driving 

long distance 

Entering and 

leaving the 

vehicle 

Reversing 

 

 Adjustable steering 

wheel 

 Additional back 

support 

 Disability parking 

permit 

 Steering wheel cover 

 Keyless entry  

 Pedal modifications 

Decreased joint 

flexibility 

14  

Decreased grip 

strength 

14  

      

Cognitive 

ability 

Longer 

reaction time 

11  Response time 

increases 

Overlooking 

signals and signs 

 Navigation device 

 In-vehicle information 

system  

 Speed adaptation 

Low 

concentration 

8  

Memory loss 7  

      

Visibility Visual field 

defect 

5  Overlooking other 

road users 

Temporary loss of 

vision 

 Additional rear and 

side mirrors  

 Rear-view camera or 

senses  

 Anti-glare design 

Less contrast 5  

Night vision 

impairment 

    8  
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Table 7.1 suggests that there is no unique intervention or adaptation that can uniformly 

support drivers with rheumatic conditions as a group. For new driving support system 

design, the individual driver cohorts raise different support issues and interactions that 

need to be specifically taken into account. In this study, a list of driving scenarios was 

sent to the focus group participants to prioritise. Table 7.2 summarises the nine 

scenarios for drivers with rheumatic conditions rated by degree of difficulty. 

According to the focus group ranking of scenarios by driving related difficulty, the three 

scenarios with highest priority are respectively: (1) driving at an intersection, (2) 

emergency braking and (3) driving in a complicated or unfamiliar road environment. 

Those factors are consistent with some previous collision studies. For example, 

Monsere et al. (2007) concluded that the primary driver errors were related to the crash 

type, 40% of those by following too closely, 30% by not yielding the right-of-way, and 

14% by other improper driving behaviour. To improve the safety of drivers with 

rheumatic conditions, the following concerns should be taken into account when 

designing driving support systems: 

1. Information sharing network 

2. Prior traffic information supply 

3. Driver drowsiness and distraction warning 

4. Vision assistance in the blind spot 

Table 7.2: Driving scenarios for people with rheumatic diseases ranked in 

descending order by difficulty 

Rank Traffic scenarios Degree of 

difficulty  

1 Intersections (roundabout, T-junction, give way and 

stop sign, etc.) 

3.62 

2 Emergency braking 3.87 

3 Driving in a complex or unfamiliar environment 4.31 

4 Driving for a long period 4.60 

5 Overtaking manoeuvre 4.87 

6 Merging manoeuvre 5.25 

7 Parking in a narrow bay 5.94 

8 Weather conditions (storm, night, fog, iced, etc.) 6.31 

9 Driving with secondary task (way finding, 

distractions, etc.) 

6.37 

*Rank 1=1, rank 2=2, …, rank 9=9. 
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7.3 Adaptive driving support systems 

7.3.1 Assistance for drivers with rheumatic diseases 

In this section, the focus will be on the desired types of support that fit the needs as 

identified in Section 7.2.3. For each driving scenario that was listed in Table 7.2, 

relevant vehicle-to-vehicle based safety applications which can be employed for 

adaptations are illustrated in Table 7.3. 

 

Table 7.3: Desired solutions for driving tasks with difficulty in rheumatic diseases 

 Scenarios Intelligent support systems Technologies 

1 Intersections  Driver monitoring  

Collision warning  

 Lidar and Radar sensing 

technologies 

2 Emergency 

braking 

Intelligent speed adaptation 

Pre-crash warning  

 Inertial sensors such as 

tachometers or speedometers 

3 Driving in a 

complex or 

unfamiliar area 

Inter-vehicle communication  

Navigation  

 Digital maps 

 Positioning technologies 

4 Driving for a 

long period 

Driver convenience  

Driver drowsiness warning  

 Inertial sensors  

 Camera 

5 Overtaking 

manoeuvre 

Lane change collision 

avoidance 

 Wireless communication 

technologies 

6 Merging Lane keeping and warning 

Blind spot monitoring 

 Wireless communication 

technologies 

7 Parking in a 

narrow bay 

Reversing aid  Video and camera 

 Infrared sensing  

8 Weather 

conditions  

Travel information  

Vision enhancement 

Road low friction warning 

 Positioning technologies 

 

9 Driving with a 

secondary task 

Pre-crash warning  

Collision mitigation  

 Sensors sensing vehicle 

motion and acceleration 
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Figure 7.3 displays how real-time information from the road environment, vehicles and 

drivers is collected with different technologies, such as camera, radar, sensor, digital 

map, inter-vehicle communications (DSRC), and processed to be interpreted and 

modelled. The vehicle-to-vehicle safety application performs the risk assessment and 

decision making regarding sending warnings and assistance to the driver through the 

human machine interface (HMI). The driver, as supervisor of safety systems, can be 

adequately warned of dangers to avoid or mitigate crashes and remain in the application 

loop.  

 

Figure 7.3: A range of technologies to support the vehicle-to-vehicle driving system 
 

Human machine interface 

Technologies 

In-vehicle support devices 
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7.3.2 Degree of automation 

In general, system automation can be classified into advisory, semi-automatic or fully 

automatic modes. As an evolving market, there will be inevitably a mix of vehicles with 

different degrees of supportive or automatic control features. Regarding the three-level 

driving task model, an in-vehicle driving support device facilitates driver performance 

by providing real-time advice and warning at strategic and tactical levels, and even by 

taking control of the vehicle’s dynamics at operation level. For example, forward 

collision avoidance systems have been developed to automatically brake the vehicle if 

the system predicts that a forward collision is imminent.  

The 3-class latent class model in Chapter 6 (see Section 6.5.2) showed that two groups 

of drivers (66.7% of the sample) prefer the emergency automatic control mode in a 

vehicle-to-vehicle system, but the third class (N = 27, 33.3%) has the opposite 

preference. In other words, some drivers are reluctant to accept technologies that can 

take vehicle control away from them whereas others exhibit high preference for 

alternatives that offer advanced automatic functions. 

The increased degree of automation of the driving task may weaken drivers’ danger 

avoidance skills and reactions. A few studies (Endsley & Kiris, 1995; Summala, 1997) 

showed that complete automation of a task leads to a reduced state of attentiveness. This 

has two consequences. First, the driver may have difficulty in sustaining attention. 

Second, the driver may spend more time engaging in non-driving tasks. Heijer and 

Wiersma (2001) argued that a supportive driving system would improve the perception 

of drivers and prevent the negative consequences of automation. Meanwhile, through 

education and training, drivers will need to be made aware of these issues. 

Looking at drivers with rheumatic conditions, the advisory and semi-automatic modes 

require human intervention with the machine interface, which increases the level of 

attention or activity from the drivers. Those drivers’ mental workload, which is often 

defined as the proportion of mental capacity required for task performance (O’Donnell 

& Eggemeier, 1986), without support may exceed the safety margin. Thus, an automatic 

safety-related driving device is more likely to enhance road safety for drivers with 

rheumatic conditions. In line with expectation, respondents in the focus group presented 

certain agreement on automatic features (N=12, 71%) and 9 of 12 (53% of the focus 

group) support fully automatic systems.  
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Trust in automation can explain individual differences in the use of automatic systems 

(Sheridan, 1980; Muir, 1994; Parasuraman, 2000). Drivers’ trust in automatic in-vehicle 

systems is directly related to behavioural adaptation which is discussed in the next 

section.  

7.3.3 Driver acceptance and adaptation 

To make the success of a system, its design needs to be based on understanding of 

special driver characteristics and requirements. Hence, the system designers should take 

into consideration theories, research, and recommendations from human-computer 

interaction, cognitive engineering, ergonomics, and human-factors engineering (e.g., 

Helander et al., 1997; Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2004). However, many of these systems 

are still under development and not much research has been done on user acceptance 

and behavioural adaptation, especially if they will be used by vulnerable drivers.  

Chapter 6 has discussed driver acceptance of a new in-vehicle driving support system 

and the results reveal that drivers are fairly open to emerging vehicle-to-vehicle 

technologies. They are consistent in their views on technologies with good reliability, 

reasonable price, diversiform information and mature market, but inconsistent with 

respect to degree of automation and system integration. A good understanding of user 

preferences before system development will contribute to the introduction of better 

technologies.  

As a further step, the introduction of new technologies into vehicles will impose new 

forms of interaction. The evolution of these devices, their growing market penetration 

and the increased acceptability and familiarisation of drivers with such technologies, 

require consideration of behavioural adaptation and long-term effects of these 

applications. A technically well designed system may provide major benefits for drivers 

with special conditions, but it may also turn out to be useless or even to cause harm. 

 Positive adaptation occurs when a new technology brings about a positive 

change in driving behaviour, such as when an in-vehicle driving support system 

has the effect of helping drivers avoid collision.  

 Negative adaptation (e.g. Summala, 2002), the unintended behaviour arising 

from the use of in-vehicle technologies that has negative consequences on safety, 

is of primary concern in this study.   
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In general term, the safety impacts of intelligent vehicle technologies depend on the 

extent to which they support driver’s needs and are compatible with human capabilities 

and limitations (Simoes & Pereira, 2009). As mentioned in Section 7.2.1, when negative 

adaptation occurs, drivers tend to set themselves a target level of driving difficulty. This 

has been referred to as task difficulty homeostasis (Fuller, 2002). The use of these 

systems can cause distraction, overload, confusion, and even increase the driver’s 

exposure to hazards (Okola & Walton, 2003).  

Nevertheless, some questions need to be answered:  

1. In the case of driving a vehicle equipped with vehicle-to-vehicle technology, the 

driving task becomes highly dynamic and uncertain. Will drivers with particular 

medical conditions be willing and able to cooperate with the new technologies? 

2. Following a period of adaptation, will the systems be able to change the driving 

behaviour of vulnerable drivers and encourage them to drive longer outside 

unfamiliar areas? 

3. The assistance to the driver can be provided through various kinds of approaches: 

information system (e.g. navigation, warning, and traffic information), automated 

systems (e.g. adaptive speed, automatic braking), or cooperative systems (such as 

a co-pilot).  What will be drivers’ preferences and perceptions with respect to 

different mechanisms at different driving task levels: strategic, tactical and 

operational?  

4. In the long-term, will the drivers become dependent on the systems and lose 

driving skills? 

Although behavioural adaptation is a widely acknowledged phenomenon, the factors 

likely to explain it and the processes underlying its occurrence are not clearly 

established. Various models, such as the drivers’ risk control model, are often referred 

to when discussing behavioural adaptation (Ranney, 1994). A recent study by Rudin-

Brown (2010) proposed a qualitative model of behavioural adaptation and emphasised 

driver-related elements including socio-demographic characteristics, mental or physical 

state, and personality, which can contribute to an individual’s propensity to demonstrate 

behavioural adaptation to in-vehicle technology.  
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As discussed in previous chapters, with the attempt to explain change in driving 

behaviour with respect to technology, risk aversion patterns were investigated at three 

levels of driving task. The variety of individual tendencies to seek novel, complex, and 

varied experiences was used to segment drivers into groups, from risk-prone, neutral, to 

risk-aversive. As shown in Figure 5.7, the proportion of risk seekers in the survey data 

decreases significantly with the decline of the user’s familiarity with technology.  

In line with the conclusion reached, it is expected that with respect to a new vehicle-to-

vehicle driving support device, drivers will be more likely to demonstrate risk averse 

attitudes. Rudin-Brown and Parker (2004) argued that high sensation seekers are more 

likely to demonstrate behavioural adaptation to an in-vehicle device than low sensation 

seekers due to their acceptance or probable preference for high levels of risk. More 

supporting tests on the contribution of the risk seeking pattern to behavioural adaptation 

are needed, on the assumption that the majority of vulnerable drivers with risk averse or 

neutral attitudes may show less negative behavioural adaptation than the average.    

The estimation result in Chapter 6 showed a high preference for diverse information 

provided by the vehicle-to-vehicle system, not only safety but also comfort-related 

information. For drivers with rheumatic conditions, additional information may cause 

confusion due to the task of suppressing or inhibiting the influence of irrelevant advice 

(Zacks & Hasher, 1997). Driver training will also need to make drivers aware of the 

kinds of negative behavioural adaptation that can occur when they interact with these 

new systems. 
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7.3.4 The prototype of a vehicle-to-vehicle based driving support 

system for vulnerable drivers 

As discussed in Chapter 6, vehicle-to-vehicle communications enable high-value safety 

information to be received between vehicles to complement the real-time road 

information. To date, many technologies exist, and are being developed, that are capable 

of making drivers safer, of entertaining them, and of enabling them to communicate 

with virtually anyone whilst in the driving seat.  

Based on the identified weaknesses and the driving scenarios, to maximise the potential 

to improve the safety of drivers with rheumatic conditions, an adaptive driving support 

system needs to provide one or more of these kinds of support:   

1. From a cooperative driving point of view, drivers will be informed in advance or 

in real time about other vehicles in the traffic flow, infrastructure and traffic 

conditions, and if necessary, can be provided with an automated response system 

at a hazard. The information includes precise speed information, acceleration, 

fault warnings, warnings of forward hazards, vision extension in a blind spot and 

braking capability. 

2. From a driver capability point of view, drivers will receive drowsiness warnings 

and distraction prevention warnings.  

Meanwhile, other interventions that would assist vehicle control can also bring some 

benefits. 

7.3.4.1 Collision Warning Systems for conflicts at intersections 

A collision warning system warns the driver if they are about to collide with another 

vehicle - in front of them, behind them when reversing, in their blind spot when 

merging or changing lanes, or when driving through or turning at intersections. 

Reversing warning systems have been available for close to a decade. Forward and 

blind spot collision warning systems exist in production vehicles in Japan, North 

America and Europe and intersection collision warning systems are being tested in 

Japan, as one of seven support services called the ‘smart cruise system’ (Mizuguchi & 

Kiyasu, 2003). The latter system can warn the driver, via in-vehicle displays, if the 

driver is on a collision course with another vehicle on the approach to an intersection. 
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According to the focus group results in Section 7.2.3, respondents have greatest 

difficulty in performing safe intersection manoeuvres, which require fast and dynamic 

intentional shifts. Staplin and Lyles (1991) indicated that older drivers often 

underestimate the real speed of approaching vehicles at intersections. However, the 

Mayhew et al. (2006) study suggested that many factors causing crashes (e.g. disease, 

longer response time, inattention, misjudgement, and vision impairment) could be 

implicated. In the US, approximately 50% of all traffic crashes and 50% of injury 

crashes occur at intersections (FHWA, 2008). A 5-year study of the crash data in 

Oregon further displayed that about 50% of those collisions were turning crashes 

(Monsere et al., 2007). Some research has indicated that vulnerable drivers are more 

likely to crash at intersections and other complex traffic situations due to 

underestimating the speed of approaching vehicles or as a result of not noticing crossing 

vehicles (Dingus et al., 1998; Mayhew et al., 2006; Wundersitz and Baldock, 2011). 

Therefore, it is expected that the technology that could protect drivers with rheumatic 

conditions during crashes and help them to manoeuvre safely at intersections would 

provide the most significant benefits.  

In contrast to ordinary drivers involved in intersection crashes, vulnerable drivers 

generally do not deliberately break the rules or engage in unsafe actions. As discussed 

in Section 7.2.2, physical and mental limitations, such as poor vision, slower reaction 

time, fatigue, could be the main dangers. Thus, a staged assisting model can be a more 

suitable way of intervening at different phases of an intersection manoeuvre.  

At the first stage, the system improves the driver’s awareness of threatening vehicles 

with multi-modal warning mechanisms. Such a mechanism should be able to draw 

attention to approaching difficulties, signal risky events and support the driver in 

focusing on the most critical task. If it is impossible to avoid a crash (for example 

response time is less than 2 seconds) then the device should take control of the vehicle 

to attempt to avoid the crash. Meanwhile, as noted before, vulnerable drivers often have 

longer reaction time and less physical strength. The relative internal parameters of the 

driving support system should be set with a certain degree of flexibility.  

Future research may seek to identify the specific characteristics of those intersections 

with a high risk for road users and consider a combination of road-infrastructure and in-

vehicle device interventions. 
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7.3.4.2 Driver Drowsiness Warning 

Another significant weakness of drivers with rheumatic diseases is fatigue and low 

concentration. The symptoms can be caused by inflammation, abnormal blood sugars, 

hypothyroidism, or medication side effects.  In addition, the stresses of dealing with a 

serious disease and its associated depression are also exhausting. The focus group 

reported fatigue related difficulty like driving for a long period on a trip, low 

concentration, or a night time driving task.  

Numerous studies have suggested that fatigue can impair judgement, reaction time and 

driving performance. An Australian study (Australian Transport Safety Bureau, 2003) 

estimated that around 21% of all crashes and 30% of single-vehicle crashes were the 

result of driver fatigue, and it was found that around 30 % of rural crashes in Western 

Australia could be attributed to fatigue. The European Transport Safety Council has 

estimated that fatigue is implicated in 24% to 33% of road crashes in Europe (ETSC, 

2001).  

Most drowsiness detection systems use camera technology to monitor the driver's head 

and eyes. Typically, the software analyses head position and orientation, eyelid blink, 

eye movement patterns and then makes allowances for whether peripheral vision is still 

being used to pay attention to the straight ahead direction. Once the system determines 

that the driver is inattentive, a sequence of alarms is activated including sound, visual 

displays in the instrument panel or vibrations in the steering wheel, seat or pedals. 

Nissan has developed a system that will also tighten the seatbelt to alert the drowsy 

driver. 

Another current approach monitors driver behaviour through data from vehicle 

dynamics sensors. Mercedes-Benz's attention assist system records steering angle, 

vehicle speed, linear and lateral acceleration, indicator and pedal operation, and can 

make allowances for external influences such as side winds or uneven road surfaces. At 

the start of each trip, data is compiled to provide a baseline pattern of driver behaviour 

against which subsequent behaviour is constantly compared.  
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7.3.5 Discussion 

With the availability of inter-vehicle communications, any vehicle in the network can 

notify its presence and location to surrounding vehicles equipped with vehicle-to-

vehicle modules. There are a wide variety of advanced and merging applications 

designed with the aims of improving safety, mobility, efficiency and comfort. 

So far, conclusions cannot be drawn about whether certain driving support system can 

improve the safety of drivers with rheumatic conditions. In the above sections, only 

those systems were discussed whose functionality has the most potential to meet the 

special safety needs of the group of drivers with certain medical conditions. However, 

much research remains to be done.    

The first conclusion relates to the two-way safety margin calibration model based on 

Fuller’s theory (Section 7.2.1): either the perceived safety margin is larger than the 

actual safety margin or perceived safety margin is less than the actual safety margin (see 

Figure 7.1). Most debate and research work have been devoted to analysing the first 

case, which can be caused by overestimating capability or underestimating task demand. 

However, for vulnerable drivers, the second case may be far more common. Vulnerable 

drivers often overestimate task demand or underestimate capability. Both slow driving 

and hesitation can lead to more decelerations of other vehicles in the traffic network, 

and these decelerations can be precursors of a collision (Davidse, 2004).  The empirical 

studies in earlier chapters suggested that drivers prefer more detailed real-time traffic 

information, quantitative instead of qualitative, predictive instead of descriptive. A 

proper information strategy may contribute to the correction of safety margin calibration 

by vulnerable drivers. 

The second conclusion is related to the possibility that the cost of designing and 

developing any specific system for the safety of a limited group of drivers, instead of a 

broad range of drivers, may outweigh any benefits in road safety. However, by applying 

adaptive design principles, such systems can be developed to be usable within a broad 

variety of user groups. For example, a system setup menu collects a driver’s socio-

demographic characteristics (e.g. gender, age), physical and mental state data (e.g. heart 

rate, blood pressure, strength, facial expression, pain degree), a computer monitors 

driving performance (e.g. number of accelerations or decelerations, average speed) and 

system acceptance parameters (e.g. frequency of system use, number of previous 

warning messages). Meanwhile, a system adaptive design strategy appears to be helpful 
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in limiting the likelihood of negative consequences of using new driving support 

systems.  

The study reported in this thesis leads to a number of possibilities for further 

exploration. Conducting the research and developing models of technology use is a 

major scientific and engineering challenge. Meeting that challenge will require the 

collaboration of engineers, psychologists, researchers, medical profession and 

practitioners in many disciplines. Vehicle-to-vehicle technologies designed with an eye 

to a particular group of road users, specifying their characteristics and predicting their 

responses to different system designs, will provide an important service not only for 

vulnerable drivers but also for society as a whole by increasing mobility and on-road 

safety.  
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions  

Existing theoretical knowledge in new technology acceptance theory can gain further 

depth from paying attention to individual perceptions and preferences. This study 

follows a three-level driving task framework to investigate driver interactions and 

compatibility with the new in-vehicle driving support systems.  

The target of this human-centred approach is to develop models which reveal both 

systematic and random heterogeneity and are capable of identifying individuals’ 

decision patterns. Over the course of the experiments a number of models were 

estimated, though only a few of these are reported in this thesis. This process led to a 

number of valuable findings, as well as an evolving understanding of heterogeneity 

measurement.  

From an integrative perspective, Chapter 4 provides a profile of the status quo situation 

in technology acceptance. Choice modelling theory has been introduced and a latent 

structure developed in order to explore the problems concerning drivers’ use of pre-trip 

and en-route travel information for departure time and route changes. This study has 

demonstrated that the method is able to capture unobserved attributes and quantify the 

effect of providing traffic information and its acceptance in influencing driver 

propensity to make a change. The primary findings are consistent with the empirical 

literature on the significant difference between changes in response to pre-trip and en-

route information. Inertia associated with the ‘no change’ alternative was identified, 

drivers being more reluctant to change route than departure time. In the route choice 

model, the respondents display similar aggregated choice distributions in response to 

the information provided. However, in the departure time model, groups of respondents 

displayed distinct choice structures. The type and severity of the delays play a key role 

in the decision to deviate from the intended route. There is a greater tendency to change 

when drivers receive more detailed information, quantitative instead of qualitative, 

predictive instead of descriptive. Thus a general conclusion from this research is that 

using different strategies to supply information leads to significant differences in 

performance.  
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Although looking at separate issues, Chapters 4 and 5 share the common feature of 

being concerned with identifying information preferences and processing strategies 

across respondents.  Chapter 5 provides insights into the heterogeneity of driver 

segments with respect to preferences in technology adoption in a vehicle operating 

context. There is a separation between respondents’ latent attitude patterns and the 

choice behaviour arising from preferences and perceptions. A common implication of 

mainstream transport models is that providing travellers with information enables them 

to make more informed choices which will be to their advantage. However, the 

estimates showed clear evidence of heterogeneous decision strategies across the 

population. Apart from the main group which might be labelled ‘homo-economicus’ 

(50% of the sample) and a group of bounded rationality people who might be labelled 

‘homo-psychologicus’ (42%) making reasonable decisions given the constraints they 

confront, there is a small group of individuals regarded as ‘irrational’ (8%). 

Identification of these latent classes suggested that novice users are more likely to 

display differences in the variance of unobserved components of utility; methods that 

fail to identify such differences may overstate the extent of taste heterogeneity. 

Comparing the two studies described in Chapters 4 and 5, the results show that by 

estimating models at multiple driving behaviour levels, strategic, tactical and 

operational, the different influences at the three stages can be captured easily. Based on 

the user preference analysis, the directions for the design of new devices for real-time 

tyre information are described under three broad headings: system architecture, 

information and presentation. 

The approach is further extended in Chapter 6 to incorporate individual attitudinal 

information and explore the effects of decision pattern, general attitudes and degree of 

respondent engagement in the choice process. A case study has been designed to 

identify the perceptions and preferences of individuals in respect of a new vehicle-to-

vehicle driving support system, where customer heterogeneity has a substantial impact 

on the specification of the V2V product design. In order to model product preferences 

of single individuals, a sequential best-worst scaling method has been applied in this 

case. Respondents’ segment flags in the tyre pressure model (Chapter 5) ‘serious’, ‘pro-

action’ and ‘irrational (rush)’, were inherited as prior information, reflecting individual 

decision rules and attitudes to risk.   
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Choices presented in best-worst form seem to be easy for respondents to identify, 

enabling them to make consistent decisions when faced with extreme options. This 

study demonstrates that product characteristics, content of information provided, 

manner of system integration, system reliability, price, market penetration and auto-

control mechanism are critical decision variables that drive customers’ decisions in the 

context of a vehicle-to-vehicle system. As an evolving market, there will be inevitably a 

mix of vehicles with different degrees of supportive or automatic control features. In 

this study a group of drivers (about 33% of the sample) have been identified as being 

reluctant to accept technologies that can take vehicle control away from them; however 

the others exhibit strong preference for alternatives that offer a full degree of 

automation in an emergency. 

A primary objective of this analysis is to target and identify latent segments that are 

receptive to various product characteristics and market information.  An important 

finding based on statistical criteria and the practical judgement of the analyst is that 

three latent segments can be found to give the best results in all the case studies. In the 

discussion of the efficiency and effectiveness of choice modelling in Chapter 4, it is 

noted that the efficiency of the process depends on the number of classes S. With a big 

S, it is easy to make the preferences of each class of drivers homogeneous, but is not 

efficient for designing the new system for all the potential users. On the other hand, 

when the S is small, it is efficient to promote a limited number of specifications but it 

may not be effective because the preferences within a class may not be homogeneous 

enough. The effectiveness means that within each class drivers are reasonably 

homogenous with respect to their preferences, whereas preferences differ substantially 

between classes.  

While Chapters 4-6 focus on the general population, Chapter 7 expands the scope to 

consider a special group of drivers with certain medical conditions. Based on task 

capability theory, vulnerable drivers often overestimate task demand or underestimate 

capability. Both slow driving and hesitation can lead to more decelerations of other 

vehicles in the traffic network, and these decelerations can be precursors of collisions. 

In forming their perceptions or intentions towards a new driving support technology, 

individuals are often influenced by their physical and mental conditions, medications, 

and other human factors. A focus group study showed crucial demands on adaptive 

design for driving support systems in the early stages of vehicle-to-vehicle 

development. Drivers’ needs for support are quantified in relation to the driving 
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difficulties that arise out of the weaknesses of drivers in specific categories, particularly 

drivers with rheumatic diseases. According to the focus group, the three scenarios with 

highest priority are: driving at an intersection, emergency braking and driving in a 

complicated or unfamiliar road environment. The following concerns should be taken 

into account when designing driving support systems: (1) Information sharing network; 

(2) Prior traffic information; (3) Driver drowsiness and distraction warning; and (4) 

Vision assistance in the blind spot. Meanwhile, system adaptive design strategy appears 

to be helpful in limiting any negative consequences of new driving support systems.  

In conclusion, the new understanding of technology acceptance behaviour and choice 

modelling application leads to recommendations for both theory and practice. The 

findings in Chapters 4 and 5 led on to the further step of investigating an augmented 

latent class model with extra individual information. Segmentation over the population, 

as a bottom-up approach to heterogeneity, makes it possible to promote a specification 

of the new system for an appropriate driver group. Meanwhile the model has a low 

computational cost. The method offers distinct benefits for the engineering design 

community, allowing sensitivity analysis, where small design changes could be mapped 

to their eventual user-oriented implications. An integrated perspective across the 

studies, where respondents are observed as multi-period choice optimisers is 

advantageous because decision making at each different driving task level is not treated 

in isolation but is modelled for the combination of factors affecting a given respondent. 

This study takes a step towards the development of more flexible models that allow for 

progressively more realistic representations of complex and dynamic choice behaviour 

in driver research.  
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Appendix 3  

Online Survey Questionnaire (Refers to Chapter 3) 

Appendix 3.1 Information sheet 

 

 

SURVEY OF USER RESPONSE TO 

INNOVATIVE IN-VEHICLE INFORMATION SYSTEM  

INFORMATION SHEET 

 

The survey in which you have been asked to participate is concerned with driver attitudes to 

advanced travel information service.  It is part of a research study supervised by Professor John 

Taplin from UWA. Results will contribute to a doctoral dissertation. You should read the 

information below, and ask questions about anything you do not understand, before deciding 

whether or not to participate. 

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

The objective of this research is to collect information on each driver's attitude to advanced 

travel information. It will help researchers better understand driving behaviour in order to 

improve the provision of transportation services in the future. 

PROCEDURES 

You will be asked to participate in a simulated round trip in Perth. Based on the information 

provided through in-vehicle devices, you will need to make some decisions, such as departure 

time change, route switching or driving style change.  

The survey takes about 15 minutes to complete. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified with 

you will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission or as required by 

law. We do not ask for your name or address. 

Participation in the survey is voluntary. If you have any questions about the research please ask. 
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AGREEMENT 

Completion of the questionnaire is considered evidence of consent to participate in the study. 

The Human Research Ethics Committee at the University of Western Australia requires that all 

participants are informed that, if they have any complaint regarding the manner in which a research 

project is conducted, it may be given to the researcher or, alternatively to the Secretary, Human 

Research Ethics Committee, Registrar’s Office, University of Western Australia, 35 Stirling 

Highway, Crawley, WA 6009 (telephone number 6488-3703). All study participants will be provided 

with a copy of the Information Sheet for their personal records. 

 Appendix 3.2 Sample screen copies of the online survey 

Introduction page 
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Map page 

 

 

Departure time part 
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Route change part 

 

 

Administrator interface 
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Appendix 3.3 Sample of the online survey  

 

 
Departure time change scenarios 
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Route change scenarios 

 

 

 
Tyre pressure model scenarios 
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Appendix 4  

Departure Time and Route Choice models (Refers to 

Chapter 4) 

Appendix 4.1 Departure time model Limdep output  

 

 

 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Logi t     Regr essi on St ar t  Val ues f or  CHANGE |  
|  Maxi mum Li kel i hood Est i mat es                |  
|  Dependent  var i abl e               CHANGE     |  
|  Wei ght i ng var i abl e                 None     |  
|  Number  of  obser vat i ons             1692     |  
|  I t er at i ons compl et ed                 10     |  
|  Log l i kel i hood f unct i on       - 873. 7426     |  
|  Number  of  par amet er s                 15     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  AI C =          1. 05052     |  
|    Fi ni t e Sampl e:  AI C =          1. 05069     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  BI C =          1. 09869     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on: HQI C =          1. 06836     |  
|  Model  est i mat ed:  Jun 15,  2011,  10: 03: 24PM   |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - + 
| Var i abl e|  Coef f i ci ent   |  St andar d Er r or  | b/ St . Er . | P[ | Z| >z] |  Mean of  X|  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - + 
| Const ant |     - . 61212          . 45971489    - 1. 332   . 1830            |  
| DTI ME   |      . 14443* * *        . 01714668     8. 423   . 0000   10. 000000|  
| ADVI C   |      . 54302* * *        . 15046724     3. 609   . 0003    . 5000000|  
| TRI PP   |      . 39795* * *        . 15310571     2. 599   . 0093    . 5000000|  
| TV      |      . 05017          . 17903409      . 280   . 7793    . 2393617|  
| WEB     |      . 23562          . 15009993     1. 570   . 1165    . 4273050|  
| CONG    |      . 27776* *         . 17226185     1. 612   . 0169    . 2393617|  
| WEATH   |      . 38916* *         . 18137850     2. 146   . 0319    . 4273050|  
| AGE     |      . 01825* * *        . 00590706     3. 089   . 0020   34. 021277|  
| HSEDU   |    - 1. 24681* * *        . 39454085    - 3. 160   . 0016    . 1028369|  
| UGEDU   |    - 1. 08240* * *        . 36564495    - 2. 960   . 0031    . 4397163|  
| PGEDU   |     - . 92730* *         . 36911534    - 2. 512   . 0120    . 2836879|  
| TAFEEDU |     - . 82500* *         . 39383117    - 2. 095   . 0362    . 1205674|  
| DDRV    |     - . 20326          . 17182106    - 1. 183   . 2368    . 6099291|  
| WDRV    |      . 06332          . 19890131      . 318   . 7502    . 2269504|  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Not e:  * * * ,  * * ,  *  = Si gni f i cance at  1%,  5%,  10% l evel .                |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
Nor mal  exi t  f r om i t er at i ons.  Exi t  st at us=0.  
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+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Lat ent  Cl ass /  Panel  Logi t     Model          |  
|  Maxi mum Li kel i hood Est i mat es                |  
|  Dependent  var i abl e               CHANGE     |  
|  Wei ght i ng var i abl e                 None     |  
|  Number  of  obser vat i ons             1692     |  
|  I t er at i ons compl et ed                 79     |  
|  Log l i kel i hood f unct i on       - 781. 0764     |  
|  Number  of  par amet er s                 51     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  AI C =           . 98354     |  
|    Fi ni t e Sampl e:  AI C =           . 98545     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  BI C =          1. 14732     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on: HQI C =          1. 04419     |  
|  Rest r i ct ed l og l i kel i hood     - 873. 7426     |  
|  McFadden Pseudo R- squar ed      . 1060566     |  
|  Chi  squar ed                    185. 3324     |  
|  Degr ees of  f r eedom                   39     |  
|  Pr ob[ Chi Sqd > val ue]  =         . 0000000     |  
|  Model  est i mat ed:  Jun 15,  2011,  10: 03: 25PM   |  
|  Sampl e i s  6 pds and     282 i ndi vi dual s.    |  
|  LOGI T ( Logi st i c)  pr obabi l i t y model           |  
|  Model  f i t  wi t h  3 l at ent  cl asses.            |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
 
 
 
 
 
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - + 
| Var i abl e|  Coef f i ci ent   |  St andar d Er r or  | b/ St . Er . | P[ | Z| >z] |  Mean of  X|  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - +Model  par amet er s f or  l at ent  cl ass 1                         |  
| Const ant |    - 2. 75200         2. 43779654    - 1. 129   . 2589            |  
| DTI ME   |      . 40664* *         . 17334490     2. 346   . 0190   10. 000000|  
| ADVI C   |     3. 24053         2. 18702817     1. 482   . 1384    . 5000000|  
| TRI PP   |      . 72816          . 78698523      . 925   . 3548    . 5000000|  
| TV      |    - 1. 99851         2. 01615080     - . 991   . 3216    . 2393617|  
| WEB     |     2. 19843*         1. 20954771     1. 818   . 0691    . 4273050|  
| CONG    |    - 1. 47853         1. 38930052    - 1. 064   . 2872    . 2393617|  
| WEATH   |     3. 00579* *        1. 33023529     2. 260   . 0238    . 4273050|  
| AGE     |      . 05357* *         . 02592067     2. 067   . 0387   34. 021277|  
| HSEDU   |    - 2. 71960*         1. 51789787    - 1. 792   . 0732    . 1028369|  
| UGEDU   |     - . 40832         1. 42853380     - . 286   . 7750    . 4397163|  
| PGEDU   |     - . 27892         1. 50453569     - . 185   . 8529    . 2836879|  
| TAFEEDU |     - . 98522         1. 52547577     - . 646   . 5184    . 1205674|  
| DDRV    |    - 1. 40880          . 99193366    - 1. 420   . 1555    . 6099291|  
| WDRV    |     - . 93758         1. 11134448     - . 844   . 3989    . 2269504|  
+- - - - - - - - +Model  par amet er s f or  l at ent  cl ass 2                         |  
| Const ant |    - 2. 98221* * *        . 92548129    - 3. 222   . 0013            |  
| DTI ME   |      . 24388* * *        . 03147677     7. 748   . 0000   10. 000000|  
| ADVI C   |      . 63769* *         . 27582205     2. 312   . 0208    . 5000000|  
| TRI PP   |     1. 13854* * *        . 28450288     4. 002   . 0001    . 5000000|  
| TV      |      . 50106          . 33475445     1. 497   . 1344    . 2393617|  
| WEB     |      . 09036          . 30938282      . 292   . 7702    . 4273050|  
| CONG    |      . 33962          . 37232551      . 912   . 3617    . 2393617|  
| WEATH   |    - 1. 21444* * *        . 37170261    - 3. 267   . 0011    . 4273050|  
| AGE     |      . 04443* * *        . 01224195     3. 629   . 0003   34. 021277|  
| HSEDU   |      . 14996          . 92423007      . 162   . 8711    . 1028369|  
| UGEDU   |    - 1. 31654*          . 72159574    - 1. 824   . 0681    . 4397163|  
| PGEDU   |    - 1. 19700          . 72936484    - 1. 641   . 1008    . 2836879|  
| TAFEEDU |    - 1. 05502          . 77794061    - 1. 356   . 1750    . 1205674|  
| DDRV    |      . 32556          . 28046765     1. 161   . 2457    . 6099291|  
| WDRV    |      . 77823* *         . 37550195     2. 073   . 0382    . 2269504|  
+- - - - - - - - +Model  par amet er s f or  l at ent  cl ass 3                         |  
| Const ant |     2. 62056         2. 34531686     1. 117   . 2638            |  
| DTI ME   |      . 14752          . 13794595     1. 069   . 2849   10. 000000|  
| ADVI C   |     - . 20017          . 69377406     - . 289   . 7730    . 5000000|  
| TRI PP   |      . 70453          . 93796216      . 751   . 4526    . 5000000|  
| TV      |    - 1. 23578          . 88236744    - 1. 401   . 1614    . 2393617|  
| WEB     |    - 2. 51792*         1. 34964150    - 1. 866   . 0621    . 4273050|  
| CONG    |     3. 04300* *        1. 23870754     2. 457   . 0140    . 2393617|  
| WEATH   |     4. 64306* * *       1. 11129225     4. 178   . 0000    . 4273050|  
| AGE     |     - . 05269*          . 02838979    - 1. 856   . 0635   34. 021277|  
| HSEDU   |    - 4. 16223* * *       1. 39039444    - 2. 994   . 0028    . 1028369|  
| UGEDU   |    - 2. 03559         1. 26177256    - 1. 613   . 1067    . 4397163|  
| PGEDU   |    - 1. 87894         1. 21725127    - 1. 544   . 1227    . 2836879|  
| TAFEEDU |    - 2. 06397         1. 40816146    - 1. 466   . 1427    . 1205674|  
| DDRV    |    - 1. 85737*         1. 09348900    - 1. 699   . 0894    . 6099291|  
| WDRV    |    - 2. 89210* *        1. 40366035    - 2. 060   . 0394    . 2269504|  
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+- - - - - - - - +Est i mat ed pr i or  pr obabi l i t i es f or  cl ass member shi p          |  
| ONE_1   |     1. 41459* *         . 58054914     2. 437   . 0148            |  
| FEM_1   |     - . 45669          . 48686098     - . 938   . 3482            |  
| NSRD_1  |     - . 01028*          . 03063734     - . 336   . 0771            |  
| ONE_2   |     2. 58479* * *        . 60752505     4. 255   . 0000            |  
| FEM_2   |    - 1. 04781* *         . 48861289    - 2. 144   . 0320            |  
| NSRD_2  |     - . 08142* *         . 04131367    - 1. 971   . 0487            |  
| ONE_3   |        . 000* *      . . . . . . ( Fi xed Par amet er ) . . . . . . .             |  
| FEM_3   |        . 000* *      . . . . . . ( Fi xed Par amet er ) . . . . . . .             |  
| NSRD_3  |        . 000* *      . . . . . . ( Fi xed Par amet er ) . . . . . . .             |  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Not e:  * * * ,  * * ,  *  = Si gni f i cance at  1%,  5%,  10% l evel .                |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
| Fi xed Par amet er . . .  i ndi cat es a par amet er  t hat  i s const r ai ned t o equal |  
| a f i xed val ue ( e. g. ,  0)  or  a ser i ous est i mat i on pr obl em.  I f  you di d  |  
| not  i mpose a r est r i ct i on on t he par amet er ,  check f or  pr evi ous er r or s. |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|   Pr i or  cl ass pr obabi l i t i es at  dat a means f or  LCM var i abl es |  
|    Cl ass 1     Cl ass 2     Cl ass 3     Cl ass 4     Cl ass 5  |  
|     . 39853      . 46555      . 13592      . 00000      . 00000  |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
========================================================================== 
 
 

Appendix 4.2 Route change model Limdep output  

+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Logi t     Regr essi on St ar t  Val ues f or  RT     |  
|  Maxi mum Li kel i hood Est i mat es                |  
|  Dependent  var i abl e                   RT     |  
|  Wei ght i ng var i abl e                 None     |  
|  Number  of  obser vat i ons             1692     |  
|  I t er at i ons compl et ed                 10     |  
|  Log l i kel i hood f unct i on       - 1060. 619     |  
|  Number  of  par amet er s                 12     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  AI C =          1. 26787     |  
|    Fi ni t e Sampl e:  AI C =          1. 26798     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  BI C =          1. 30641     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on: HQI C =          1. 28214     |  
|  Model  est i mat ed:  Jun 17,  2011,  11: 36: 38AM   |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - + 
| Var i abl e|  Coef f i ci ent   |  St andar d Er r or  | b/ St . Er . | P[ | Z| >z] |  Mean of  X|  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - + 
| Const ant |    - 2. 45773* * *        . 29356794    - 8. 372   . 0000            |  
| TRI PP   |     - . 08589          . 16850016     - . 510   . 6102    . 5000000|  
| DTI ME   |      . 09751* * *        . 02421069     4. 028   . 0001   10. 000000|  
| CONG    |     - . 31555*          . 17951256    - 1. 758   . 0788    . 2606383|  
| ACCI     |      . 55780* * *        . 20458744     2. 726   . 0064    . 3333333|  
| LSHARE  |      . 55611* * *        . 17519639     3. 174   . 0015    . 1666667|  
| NOADV   |     - . 35465* * *        . 13367393    - 2. 653   . 0080    . 3333333|  
| ADVPLUS |      . 73858* * *        . 15756599     4. 687   . 0000    . 2393617|  
| AGE     |      . 00862*          . 00476721     1. 807   . 0707   34. 021277|  
| DDRV    |      . 77845* * *        . 15234358     5. 110   . 0000    . 6099291|  
| WDRV    |      . 73369* * *        . 17486058     4. 196   . 0000    . 2269504|  
| DTTPP   |      . 12723* * *        . 02155970     5. 901   . 0000   2. 4627660|  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Not e:  * * * ,  * * ,  *  = Si gni f i cance at  1%,  5%,  10% l evel .                |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
Nor mal  exi t  f r om i t er at i ons.  Exi t  st at us=0.  
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+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Lat ent  Cl ass /  Panel  Logi t     Model          |  
|  Maxi mum Li kel i hood Est i mat es                |  
|  Dependent  var i abl e                   RT     |  
|  Wei ght i ng var i abl e                 None     |  
|  Number  of  obser vat i ons             1692     |  
|  I t er at i ons compl et ed                 71     |  
|  Log l i kel i hood f unct i on       - 937. 0797     |  
|  Number  of  par amet er s                 42     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  AI C =          1. 15730     |  
|    Fi ni t e Sampl e:  AI C =          1. 15860     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  BI C =          1. 29218     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on: HQI C =          1. 20725     |  
|  Rest r i ct ed l og l i kel i hood     - 1060. 619     |  
|  McFadden Pseudo R- squar ed      . 1164782     |  
|  Chi  squar ed                    247. 0780     |  
|  Degr ees of  f r eedom                   33     |  
|  Pr ob[ Chi Sqd > val ue]  =         . 0000000     |  
|  Model  est i mat ed:  Jun 17,  2011,  11: 36: 39AM   |  
|  Sampl e i s  6 pds and     282 i ndi vi dual s.    |  
|  LOGI T ( Logi st i c)  pr obabi l i t y model           |  
|  Model  f i t  wi t h  3 l at ent  cl asses.            |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
 
 
 
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - + 
| Var i abl e|  Coef f i ci ent   |  St andar d Er r or  | b/ St . Er . | P[ | Z| >z] |  Mean of  X|  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - +Model  par amet er s f or  l at ent  cl ass 1                         |  
| Const ant |    - 6. 34859* * *       1. 24241227    - 5. 110   . 0000            |  
| TRI PP   |      . 51845          . 36562555     1. 418   . 1562    . 5000000|  
| DTI ME   |     - . 06154          . 06503161     - . 946   . 3440   10. 000000|  
| CONG    |     1. 85479* *         . 88820987     2. 088   . 0368    . 2606383|  
| ACCI     |     2. 94468* * *        . 83524178     3. 526   . 0004    . 3333333|  
| LSHARE  |     - . 34556          . 48653205     - . 710   . 4776    . 1666667|  
| NOADV   |      . 74991          . 68514190     1. 095   . 2737    . 3333333|  
| ADVPLUS |     2. 21156* * *        . 74377033     2. 973   . 0029    . 2393617|  
| AGE     |     - . 00724          . 01064236     - . 680   . 4963   34. 021277|  
| DDRV    |     3. 04542* * *        . 71618183     4. 252   . 0000    . 6099291|  
| WDRV    |     2. 79966* * *        . 77147137     3. 629   . 0003    . 2269504|  
| DTTPP   |      . 27322* * *        . 05662347     4. 825   . 0000   2. 4627660|  
+- - - - - - - - +Model  par amet er s f or  l at ent  cl ass 2                         |  
| Const ant |    - 2. 55751* * *        . 84176788    - 3. 038   . 0024            |  
| TRI PP   |    - 1. 20529* *         . 51779989    - 2. 328   . 0199    . 5000000|  
| DTI ME   |      . 03931          . 06447431      . 610   . 5421   10. 000000|  
| CONG    |    - 1. 29490* * *        . 45770205    - 2. 829   . 0047    . 2606383|  
| ACCI     |     - . 21664          . 47316003     - . 458   . 6471    . 3333333|  
| LSHARE  |     1. 33348* *         . 63999266     2. 084   . 0372    . 1666667|  
| NOADV   |     - . 16813          . 32086221     - . 524   . 6003    . 3333333|  
| ADVPLUS |     1. 53608* * *        . 43251335     3. 552   . 0004    . 2393617|  
| AGE     |      . 02741*          . 01525934     1. 797   . 0724   34. 021277|  
| DDRV    |     1. 95705* * *        . 52548673     3. 724   . 0002    . 6099291|  
| WDRV    |     1. 18328*          . 65815601     1. 798   . 0722    . 2269504|  
| DTTPP   |      . 31399* * *        . 07409198     4. 238   . 0000   2. 4627660|  
+- - - - - - - - +Model  par amet er s f or  l at ent  cl ass 3                         |  
| Const ant |    - 3. 27003* * *        . 99750910    - 3. 278   . 0010            |  
| TRI PP   |      . 96042          . 88164128     1. 089   . 2760    . 5000000|  
| DTI ME   |      . 72691* * *        . 16430107     4. 424   . 0000   10. 000000|  
| CONG    |    - 3. 27030* * *       1. 22207406    - 2. 676   . 0075    . 2606383|  
| ACCI     |     - . 40515          . 87306129     - . 464   . 6426    . 3333333|  
| LSHARE  |      . 61296          . 54885640     1. 117   . 2641    . 1666667|  
| NOADV   |    - 3. 61280* * *        . 90728513    - 3. 982   . 0001    . 3333333|  
| ADVPLUS |    - 1. 73935* *         . 69763986    - 2. 493   . 0127    . 2393617|  
| AGE     |      . 01193          . 01858905      . 642   . 5211   34. 021277|  
| DDRV    |      . 24423          . 44775138      . 545   . 5854    . 6099291|  
| WDRV    |      . 89415*          . 52626460     1. 699   . 0893    . 2269504|  
| DTTPP   |     - . 25364* *         . 12009281    - 2. 112   . 0347   2. 4627660|  
+- - - - - - - - +Est i mat ed pr i or  pr obabi l i t i es f or  cl ass member shi p          |  
| ONE_1   |     - . 31393          . 55975562     - . 561   . 5749            |  
| FEM_1   |      . 48251          . 43295319     1. 114   . 2651            |  
| SRD_1   |      . 03635*          . 03253361     1. 117   . 0638            |  
| ONE_2   |    - 1. 44609* * *        . 49371589    - 2. 929   . 0034            |  
| FEM_2   |      . 77813*          . 46541371     1. 672   . 0945            |  
| SRD_2   |      . 07077* *         . 03282928     2. 156   . 0311            |  
| ONE_3   |        . 000* *      . . . . . . ( Fi xed Par amet er ) . . . . . . .             |  
| FEM_3   |        . 000* *      . . . . . . ( Fi xed Par amet er ) . . . . . . .             |  
| SRD_3   |        . 000* *      . . . . . . ( Fi xed Par amet er ) . . . . . . .             |  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
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|  Not e:  * * * ,  * * ,  *  = Si gni f i cance at  1%,  5%,  10% l evel .                |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
| Fi xed Par amet er . . .  i ndi cat es a par amet er  t hat  i s const r ai ned t o equal |  
| a f i xed val ue ( e. g. ,  0)  or  a ser i ous est i mat i on pr obl em.  I f  you di d  |  
| not  i mpose a r est r i ct i on on t he par amet er ,  check f or  pr evi ous er r or s. |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|   Pr i or  cl ass pr obabi l i t i es at  dat a means f or  LCM var i abl es |  
|    Cl ass 1     Cl ass 2     Cl ass 3     Cl ass 4     Cl ass 5  |  
|     . 44021      . 32691      . 23288      . 00000      . 00000  |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
=========================================================================== 
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Appendix 5  

Tyre Pressure Model (Refers to Chapter 5) 

Appendix 5.1 Tyre pressure model Limdep output 

 
 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Bi nar y  Logi t  Model  f or  Bi nar y  Choi ce        |  
|  Max i mum Li kel i hood Es t i mat es                 |  
|  Dependent  var i abl e               GOPUMP     |  
|  Wei ght i ng var i abl e                 None     |  
|  Number  of  obser vat i ons              2302     |  
|  I t er at i ons  compl et ed                  5     |  
|  Log l i kel i hood f unc t i on       - 1321. 163     |  
|  Number  of  par amet er s                  12     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  AI C =          1. 16230     |  
|    Fi ni t e Sampl e:  AI C =          1. 16236     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  BI C =          1. 20523     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on: HQI C =          1. 19522     |  
|  Res t r i c t ed l og l i kel i hood     - 1535. 460     |  
|  McFadden Pseudo R- squar ed      . 1400378     |  
|  Chi  squar ed                    414. 6905     |  
|  Degr ees  of  f r eedom                   11     |  
|  Pr ob[ Chi Sqd > val ue]  =         . 0000000     |  
|  Model  es t i mat ed:  Jan 07,  2010,  03: 10: 03PM   |  
|  Hosmer - Lemeshow chi - squar ed =  37. 87798     |  
|  P- val ue=  . 00001 wi t h deg. f r .  =       8     |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - + 
| Var i abl e|  Coef f i ci ent   |  St andar d Er r or  | b/ St . Er . | P[ | Z| >z] |  Mean of  X|  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - +Char act er i st i cs i n numer at or  of  Pr ob[ Y = 1]                  |  
| Const ant |     2. 53230* * *        . 40247932     6. 292   . 0000            |  
| COST    |      . 39470* * *        . 13644869     2. 893   . 0038   1. 3880104|  
| DTI ME   |     - . 13652* * *        . 02535114    - 5. 385   . 0000   8. 8062554|  
| LI TRE   |     - . 39738* * *        . 14366915    - 2. 766   . 0057    . 5099913|  
| FUELT   |    - 1. 02161* * *        . 10907397    - 9. 366   . 0000    . 9287576|  
| ADVI C   |      . 04798          . 10427195      . 460   . 6454    . 4187663|  
| TRI PP   |    - 1. 14022* * *        . 35328463    - 3. 227   . 0012    . 4387489|  
| ROADT   |      . 48384* *         . 20393603     2. 373   . 0177    . 5099913|  
| DTTPP   |      . 10176* * *        . 03682044     2. 764   . 0057   3. 9174631|  
| FUERT   |     - . 15365          . 13584514    - 1. 131   . 2580    . 5099913|  
| DDRV    |     - . 36020* * *        . 13981957    - 2. 576   . 0100    . 6177237|  
| WDRV    |     - . 18591          . 16000824    - 1. 162   . 2453    . 2341442|  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Not e:  * * * ,  * * ,  *  = Si gni f i cance at  1%,  5%,  10% l evel .                |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
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+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Lat ent  Cl ass Logi t  Model                     |  
|  Maxi mum Li kel i hood Est i mat es                |  
|  Dependent  var i abl e               GOPUMP     |  
|  Wei ght i ng var i abl e                 None     |  
|  Number  of  obser vat i ons             2302     |  
|  I t er at i ons compl et ed                 90     |  
|  Log l i kel i hood f unct i on       - 1102. 802     |  
|  Number  of  par amet er s                 57     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  AI C =          1. 00653     |  
|    Fi ni t e Sampl e:  AI C =          1. 00659     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  BI C =          1. 05897     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on: HQI C =          1. 03341     |  
|  Rest r i ct ed l og l i kel i hood     - 1535. 460     |  
|  McFadden Pseudo R- squar ed      . 3084222     |  
|  Chi  squar ed                    984. 2523     |  
|  Degr ees of  f r eedom                   57     |  
|  Pr ob[ Chi Sqd > val ue]  =         . 0000000     |  
|  Model  est i mat ed:  Jan 07,  2010,  04: 19: 05PM   |  
|  R2=1- LogL/ LogL*   Log- L f ncn  R- sqr d  RsqAdj  |  
|  No coef f i ci ent s  - 1595. 6248  . 30842  . 29557 |  
|  Const ant s onl y   - 1535. 4602  . 28132  . 26797 |  
|  At  st ar t  val ues  - 1328. 1449  . 16914  . 15370 |  
|  Response dat a ar e gi ven as i nd.  choi ce.      |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Not es No coef f i ci ent s=> P( i , j ) =1/ J( i ) .       |  
|        Const ant s onl y => P( i , j )  uses ASCs    |  
|          onl y.  N( j ) / N i f  f i xed choi ce set .    |  
|          N( j )  = t ot al  sampl e f r equency f or  j  |  
|          N    = t ot al  sampl e f r equency.       |  
|        These 2 model s ar e si mpl e MNL model s.  |  
|        R- sqr d = 1 -  LogL( model ) / l ogL( ot her )   |  
|        RsqAdj =1- [ nJ/ ( nJ- npar m) ] * ( 1- R- sqr d)    |  
|          nJ   = sum over  i ,  choi ce set  si zes |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Lat ent  Cl ass Logi t  Model                     |  
|  Number  of  l at ent  cl asses =    3             |  
|  Aver age Cl ass Pr obabi l i t i es                 |  
|    . 424  . 495  . 081                          |  
|  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  |  
|  LCM model  wi t h panel  has  282 gr oups.        |  
|  Var i abl e number  of  obs. / gr oup =GROUP        |  
|  Di scr et e par amet er  var i at i on speci f i ed.      |  
|  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  |  
|  Number  of  obs. =  2302,  ski pped   0 bad obs.  |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - + 
| Var i abl e|  Coef f i ci ent   |  St andar d Er r or  | b/ St . Er . | P[ | Z| >z] |  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - +Ut i l i t y par amet er s i n l at ent  cl ass - - >> 1        |  
| A_GO| 1  |     8. 91558* * *       1. 73319516     5. 144   . 0000 |  
| GO_LI T| 1|      . 23664          . 39574656      . 598   . 5499 |  
| GO_COS| 1|     - . 39513          . 32630598    - 1. 211   . 2259 |  
| GO_DTI | 1|     - . 50538* * *        . 12547202    - 4. 028   . 0001 |  
| GO_FTA| 1|     - . 74481* * *        . 26531046    - 2. 807   . 0050 |  
| GO_ADV| 1|      . 09014          . 24906384      . 362   . 7174 |  
| GO_TRI | 1|    - 5. 82029* * *       1. 31032861    - 4. 442   . 0000 |  
| GO_ROA| 1|     1. 08497* *         . 54996993     1. 973   . 0485 |  
| GO_DTT| 1|      . 41027* * *        . 11663064     3. 518   . 0004 |  
| GO_FTR| 1|     - . 57028          . 39680644    - 1. 437   . 1507 |  
| GO_DDR| 1|     - . 45556          . 34552927    - 1. 318   . 1874 |  
| GO_WDR| 1|     - . 77483* *         . 37490284    - 2. 067   . 0388 |  
+- - - - - - - - +Ut i l i t y par amet er s i n l at ent  cl ass - - >> 2        |  
| A_GO| 2  |     2. 27566* * *        . 52257172     4. 355   . 0000 |  
| GO_LI T| 2|     - . 61238* * *        . 18922903    - 3. 236   . 0012 |  
| GO_COS| 2|     1. 21911* * *        . 21009156     5. 803   . 0000 |  
| GO_DTI | 2|     - . 18703* * *        . 03326440    - 5. 622   . 0000 |  
| GO_FTA| 2|    - 2. 14053* * *        . 15515155   - 13. 796   . 0000 |  
| GO_ADV| 2|      . 03322          . 14386058      . 231   . 8174 |  
| GO_TRI | 2|    - 1. 63429* * *        . 46462793    - 3. 517   . 0004 |  
| GO_ROA| 2|      . 37882          . 27899616     1. 358   . 1745 |  
| GO_DTT| 2|      . 21526* * *        . 04873158     4. 417   . 0000 |  
| GO_FTR| 2|     - . 23627          . 18610981    - 1. 270   . 2043 |  
| GO_DDR| 2|     - . 41656* *         . 17765054    - 2. 345   . 0190 |  
| GO_WDR| 2|     - . 13457          . 20395469     - . 660   . 5094 |  
+- - - - - - - - +Ut i l i t y par amet er s i n l at ent  cl ass - - >> 3        |  
| A_GO| 3  |     - . 44909         2. 20838110     - . 203   . 8389 |  
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| GO_LI T| 3|    - 1. 18419          . 75109464    - 1. 577   . 1149 |  
| GO_COS| 3|      . 29133          . 69084159      . 422   . 6732 |  
| GO_DTI | 3|     - . 16302          . 09975535    - 1. 634   . 1022 |  
| GO_FTA| 3|     1. 11701*          . 62568355     1. 785   . 0742 |  
| GO_ADV| 3|      . 08782          . 40703629      . 216   . 8292 |  
| GO_TRI | 3|     4. 59806* *        2. 18289887     2. 106   . 0352 |  
| GO_ROA| 3|     2. 88593* * *       1. 05166393     2. 744   . 0061 |  
| GO_DTT| 3|     - . 53709* *         . 26584272    - 2. 020   . 0433 |  
| GO_FTR| 3|    - 1. 15087          . 70018842    - 1. 644   . 1002 |  
| GO_DDR| 3|    - 1. 85240* * *        . 40449878    - 4. 579   . 0000 |  
| GO_WDR| 3|    - 31. 1174        . 102151D+07      . 000  1. 0000 |  
+- - - - - - - - +Thi s i s THETA( 01)  i n cl ass pr obabi l i t y model .     |  
| Const ant |      . 17927          . 70333029      . 255   . 7988 |  
| _SRD| 1  |      . 14797          . 09109300     1. 624   . 1043 |  
| _FEMAL| 1|     1. 02157          . 63953158     1. 597   . 1102 |  
+- - - - - - - - +Thi s i s THETA( 02)  i n cl ass pr obabi l i t y model .     |  
| Const ant |     - . 65290          . 72388621     - . 902   . 3671 |  
| _SRD| 2  |      . 21663* *         . 09181767     2. 359   . 0183 |  
| _FEMAL| 2|     1. 60423* *         . 64736662     2. 478   . 0132 |  
+- - - - - - - - +Thi s i s THETA( 03)  i n cl ass pr obabi l i t y model .     |  
| Const ant |        . 000* *      . . . . . . ( Fi xed Par amet er ) . . . . . . .  |  
| _SRD| 3  |        . 000* *      . . . . . . ( Fi xed Par amet er ) . . . . . . .  |  
| _FEMAL| 3|        . 000* *      . . . . . . ( Fi xed Par amet er ) . . . . . . .  |  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Not e:  nnnnn. D- xx or  D+xx => mul t i pl y by 10 t o - xx or  +xx. |  
|  Not e:  * * * ,  * * ,  *  = Si gni f i cance at  1%,  5%,  10% l evel .     |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
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Appendix 6  

Vehicle-to-Vehicle Model (Refers to chapter 6) 

Appendix 6.1 Information sheet for vehicle-to-vehicle survey 

INFORMATION SHEET 

Please read the information below first: 

You are driving a vehicle equipped with a vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication 

based information system. Your vehicle is able to wirelessly communicate with road 

side units and other cars also equipped with V2V systems to ensure safety and 

comfort.  

1. You are on a freeway, approaching the location of a 
crash that happened one minute ago. The V2V 
device has already alerted you about the situation 
and advised you to slow down before the danger 
comes into sight.  

 

 

 

2. In this situation, you are approaching the T-junction while a motorcycle is riding on 
the main road. Due to obstruction by the big truck, you are unaware of the 
motorcycle. Instantly you receive a warning from the V2V device and is therefore 
able to determine whether a critical situation is about to occur.  

 

 

 

 

 

3. While you are driving along the road, from your rear 1km away, an emergency 
vehicle is approaching. When the siren and light are not yet audible or visible, you 

receive a warning to be 
prepared to stop at the road 
side to let the emergency 
vehicle pass by.  
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You can also receive various other bits of information from this V2V system, such as, 

nearest available parking bay information, an evacuation route when you try to escape 

from a bush fire, etc.                                                                  Picture source: www.car-2-car.org 

Appendix 6.2 Pilot survey instructions and sample choice set 

The following pages contain 16 different scenarios. Please assume that you have an 

interest in the purchase of a ‘V2V in-vehicle information device’, and hence you will 

bear the cost. Your answers will contribute to future system research and development.  

In this survey, you need to: 

1. Evaluate each of the options, 

2. Decide which one you prefer the most, 

3. Decide which one you prefer the least, 

4. Then decide which one you prefer the most in the remaining two options. 

Choice set example  

 Option 

A 

Option 

B 

Option 

C 

Option 

D 

Vehicle integration  

‘Built-in only’ = The system is only sold and 

installed by authorised motor stores. 

‘Option’= You can buy it as an electronic device 

and complete the installation by yourself. 

Built-in 

only 

Built-in 

only 
Option Option 

Market price range $2,500 $1,000 $5,000 $4,000 

Information strategy  

‘Safety information only’= You can only receive 

safety-related info, such as lane-change 

assistance, road condition warning, emergency 

evacuation direction, etc. 

‘Safety +Comfort info’=Plus e.g. nearest points 

of interest localisation, parking bay info, 

entertaining info, etc. 

Safety 

+ 

Comfort 

info 

Safety 

info only 

Safety 

info only 

Safety 

+ 

Comfort 

info 

Market penetration  

= How many vehicles (by percentage) have been 

equipped with this V2V system in Australia  

50% 10% 70% 30% 

Auto-control 

‘Yes’=With automatic braking control at hazards 

‘No’= Warning only 

No Yes No Yes 

System reliability 

‘100%’= perfect performance, almost 100% 

authenticate success rate, robust, plenty reaction 

time for the driver to take an action, all-weather 

service 

‘90%’= over 90% success rate, robust, enough 

reaction time, all-weather service  

‘80’= over 80% success rate, enough reaction 

time 

‘70’= over 70%  success rate, enough reaction 

time 

70% 100% 80% 90% 

Which option do you prefer most?   

Which option do you prefer least?   

In the remaining two options, which option do you prefer most?      
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Appendix 6.3 Final survey instructions and sample choice set 

The following pages contain 12 different scenarios. Please assume that you have an interest in 

the purchase of a ‘V2V in-vehicle information device’, and hence you will bear the cost. Your 

answers will contribute to future system research and development.  

In this survey, you need to: 

1. Evaluate each of the options, 

2. Decide which one you prefer the most, 

3. Decide which one you prefer the least. 

There are 2 questions about each scenario.  Please answer every question. Each question 

requires you to click only 1 box. 

Choice set example  

 Option A Option B Option C 

Vehicle integration  

‘Built-in only’ = The system is only sold and 

installed by authorised motor stores. 

‘Option’= You can buy it as an electronic device 

and complete the installation by yourself. 

Built-in 

only 

Built-in 

only 

Option 

Market price range $2,500  $1,000 $4,000  

Information strategy  

‘Safety information only’= You can only receive 

safety-related info, such as lane-change 

assistance, road condition warning, emergency 

evacuation direction, etc. 

‘Safety +Comfort info’=Plus e.g. nearest points 

of interest localisation, parking bay info, 

entertaining info, etc. 

Safety 

+Comfort 

information 

Safety 

information 

only 

Safety 

+Comfort 

information 

Market penetration  

= How many vehicles (by percentage) have been 

equipped with this V2V system in Australia  

30% 10% 50% 

Auto-control 

‘Yes’=With automatic braking control at hazards 

‘No’= Warning only 

No Yes No 

System reliability 

‘Very good’= up to 98% authenticate success 

rate, robust, plenty reaction time for the driver to 

take an action, all-weather service 

‘Good’= 90% authenticate success rate, robust, 

enough reaction time  

‘Reasonable’= 85% authenticate success rate, 

enough reaction time 

Good Very good Reasonable 

    

Which option do you prefer most?     

Which option do you prefer least?     
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Appendix 6.4 Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) model results: First 

choice logit  

+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Di scr et e choi ce ( mul t i nomi al  l ogi t )  model    |  
|  Maxi mum Li kel i hood Est i mat es                |  
|  Dependent  var i abl e                Fi r st      |  
|  Wei ght i ng var i abl e                 None     |  
|  Number  of  obser vat i ons              972     |  
|  I t er at i ons compl et ed                  6     |  
|  Log l i kel i hood f unct i on       - 886. 9031     |  
|  Number  of  par amet er s                 15     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  AI C =          1. 85577     |  
|    Fi ni t e Sampl e:  AI C =          1. 85628     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  BI C =          1. 93107     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on: HQI C =          1. 88443     |  
|  Model  est i mat ed:  Nov 16,  2010,  06: 39: 31PM   |  
|  R2=1- LogL/ LogL*   Log- L f ncn  R- sqr d  RsqAdj  |  
|  Const ant s onl y   - 1060. 8708  . 16399  . 14327 |  
|  Chi - squar ed[ 13]           =    347. 93541     |  
|  Pr ob [  chi  squar ed > val ue ]  =   . 00000     |  
|  Response dat a ar e gi ven as i nd.  choi ce.      |  
|  Number  of  obs. =   972,  ski pped   0 bad obs.  |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - + 
| Var i abl e|  Coef f i ci ent   |  St andar d Er r or  | b/ St . Er . | P[ | Z| >z] |  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - + 
| I NTEGR| 1|      . 13275* *         . 05496306     2. 415   . 0157 |  
| PRI CE| 1 |     - . 00072* * *      . 559618D- 04   - 12. 876   . 0000 |  
| I NFO| 1  |      . 16851* * *        . 05219487     3. 229   . 0012 |  
| MARKET| 1|      . 04362* * *        . 00436420     9. 996   . 0000 |  
| AUTOCO| 1|      . 19696* * *        . 04940649     3. 986   . 0001 |  
| VERYG| 1 |     1. 42318* * *        . 15341653     9. 277   . 0000 |  
| GOOD| 1  |      . 93554* * *        . 12667036     7. 386   . 0000 |  
| A_A| 1   |      . 05182          . 22280257      . 233   . 8161 |  
| A_FEM1| 1|     - . 16930          . 18804735     - . 900   . 3680 |  
| A_I NC1| 1| - . 53814D- 06        . 311935D- 05     - . 173   . 8630 |  
| A_DRV1| 1|      . 35118          . 24721791     1. 421   . 1555 |  
| A_B| 1   |     - . 48942* *         . 23143255    - 2. 115   . 0345 |  
| B_FEM2| 1|      . 51522* * *        . 18168380     2. 836   . 0046 |  
| B_I NC2| 1| - . 13123D- 05        . 305224D- 05     - . 430   . 6672 |  
| B_DRV2| 1|      . 66257* * *        . 25558998     2. 592   . 0095 |  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 

Appendix 6.5 Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) model results: Rank 

data model 

+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Di scr et e choi ce and mul t i nomi al  l ogi t  model s|  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  I nspect i ng t he dat a set  bef or e est i mat i on.                |  
|  These er r or s mar k obser vat i ons whi ch wi l l  be ski pped.     |  
|  Row I ndi vi dual  = 1st  r ow t hen gr oup number  of  dat a bl ock |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
No bad obser vat i ons wer e f ound i n t he sampl e 
Nor mal  exi t  f r om i t er at i ons.  Exi t  st at us=0.  
 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Di scr et e choi ce ( mul t i nomi al  l ogi t )  model    |  
|  Maxi mum Li kel i hood Est i mat es                |  
|  Dependent  var i abl e                 Rank     |  
|  Wei ght i ng var i abl e                 None     |  
|  Number  of  obser vat i ons              972     |  
|  I t er at i ons compl et ed                 23     |  
|  Log l i kel i hood f unct i on       - 890. 2222     |  
|  Number  of  par amet er s                 17     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  AI C =          1. 86260     |  
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|    Fi ni t e Sampl e:  AI C =          1. 86311     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  BI C =          1. 93790     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on: HQI C =          1. 89126     |  
|  Model  est i mat ed:  Nov 29,  2010,  11: 05: 34AM   |  
|  R2=1- LogL/ LogL*   Log- L f ncn  R- sqr d  RsqAdj  |  
|  Const ant s onl y   - 1060. 8708  . 16086  . 15345 |  
|  Model  est i mat ed usi ng RANK dat a f or  LHS.     |  
|  Number  of  obs. =   972,  ski pped   0 bad obs.  |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Not es No coef f i ci ent s=> P( i , j ) =1/ J( i ) .       |  
|        Const ant s onl y => P( i , j )  uses ASCs    |  
|          onl y.  N( j ) / N i f  f i xed choi ce set .    |  
|          N( j )  = t ot al  sampl e f r equency f or  j  |  
|          N    = t ot al  sampl e f r equency.       |  
|        These 2 model s ar e si mpl e MNL model s.  |  
|        R- sqr d = 1 -  LogL( model ) / l ogL( ot her )   |  
|        RsqAdj =1- [ nJ/ ( nJ- npar m) ] * ( 1- R- sqr d)    |  
|          nJ   = sum over  i ,  choi ce set  si zes |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - + 
| Var i abl e|  Coef f i ci ent   |  St andar d Er r or  | b/ St . Er . | P[ | Z| >z] |  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - + 
| PRI CE   |     - . 00074* * *      . 568089D- 04   - 12. 943   . 0000 |  
| MARKET  |      . 04468* * *        . 00442413    10. 100   . 0000 |  
| I NTEGR  |      . 14099* *         . 05527348     2. 551   . 0107 |  
| I NFO    |      . 18422* * *        . 05246475     3. 511   . 0004 |  
| AUTOCON |      . 19965* * *        . 04952729     4. 031   . 0001 |  
| VERYG   |     1. 44836* * *        . 15368919     9. 424   . 0000 |  
| GOOD    |      . 90507* * *        . 12555491     7. 209   . 0000 |  
| A_A     |      . 32123          . 31019701     1. 036   . 3004 |  
| A_FEM1  |     - . 15562          . 19631583     - . 793   . 4280 |  
| A_DRV1  |      . 40364*          . 23612552     1. 709   . 0874 |  
| A_I NC1  | - . 96075D- 07        . 324725D- 05     - . 030   . 9764 |  
| A_B     |      . 03961          . 30395901      . 130   . 8963 |  
| B_FEM2  |      . 45108* *         . 18773625     2. 403   . 0163 |  
| B_DRV2  |      . 39155*          . 22966524     1. 705   . 0882 |  
| B_I NC2  | - . 33037D- 05        . 316877D- 05    - 1. 043   . 2971 |  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Not e:  nnnnn. D- xx or  D+xx => mul t i pl y by 10 t o - xx or  +xx. |  
|  Not e:  * * * ,  * * ,  *  = Si gni f i cance at  1%,  5%,  10% l evel .     |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
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Appendix 6.6 Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) model results: 

Sequential best-worst model 

Part A: Data layout sample for individual level analyses 

The table only shows 10 respondents (total N = 81), with 12 choice sets, 3 alternatives. 

 

 

 

 

 

set  alt 

id

01 

id

02 

id

03 

Id

04 

id

05 

id

06 

id

07 

id

08 

id

09 

id

10 integ. price info. market 

auto

con. 

very

good good 

1 1 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 1 3 -1 5000 -1 30 1 0 1 

1 2 1 3 1 1 1 2 2 1 3 2 1 2500 -1 50 1 0 0 

1 3 3 1 3 2 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 1000 1 10 -1 1 0 

2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 -1 1000 1 30 1 1 0 

2 2 3 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 4000 1 50 -1 0 1 

2 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2500 -1 10 1 1 0 

3 1 2 1 3 3 2 2 1 3 1 1 -1 4000 1 30 -1 1 0 

3 2 3 3 1 1 1 3 3 2 3 2 -1 5000 -1 50 1 0 1 

3 3 1 2 2 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 -1 2500 1 10 -1 0 0 

4 1 2 2 2 3 1 2 1 1 2 3 1 1000 1 10 -1 0 0 

4 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 3 1 1 4000 1 50 1 0 1 

4 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 1 2 -1 5000 1 30 -1 1 0 

5 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 -1 1000 1 30 -1 0 1 

5 2 1 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 1 1 5000 -1 10 -1 1 0 

5 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 -1 2500 -1 50 -1 0 1 

6 1 2 3 1 2 3 2 1 2 1 2 1 4000 -1 30 -1 0 1 

6 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 -1 2500 -1 10 -1 0 1 

6 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 -1 5000 -1 50 1 1 0 

7 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 3 1 1 1000 -1 30 1 1 0 

7 2 1 2 2 1 3 2 2 1 2 2 1 2500 1 10 1 1 0 

7 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 1 3 -1 4000 1 50 -1 1 0 

8 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 5000 1 50 -1 1 0 

8 2 1 1 3 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 -1 4000 1 10 1 1 0 

8 3 2 2 2 3 1 2 1 1 2 1 -1 1000 1 30 1 0 1 

9 1 2 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 3 -1 2500 -1 30 -1 0 0 

9 2 3 3 1 3 1 2 2 3 3 2 -1 4000 1 10 -1 0 0 

9 3 1 1 2 1 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 5000 1 50 1 0 1 

10 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 -1 4000 -1 50 1 0 0 

10 2 1 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 5000 1 10 1 0 0 

10 3 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 1 3 -1 2500 -1 30 -1 0 1 

11 1 3 2 3 1 3 3 3 2 2 3 1 5000 1 30 1 0 0 

11 2 1 1 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 1 1 2500 -1 10 -1 1 0 

11 3 2 3 1 2 2 1 1 1 3 2 -1 4000 -1 50 -1 0 0 

12 1 1 1 3 3 3 1 3 3 1 1 1 2500 1 10 -1 1 0 

12 2 3 3 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 -1 1000 -1 30 1 0 0 

12 3 2 2 1 2 1 3 1 1 2 2 1 4000 -1 50 1 0 0 
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Part B: Summary statistics of the N = 81 individual level models 

 

Parameters Mean Std Dev Min Max 

Integration  

 (DIY Option =1) 

0.307 0.943 -1.750 2.942 

Price $  -0.002 0.001 -0.187 0.235 

Information 

 (Safety & comfort info =1) 

0.258 1.106 -0.786 4.113 

Penetration (%) 0.091 0.101 -0.233 0.879 

Auto-control  

    (with auto-control =1)  

0.408 1.292 -1.871 2.916 

Reliability_very good 3.039 4.092 -0.072 6.977 

Reliability_good 2.646 2.763 -0.171 4.805 

 

Part C: Distributions of individual level preference coefficients (price and market penetration) 
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Appendix 6.7 Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) model results: Latent 

class models 

+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Lat ent  Cl ass Logi t  Model                     |  
|  Maxi mum Li kel i hood Est i mat es                |  
|  Dependent  var i abl e               Choi ce     |  
|  Wei ght i ng var i abl e                 None     |  
|  Number  of  obser vat i ons              972     |  
|  I t er at i ons compl et ed                 85     |  
|  Log l i kel i hood f unct i on       - 728. 6023     |  
|  Number  of  par amet er s                 47     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  AI C =          1. 59589     |  
|    Fi ni t e Sampl e:  AI C =          1. 60091     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  BI C =          1. 83183     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on: HQI C =          1. 68569     |  
|  Rest r i ct ed l og l i kel i hood     - 1067. 851     |  
|  McFadden Pseudo R- squar ed      . 3176930     |  
|  Chi  squar ed                    678. 4977     |  
|  Degr ees of  f r eedom                   47     |  
|  Pr ob[ Chi Sqd > val ue]  =         . 0000000     |  
|  Model  est i mat ed:  Nov 16,  2010,  06: 39: 33PM   |  
|  R2=1- LogL/ LogL*   Log- L f ncn  R- sqr d  RsqAdj  |  
|  No coef f i ci ent s  - 1067. 8511  . 31769  . 30079 |  
|  Const ant s onl y   - 1060. 8708  . 31320  . 29619 |  
|  At  st ar t  val ues   - 886. 9244  . 17851  . 15815 |  
|  Response dat a ar e gi ven as i nd.  choi ce.      |  
 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Lat ent  Cl ass Logi t  Model                     |  
|  Number  of  l at ent  cl asses =    3             |  
|  Aver age Cl ass Pr obabi l i t i es                 |  
|    . 246  . 418  . 336                          |  
|  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  |  
|  LCM model  wi t h panel  has   81 gr oups.        |  
|  Fi xed number  of  obsr vs. / gr oup=       12     |  
|  Di scr et e par amet er  var i at i on speci f i ed.      |  
|  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  |  
|  Number  of  obs. =   972,  ski pped   0 bad obs.  |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - + 
| Var i abl e|  Coef f i ci ent   |  St andar d Er r or  | b/ St . Er . | P[ | Z| >z] |  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - +Ut i l i t y par amet er s i n l at ent  cl ass - - >> 1        |  
| I NTEGR| 1|      . 23801          . 16264092     1. 463   . 1434 |  
| PRI CE| 1 |     - . 00105* * *        . 00019325    - 5. 449   . 0000 |  
| I NFO| 1  |     - . 09495          . 16683963     - . 569   . 5693 |  
| MARKET| 1|      . 14003* * *        . 02080655     6. 730   . 0000 |  
| AUTOCO| 1|      . 58924* * *        . 16056354     3. 670   . 0002 |  
| VERYG| 1 |     1. 38794* *         . 55002425     2. 523   . 0116 |  
| GOOD| 1  |     1. 02725* *         . 47864494     2. 146   . 0319 |  
| A_A| 1   |      . 50929          . 72467411      . 703   . 4822 |  
| A_FEM1| 1|     - . 38954          . 46981681     - . 829   . 4070 |  
| A_I NC1| 1| - . 16287D- 04* *       . 776892D- 05    - 2. 096   . 0360 |  
| A_DRV1| 1|     1. 53053* *         . 70682494     2. 165   . 0304 |  
| A_B| 1   |    - 5. 30267* * *       1. 26242905    - 4. 200   . 0000 |  
| B_FEM2| 1|     5. 02309* * *       1. 01304310     4. 958   . 0000 |  
| B_I NC2| 1|  . 48016D- 04* * *      . 149116D- 04     3. 220   . 0013 |  
| B_DRV2| 1|    - 2. 05108* *         . 93211815    - 2. 200   . 0278 |  
+- - - - - - - - +Ut i l i t y par amet er s i n l at ent  cl ass - - >> 2        |  
| I NTEGR| 2|      . 11585*          . 06699041     1. 729   . 0837 |  
| PRI CE| 2 |     - . 00061* * *      . 605219D- 04   - 10. 150   . 0000 |  
| I NFO| 2  |      . 18004* * *        . 05751406     3. 130   . 0017 |  
| MARKET| 2|      . 02571* * *        . 00570494     4. 507   . 0000 |  
| AUTOCO| 2|      . 43596* * *        . 06458439     6. 750   . 0000 |  
| VERYG| 2 |     2. 97058* * *        . 22254889    13. 348   . 0000 |  
| GOOD| 2  |     1. 92031* * *        . 15521187    12. 372   . 0000 |  
| A_A| 2   |      . 19929          . 34225422      . 582   . 5604 |  
| A_FEM1| 2|      . 01023          . 28763386      . 036   . 9716 |  
| A_I NC1| 2|  . 12909D- 05        . 400328D- 05      . 322   . 7471 |  
| A_DRV1| 2|      . 33666          . 40166420      . 838   . 4019 |  
| A_B| 2   |      . 11835          . 32063428      . 369   . 7120 |  
| B_FEM2| 2|      . 84617* * *        . 28874105     2. 931   . 0034 |  
| B_I NC2| 2| - . 10714D- 04* * *      . 386745D- 05    - 2. 770   . 0056 |  
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| B_DRV2| 2|      . 96501* *         . 37821509     2. 551   . 0107 |  
+- - - - - - - - +Ut i l i t y par amet er s i n l at ent  cl ass - - >> 3        |  
| I NTEGR| 3|     - . 57342* * *        . 12875070    - 4. 454   . 0000 |  
| PRI CE| 3 |     - . 00113* * *        . 00010422   - 10. 809   . 0000 |  
| I NFO| 3  |      . 26065* * *        . 08770183     2. 972   . 0030 |  
| MARKET| 3|      . 07329* * *        . 00800550     9. 155   . 0000 |  
| AUTOCO| 3|     - . 49517* * *        . 13205714    - 3. 750   . 0002 |  
| VERYG| 3 |      . 38319          . 26576931     1. 442   . 1494 |  
| GOOD| 3  |      . 65971* * *        . 25517124     2. 585   . 0097 |  
| A_A| 3   |      . 37428          . 43142143      . 868   . 3856 |  
| A_FEM1| 3|     - . 81144*          . 42248015    - 1. 921   . 0548 |  
| A_I NC1| 3| - . 28576D- 05        . 675371D- 05     - . 423   . 6722 |  
| A_DRV1| 3|      . 44470          . 47421506      . 938   . 3484 |  
| A_B| 3   |    - 1. 14400* * *        . 39739382    - 2. 879   . 0040 |  
| B_FEM2| 3|    - 1. 05511* * *        . 38720918    - 2. 725   . 0064 |  
| B_I NC2| 3|  . 47074D- 05        . 568789D- 05      . 828   . 4079 |  
| B_DRV2| 3|     1. 88554* * *        . 45302209     4. 162   . 0000 |  
+- - - - - - - - +Est i mat ed l at ent  cl ass pr obabi l i t i es             |  
| Pr bCl s1 |      . 24608* * *        . 05932179     4. 148   . 0000 |  
| Pr bCl s2 |      . 41763* * *        . 04588429     9. 102   . 0000 |  
| Pr bCl s3 |      . 33629* * *        . 05385283     6. 245   . 0000 |  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Not e:  nnnnn. D- xx or  D+xx => mul t i pl y by 10 t o - xx or  +xx. |  
|  Not e:  * * * ,  * * ,  *  = Si gni f i cance at  1%,  5%,  10% l evel .     |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Cr oss t abul at i on of  act ual  vs.  pr edi ct ed choi ces.     |  
|  Row i ndi cat or  i s act ual ,  col umn i s pr edi ct ed.         |  
|  Pr edi ct ed t ot al  i s F( k, j , i ) =Sum( i =1, . . . , N)  P( k, j , i ) .  |  
|  Col umn t ot al s may be subj ect  t o r oundi ng er r or .       |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Lat ent  Cl ass Logi t  Model                     |  
|  Maxi mum Li kel i hood Est i mat es                |  
|  Dependent  var i abl e                FI RST     |  
|  Wei ght i ng var i abl e                 None     |  
|  Number  of  obser vat i ons              972     |  
|  I t er at i ons compl et ed                101     |  
|  Log l i kel i hood f unct i on       - 665. 7129     |  
|  Number  of  par amet er s                 51     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  AI C =          1. 47472     |  
|    Fi ni t e Sampl e:  AI C =          1. 48065     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  BI C =          1. 73073     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on: HQI C =          1. 57216     |  
|  Rest r i ct ed l og l i kel i hood     - 1067. 851     |  
|  McFadden Pseudo R- squar ed      . 3765864     |  
|  Chi  squar ed                    804. 2764     |  
|  Degr ees of  f r eedom                   51     |  
|  Pr ob[ Chi Sqd > val ue]  =         . 0000000     |  
|  Model  est i mat ed:  Jul  19,  2011,  06: 20: 58PM   |  
|  R2=1- LogL/ LogL*   Log- L f ncn  R- sqr d  RsqAdj  |  
|  No coef f i ci ent s  - 1067. 8511  . 37659  . 35979 |  
|  Const ant s onl y   - 1060. 8708  . 37248  . 35558 |  
|  At  st ar t  val ues   - 886. 9244  . 24941  . 22919 |  
|  Response dat a ar e gi ven as i nd.  choi ce.      |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Not es No coef f i ci ent s=> P( i , j ) =1/ J( i ) .       |  
|        Const ant s onl y => P( i , j )  uses ASCs    |  
|          onl y.  N( j ) / N i f  f i xed choi ce set .    |  
|          N( j )  = t ot al  sampl e f r equency f or  j  |  
|          N    = t ot al  sampl e f r equency.       |  
|        These 2 model s ar e si mpl e MNL model s.  |  
|        R- sqr d = 1 -  LogL( model ) / l ogL( ot her )   |  
|        RsqAdj =1- [ nJ/ ( nJ- npar m) ] * ( 1- R- sqr d)    |  
|          nJ   = sum over  i ,  choi ce set  si zes |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
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+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Lat ent  Cl ass Logi t  Model                     |  
|  Number  of  l at ent  cl asses =    3             |  
|  Aver age Cl ass Pr obabi l i t i es                 |  
|    . 247  . 355  . 399                          |  
|  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  |  
|  LCM model  wi t h panel  has   81 gr oups.        |  
|  Fi xed number  of  obsr vs. / gr oup=       12     |  
|  Di scr et e par amet er  var i at i on speci f i ed.      |  
|  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  |  
|  Number  of  obs. =   972,  ski pped   0 bad obs.  |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - + 
| Var i abl e|  Coef f i ci ent   |  St andar d Er r or  | b/ St . Er . | P[ | Z| >z] |  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - +Ut i l i t y par amet er s i n l at ent  cl ass - - >> 1        |  
| I NTEGR| 1|      . 80228* * *        . 30664279     2. 616   . 0089 |  
| PRI CE| 1 |     - . 00135* * *        . 00037446    - 3. 596   . 0003 |  
| I NFO| 1  |      . 42876          . 35810431     1. 197   . 2312 |  
| MARKET| 1|      . 22853* * *        . 04150519     5. 506   . 0000 |  
| AUTOCO| 1|     1. 14187* * *        . 25173781     4. 536   . 0000 |  
| VERYG| 1 |     1. 34921          . 94510967     1. 428   . 1534 |  
| GOOD| 1  |    - 1. 15252          . 75857514    - 1. 519   . 1287 |  
| A_A| 1   |    - 1. 49907          . 95655082    - 1. 567   . 1171 |  
| A_FEM1| 1|      . 11168          . 54098509      . 206   . 8364 |  
| A_I NC1| 1| - . 53050D- 05        . 979439D- 05     - . 542   . 5881 |  
| A_DRV1| 1|      . 76088          . 79372973      . 959   . 3378 |  
| A_B| 1   |     1. 22064         1. 32177647      . 923   . 3558 |  
| B_FEM2| 1|     - . 23690          . 74427738     - . 318   . 7503 |  
| B_I NC2| 1| - . 49556D- 04* *       . 200752D- 04    - 2. 469   . 0136 |  
| B_DRV2| 1|     2. 86718* *        1. 45280548     1. 974   . 0484 |  
+- - - - - - - - +Ut i l i t y par amet er s i n l at ent  cl ass - - >> 2        |  
| I NTEGR| 2|     - . 93205* * *        . 18219468    - 5. 116   . 0000 |  
| PRI CE| 2 |     - . 00152* * *        . 00014261   - 10. 671   . 0000 |  
| I NFO| 2  |      . 40900* * *        . 10432680     3. 920   . 0001 |  
| MARKET| 2|      . 07786* * *        . 00854540     9. 111   . 0000 |  
| AUTOCO| 2|     - . 41570* * *        . 14655136    - 2. 837   . 0046 |  
| VERYG| 2 |      . 79380* * *        . 26499299     2. 996   . 0027 |  
| GOOD| 2  |     1. 27813* * *        . 29408756     4. 346   . 0000 |  
| A_A| 2   |      . 51442          . 46330527     1. 110   . 2669 |  
| A_FEM1| 2|    - 1. 43714* * *        . 42480500    - 3. 383   . 0007 |  
| A_I NC1| 2| - . 54837D- 05        . 655901D- 05     - . 836   . 4031 |  
| A_DRV1| 2|     1. 02243* *         . 48140585     2. 124   . 0337 |  
| A_B| 2   |    - 1. 16402* * *        . 43661279    - 2. 666   . 0077 |  
| B_FEM2| 2|     - . 56228          . 41558181    - 1. 353   . 1761 |  
| B_I NC2| 2|  . 87896D- 05        . 617680D- 05     1. 423   . 1547 |  
| B_DRV2| 2|     1. 36074* * *        . 45431221     2. 995   . 0027 |  
+- - - - - - - - +Ut i l i t y par amet er s i n l at ent  cl ass - - >> 3        |  
| I NTEGR| 3|      . 11668*          . 07067162     1. 651   . 0987 |  
| PRI CE| 3 |     - . 00060* * *      . 679874D- 04    - 8. 816   . 0000 |  
| I NFO| 3  |      . 19755* * *        . 06015342     3. 284   . 0010 |  
| MARKET| 3|      . 02539* * *        . 00596995     4. 253   . 0000 |  
| AUTOCO| 3|      . 41078* * *        . 06990808     5. 876   . 0000 |  
| VERYG| 3 |     3. 15040* * *        . 24152550    13. 044   . 0000 |  
| GOOD| 3  |     2. 03555* * *        . 17513794    11. 623   . 0000 |  
| A_A| 3   |      . 11204          . 37370746      . 300   . 7643 |  
| A_FEM1| 3|      . 13888          . 32421586      . 428   . 6684 |  
| A_I NC1| 3|  . 45523D- 05        . 468635D- 05      . 971   . 3314 |  
| A_DRV1| 3|      . 23533          . 42744703      . 551   . 5819 |  
| A_B| 3   |      . 06161          . 33483051      . 184   . 8540 |  
| B_FEM2| 3|      . 96549* * *        . 30898450     3. 125   . 0018 |  
| B_I NC2| 3| - . 82499D- 05*        . 466876D- 05    - 1. 767   . 0772 |  
| B_DRV2| 3|      . 91651* *         . 40286781     2. 275   . 0229 |  
+- - - - - - - - +Thi s i s THETA( 01)  i n cl ass pr obabi l i t y model .     |  
| Const ant |     2. 64247         2. 88227465      . 917   . 3592 |  
| _LCLAS| 1|     - . 26685*          . 81995916     - . 325   . 0744 |  
| _AGE| 1  |     - . 08113          . 06273919    - 1. 293   . 1960 |  
+- - - - - - - - +Thi s i s THETA( 02)  i n cl ass pr obabi l i t y model .     |  
| Const ant |     3. 80077         2. 44022187     1. 558   . 1193 |  
| _LCLAS| 2|      . 85144* *         . 43186285     1. 972   . 0048 |  
| _AGE| 2  |     - . 18297* *         . 07724034    - 2. 369   . 0178 |  
+- - - - - - - - +Thi s i s THETA( 03)  i n cl ass pr obabi l i t y model .     |  
| Const ant |        . 000* *      . . . . . . ( Fi xed Par amet er ) . . . . . . .  |  
| _LCLAS| 3|        . 000* *      . . . . . . ( Fi xed Par amet er ) . . . . . . .  |  
| _AGE| 3  |        . 000* *      . . . . . . ( Fi xed Par amet er ) . . . . . . .  |  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Not e:  nnnnn. D- xx or  D+xx => mul t i pl y by 10 t o - xx or  +xx. |  
|  Not e:  * * * ,  * * ,  *  = Si gni f i cance at  1%,  5%,  10% l evel .     |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
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+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
| Fi xed Par amet er . . .  i ndi cat es a par amet er  t hat  i s const r ai ned t o equal |  
| a f i xed val ue ( e. g. ,  0)  or  a ser i ous est i mat i on pr obl em.  I f  you di d  |  
| not  i mpose a r est r i ct i on on t he par amet er ,  check f or  pr evi ous er r or s. |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Cr oss t abul at i on of  act ual  vs.  pr edi ct ed choi ces.     |  
|  Row i ndi cat or  i s act ual ,  col umn i s pr edi ct ed.         |  
|  Pr edi ct ed t ot al  i s F( k, j , i ) =Sum( i =1, . . . , N)  P( k, j , i ) .  |  
|  Col umn t ot al s may be subj ect  t o r oundi ng er r or .       |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
Mat r i x Cr osst ab has  4 r ows and  4 col umns.  
         A             B             C             Tot al  
        +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
A       |   270. 00000     55. 00000     47. 00000    372. 00000 
B       |    48. 00000    243. 00000     31. 00000    323. 00000 
C       |    46. 00000     49. 00000    182. 00000    277. 00000 
Tot al    |   365. 00000    347. 00000    261. 00000    972. 00000 
 

Appendix 6.8 Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) model results: Mixed 

logit models 

+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Random Par amet er s Logi t  Model                |  
|  Maxi mum Li kel i hood Est i mat es                |  
|  Dependent  var i abl e               Choi ce     |  
|  Wei ght i ng var i abl e                 None     |  
|  Number  of  obser vat i ons              972     |  
|  I t er at i ons compl et ed                 43     |  
|  Log l i kel i hood f unct i on       - 866. 1355     |  
|  Number  of  par amet er s                 19     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  AI C =          1. 82127     |  
|    Fi ni t e Sampl e:  AI C =          1. 82209     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  BI C =          1. 91664     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on: HQI C =          1. 85757     |  
|  Rest r i ct ed l og l i kel i hood     - 1067. 851     |  
|  McFadden Pseudo R- squar ed      . 1858987     |  
|  Chi  squar ed                    403. 4313     |  
|  Degr ees of  f r eedom                   19     |  
|  Pr ob[ Chi Sqd > val ue]  =         . 0000000     |  
|  Model  est i mat ed:  Nov 29,  2010,  06: 20: 15PM   |  
|  R2=1- LogL/ LogL*   Log- L f ncn  R- sqr d  RsqAdj  |  
|  No coef f i ci ent s  - 1067. 8511  . 18590  . 18089 |  
|  Const ant s onl y   - 1060. 8708  . 18356  . 17550 |  
|  At  st ar t  val ues   - 885. 6190  . 02200  . 01235 |  
|  Response dat a ar e gi ven as i nd.  choi ce.      |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
 
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - + 
| Var i abl e|  Coef f i ci ent   |  St andar d Er r or  | b/ St . Er . | P[ | Z| >z] |  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - +Random par amet er s i n ut i l i t y f unct i ons           |  
| PRI CE   |     - . 00233*          . 00119760    - 1. 945   . 0517 |  
| MARKET  |      . 14384*          . 07820021     1. 839   . 0659 |  
+- - - - - - - - +Nonr andom par amet er s i n ut i l i t y f unct i ons        |  
| I NTEGR  |      . 13802          . 13474946     1. 024   . 3057 |  
| I NFO    |      . 68631* *         . 32749877     2. 096   . 0316 |  
| AUTOCON |      . 67370* *         . 31597284     2. 132   . 0330 |  
| VERYG   |     4. 11372* *        2. 02075032     2. 036   . 0418 |  
| GOOD    |     2. 44612* *        1. 05967228     2. 308   . 0210 |  
| A_FEM1  |     - . 53365          . 38317986    - 1. 393   . 1637 |  
| A_DRV1  |      . 53688          . 45031736     1. 192   . 2332 |  
| A_I NC1  | - . 46718D- 05        . 683428D- 05     - . 684   . 4942 |  
| A_AGE1  |      . 01765          . 02006497      . 879   . 3792 |  
| A_LCL1  |     - . 36573*          . 18917859    - 1. 933   . 0532 |  
| B_FEM2  |      . 77761          . 49046727     1. 585   . 1129 |  
| B_DRV2  |     1. 15384*          . 69528421     1. 660   . 0970 |  
| B_I NC2  | - . 10222D- 04        . 676276D- 05    - 1. 512   . 1307 |  
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| B_AGE2  |      . 01935          . 01905471     1. 015   . 3100 |  
| B_LCL2  |     - . 47046* *         . 19712820    - 2. 387   . 0170 |  
+- - - - - - - - +Der i ved st andar d devi at i ons of  par amet er  di st r i bu|  
| NsPRI CE |      . 00154          . 00098393     1. 463   . 1436 |  
| NsMARKET|      . 20843*          . 11424349     1. 824   . 0681 |  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Not e:  nnnnn. D- xx or  D+xx => mul t i pl y by 10 t o - xx or  +xx. |  
|  Not e:  * * * ,  * * ,  *  = Si gni f i cance at  1%,  5%,  10% l evel .     |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Random Par ms/ Er r or  Comps.  Logi t  Model        |  
|  Maxi mum Li kel i hood Est i mat es                |  
|  Dependent  var i abl e               CHOI CE     |  
|  Wei ght i ng var i abl e                 None     |  
|  Number  of  obser vat i ons              972     |  
|  I t er at i ons compl et ed                 40     |  
|  Log l i kel i hood f unct i on       - 859. 1836     |  
|  Number  of  par amet er s                 23     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  AI C =          1. 81519     |  
|    Fi ni t e Sampl e:  AI C =          1. 81639     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on:  BI C =          1. 93065     |  
|  I nf o.  Cr i t er i on: HQI C =          1. 85914     |  
|  Rest r i ct ed l og l i kel i hood     - 1067. 851     |  
|  McFadden Pseudo R- squar ed      . 1954089     |  
|  Chi  squar ed                    417. 3351     |  
|  Degr ees of  f r eedom                   23     |  
|  Pr ob[ Chi Sqd > val ue]  =         . 0000000     |  
|  Model  est i mat ed:  Nov 29,  2010,  04: 08: 58PM   |  
|  R2=1- LogL/ LogL*   Log- L f ncn  R- sqr d  RsqAdj  |  
|  No coef f i ci ent s  - 1067. 8511  . 19541  . 18578 |  
|  Const ant s onl y   - 1060. 8708  . 19011  . 18042 |  
|  At  st ar t  val ues   - 885. 6190  . 02985  . 01823 |  
|  Response dat a ar e gi ven as i nd.  choi ce.      |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Not es No coef f i ci ent s=> P( i , j ) =1/ J( i ) .       |  
|        Const ant s onl y => P( i , j )  uses ASCs    |  
|          onl y.  N( j ) / N i f  f i xed choi ce set .    |  
|          N( j )  = t ot al  sampl e f r equency f or  j  |  
|          N    = t ot al  sampl e f r equency.       |  
|        These 2 model s ar e si mpl e MNL model s.  |  
|        R- sqr d = 1 -  LogL( model ) / l ogL( ot her )   |  
|        RsqAdj =1- [ nJ/ ( nJ- npar m) ] * ( 1- R- sqr d)    |  
|          nJ   = sum over  i ,  choi ce set  si zes |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Random Par ms/ Er r or  Comps.  Logi t  Model        |  
|  Repl i cat i ons f or  si mul at ed pr obs.  = 500     |  
|  Hal t on sequences used f or  si mul at i ons       |  
|  Hessi an was not  PD.  Usi ng BHHH est i mat or .    |  
|  Number  of  obs. =   972,  ski pped   0 bad obs.  |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
 
 
 
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - + 
| Var i abl e|  Coef f i ci ent   |  St andar d Er r or  | b/ St . Er . | P[ | Z| >z] |  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - + 
+- - - - - - - - +Random par amet er s i n ut i l i t y f unct i ons           |  
| PRI CE   |     - . 00277*          . 00141653    - 1. 956   . 0504 |  
| MARKET  |      . 24888* *         . 12361480     2. 013   . 0441 |  
+- - - - - - - - +Nonr andom par amet er s i n ut i l i t y f unct i ons        |  
| I NTEGR  |      . 23921          . 24963248      . 958   . 3379 |  
| I NFO    |     1. 07986* *         . 50706699     2. 130   . 0332 |  
| AUTOCON |     1. 14470*          . 62493276     1. 832   . 0670 |  
| VERYG   |     7. 04912* *        3. 44774596     2. 045   . 0409 |  
| GOOD    |     4. 06595* *        2. 00294950     2. 030   . 0424 |  
| A_FEM1  |     - . 56111          . 59654618     - . 941   . 3469 |  
| A_DRV1  |      . 42367          . 68725405      . 616   . 5376 |  
| A_I NC1  | - . 66401D- 05        . 110371D- 04     - . 602   . 5474 |  
| A_AGE1  |      . 01613          . 03117010      . 517   . 6048 |  
| A_LCL1  |     - . 37297          . 33608453    - 1. 110   . 2671 |  
| B_FEM2  |     1. 43573         1. 00131416     1. 434   . 1516 |  
| B_DRV2  |     1. 83128         1. 22208279     1. 498   . 1340 |  
| B_I NC2  | - . 12777D- 04        . 134263D- 04     - . 952   . 3413 |  
| B_AGE2  |      . 01719          . 03334963      . 515   . 6063 |  
| B_LCL2  |     - . 67383          . 44304792    - 1. 521   . 1283 |  
+- - - - - - - - +Het er ogenei t y i n mean,  Par amet er : Var i abl e        |  
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| PRI C: LCL|     - . 00066*          . 00037612    - 1. 755   . 0793 |  
| MARK: LCL|        . 000*       . . . . . . ( Fi xed Par amet er ) . . . . . . .  |  
+- - - - - - - - +Der i ved st andar d devi at i ons of  par amet er  di st r i bu|  
| NsPRI CE |      . 00272* *         . 00127695     2. 129   . 0332 |  
| NsMARKET|      . 36179* *         . 18804553     1. 924   . 0454 |  
+- - - - - - - - +St andar d devi at i ons of  l at ent  r andom ef f ect s     |  
| Si gmaE01|      . 09490         7. 14805363      . 013   . 9894 |  
| Si gmaE02|     1. 86029         2. 13088554      . 873   . 3827 |  
| Si gmaE03|      . 13163         4. 81329802      . 027   . 9782 |  
+- - - - - - - - +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
|  Not e:  nnnnn. D- xx or  D+xx => mul t i pl y by 10 t o - xx or  +xx. |  
|  Not e:  * * * ,  * * ,  *  = Si gni f i cance at  1%,  5%,  10% l evel .     |  
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 
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Appendix 7  

Assist Drivers with Rheumatic Diseases (Refers to 

Chapter 7) 

Appendix 7.1 Focus group questionnaire 

Part One: Personal information 

This section is about minimum information required to interpret the study results. This 

information will be strictly confidential.  

 

 

1. Do you have a driving license? ____________ (Yes/No) 

 

2. (          ) How often do you drive?  

A. More than once per day  

B. Once per day  

C. More than once per week 

D. Once per week  

E. Less than once per week 

 

3. (          ) What is your gender? 

A. Male        

B. Female 

 

      4.   (          ) In which of the following categories does your age fall? 

A. 25-34  

B. 35-44  

C. 45-54  

D.other ______  

 

      5. (          ) In which of the following categories does your income fall? 

A. =< AUS $25,000  

B. AUS $25,001 - $40,000 

C. AUS $40,001 - $65,000 

D. AUS $65,001 - $100,000 

E. > AUS $100,000 

 

      6. Your nationality is _____________ 
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Part Two: Medical conditions 

       

      7. What is your primary auto-immune related medical condition  __________ 

 

      8. (          ) When was the first diagnosis of this auto-immune condition? 

A. Less than 1 year        

B. 1 – 5 years 

C. 6 – 10 years 

D. 11 – 15 years 

E. Others _________ 

 

      9. (          ) Are you having any medicine currently, if then, which of the following 

categories does (do) the medicine(s) fall?  

A. Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)  

B. Corticosteroids (also known as steroids) 

C. Immunosuppressives 

D. Antidepressants 

E. Others 

 

 

Part Three: Driving difficulty 

You may suffer from one or a few weaknesses due to the medical condition or medicine(s).  

Some general problems include: arthritis, reduced mobility and flexibility, reduced range of 

motion, reduced ability to deal with high cognitive load driving tasks, reduced or divided 

attention, slow reaction time, increased susceptibility to distraction, reduced visual acuity, 

prolonged visual accommodation and adaptation time, reduced peripheral vision and increased 

glare sensitivity.  

     10. Please provide your main weaknesses of physical strength, cognitive ability and 

visibility, as well as the relevant driving difficulties in the following table. 

 

 

 

 

 Weaknesses Driving difficulties 

Physical 

strength 

 

  

Cognitive 

ability 

 

  

Visibility 
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     11. Whether you made adaptations to your car to assist driving tasks, such as disability 

parking permit, navigation device, additional rear and side mirrors, etc.?  

        _________________________________________________________________________ 

 

     12. The following table contains 9 different traffic scenarios. Please rank the difficulty 

of each scenario for rank 1=1, rank 2=2, …, rank 9=9.  

For example, if you think ‘bad weather condition’ has the highest difficulty for your driving, 

give ‘1’ to the corresponding scenario. 

 Traffic scenarios Rank of 

difficulty  

Driving for a long period   

Driving in a complex or unfamiliar environment   

Parking in a narrow bay  

Driving at intersections (roundabout, T-junction, give 

way and stop sign, etc.) 

 

Driving with secondary task (way finding, 

distractions, etc.) 

 

Overtaking manoeuvre   

Merging manoeuvre   

Emergency braking   

Bad weather conditions (storm, night, fog, iced, etc.)  

 

 

     13. How much confidence do you have in a driving support system with automatic 

control features? (0=no confidence, 100=complete confidence) 

      _________________________________________________________________________ 

     14. Would you like to install a fully automatic driving support system which can take 

control of your vehicle if the system predicts that a potential danger is imminent?  

      _________________________________________________________________________ 

      15. Do you have any comments about your experience of driving with a rheumatic 

condition? 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


